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Abstract
In this work the importance of individualization in binaural technique is
investigated. The results extend the present knowledge on the efficient
measurement of individual head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) and
highlight the importance of individual equalization filters in binaural
reproduction, using both loudspeakers and headphones. Moreover, an
integrated framework for the calculation of such equalization filters is
presented.
An innovative measurement setup was developed to allow the fast
acquisition of individual HRTFs. The hardware was designed to be
compatible with the range extrapolation technique, which makes the
description of the HRTF’s distance-dependence possible. Major speedup
was obtained by optimizing the multiple exponential sweep method. An
individual HRTF dataset with approximately 4000 directions can be
measured in less than 6 minutes with this new setup.
Crosstalk cancellation (CTC) filters are required when playing back
binaural signals via loudspeakers. To allow listeners to freely move their
heads, switching between multiple loudspeakers is required and the CTC
filters must be constantly updated according to the tracked head position.
Filter calculations are carried out in frequency-domain for speed reasons.
To impose causality constraints to the regularized frequency-domain
calculations, a CTC filter calculation framework was proposed, which
incorporates a new approach for the multi-channel minimum-phase regu-
larization. This framework also addresses the switching between active
loudspeakers through the use of a weighted filter calculation. A sound
localization test showed that individualized CTC systems provided per-
formance similar to that from binaural listening while nonindividualized
CTC systems provided significantly lower localization performance.
To deliver an authentic auditory impression without additional spec-
tral coloration, binaural reproduction via headphones must be adequately
equalized. Such equalization filters are obtained by inverting the head-
phone transfer function, which varies among listeners and individual
fitting. To cope with these variations, a robust individual headphone
equalization method was proposed. Perceptual tests showed that, in all
but one of the tested situations, no audible differences between the origi-
nal sound source and its binaural auditory display could be perceived.
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Introduction
Spatial audio systems can, among other applications, be found in home
entertainment, cinema and virtual reality systems where they are used
to provide the listener with an increased sense of realism and immer-
sion. Rumsey (2012) lists some of the spatial attributes required for
sound reproduction: naturalness, source localization, distance and depth
perception, envelopment and spaciousness, and apparent source width.
There are several different approaches to the creation of spatial au-
ditory impression. Amplitude panning techniques, such as the standard
stereophony or its three-dimensional extension, the “vector base ampli-
tude panning” (Pulkki, 1997) or “ambisonics” (as originally formulated
by Gerzon, 1973) are based on the psychoacoustic effects of summing
localization (Blauert, 1997). These systems have the drawback that all
produced phantom sources are perceived at the distance of the loudspeak-
ers. Wave-field reconstruction methods such as “wave field synthesis”
(de Vries, 1988) and “higher-order ambisonics” (Daniel, 2003) focus on
completely reconstructing a desired sound field inside the reproduction
space. These systems require a large number of sources to work properly
and even though they are theoretically capable of rendering focused
sources, their realization is severely limited in practical applications.
Lentz (2007) and Schröder et al. (2010) describe the virtual
reality system at RWTH Aachen University. This system is composed
of five video projection walls that severely limit the positioning of loud-
speaker to be used with spatial audio generation. To ensure a spatial
audio reproduction, thus increasing the immersion in the virtual envi-
ronment, this system was designed to use yet another type of spatial
audio reproduction method, the binaural technology.
The binaural technology can provide the listener with full three-
dimensional impression, i.e. lateral position, height and distance impres-
sion, with a reduced number of transducers (Møller, 1992). Binaural
technology is based on the fact that all spatial sound information per-
ceived by humans is extracted solely from the two pressure signals
captured by the listener’s ears. These so-called binaural signals can be
either directly recorded or they can be synthesized.
2 1 Introduction
Binaural recordings are made using an artificial head or in-ear mi-
crophones (Paul, 2009). They have, however, the disadvantage that
listener’s head movements cannot be directly compensated for. Li and
Duraiswami (2006) proposed a method to binaurally “reproduce 3D au-
ditory scenes captured by spherical microphone arrays over headphones”.
Nevertheless, virtual reality applications commonly rely on binaural
synthesis, which will be the focus of this work.
In the binaural synthesis, each sound source must be filtered with
a head-related transfer function (HRTF) that describes the direction-
dependent influence of pinna, head, and torso on the incident sound
field. HRTF are, therefore, listener-dependent (Wightman and
Kistler, 1989; Wenzel et al., 1993; Møller et al., 1995a), and,
when using binaural technology to create an authentic spatial sound
scene, individual HRTFs should be used. As a binaural synthesis is based
on acoustic simulations, its performance also depends on the quality of
the used acoustic model.
The first part of this work will focus on the characterization of
the human listener, i.e. on the acquisition of individual HRTFs. One
possibility to acquire HRTFs is to use numerical acoustic simulations,
like the boundary element method (Katz, 2001) or the finite difference
time-domain (Mokhtari et al., 2007), based on mesh grids obtained
from e.g. magnetic resonance imaging (Mokhtari et al., 2007; Guil-
lon et al., 2012), laser scanning (Rui et al., 2012) or photogrammetry
(Fels, 2008; Dellepiane et al., 2008). However, as the outer ear con-
tains hidden structures that contribute to the HRTF at high frequencies,
the quality of such method is still not ideal. HRTFs can also be obtained
through acoustic measurements. This can be done either in a direct
(Bronkhorst, 1995; Møller et al., 1995a; Algazi et al., 2001; Maj-
dak et al., 2007) or in a reciprocal manner (Zotkin et al., 2006). No
matter which method is used, it is desirable that the HRTF measurement
is completed in the shortest time possible, thus providing more comfort
for the subject being measured and reducing measurement variability.
The presentation of near-to-head sources can greatly improve the
naturalness of virtual reality systems and the synthesis of near-to-head
sources requires near-field HRTFs (Brungart and Rabinowitz, 1999).
Near-field HRTFs have to be either measured using a complex setup that
is composed of transducers placed at increasing distances, or they can
be calculated from a measurement at a single distance using the range
extrapolation technique (Duraiswami et al., 2004).
The second part of this thesis will deal with the reproduction of
binaural signals. The main requirement for a binaural reproduction is
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that each of the listener’s ears receives a distinct signal. Such a perfect
channel separation can easily be achieved by reproducing binaural sig-
nals via headphones. However, headphones introduce spectral coloration
and may change the acoustic impedance seen from the ear canal, influ-
encing the naturalness of the binaural reproduction. The variation in
impedance can be only controlled by choosing the correct headphone
types (Møller, 1992). The coloration aspect, which is highly individual
and dependent on the headphone fitting (Møller et al., 1995b), can be
compensated for by using an individual equalization filter (Pralong
and Carlile, 1996; Møller et al., 1995b).
If a pair of loudspeakers is used to directly reproduce a binaural signal,
the sound radiated from each loudspeaker will arrive at the listener’s
ears, thus mixing the binaural cues contained in the binaural signal. To
reestablish these cues, crosstalk must be eliminated (Bauer, 1961; Atal
et al., 1966). This is achieved by using a crosstalk cancellation (CTC)
filter network (Bauck and Cooper, 1993; Köring and Schmitz, 1993;
Kirkeby and Nelson, 1999).
The design of CTC filters depends on the disposition of the loud-
speakers in relation to the listener. If the listener is located in a limited
region in the reproduction space, then the aim of the CTC filter de-
sign is to provide a wide sweet spot. This can be optimally achieved
with a frequency-dependent loudspeaker distribution (Takeuchi and
Nelson, 2007). On the other hand, if the listener should be allowed to
freely move inside the reproduction space, then the sweet spot has to
be made dynamic by constantly updating the CTC filters based on the
listener’s current tracked position (Gardner, 1997; Lentz, 2007). To
avoid filter instability, the dynamic CTC system should switch between
ideal loudspeaker configurations, dependent on the listener’s position
and direction (Lentz, 2006).
As CTC filters are designed based on the transfer function between
loudspeakers and listener’s ears, i.e. HRTFs, individualized CTC fil-
ters provide a higher channel separation than its generic counterpart
(Akeroyd et al., 2007). It is, however, not yet known how a reduced
channel separation influences the localization performance of a nonindi-
vidualized CTC system.
1.1 Objectives
The global aim of this work is to improve the quality of the binaural
technology used in the virtual reality system at RWTH Aachen University
4 1 Introduction
by means of individualization. Therefore only the single listener situation
will be considered.
More specifically, the following questions will be discussed in this
thesis:
∙ How to acquire individual HRTFs in a fast manner with full 3D
information?
∙ How important is the individual equalization for a binaural repro-
duction?
∙ How can a binaural reproduction be equalized adequately?
1.2 Organization
First, some fundamental aspects of digital signal processing, acoustic
measurement and spatial hearing, required for the better comprehension
of this work, are presented in chapter 2. The characterization of human
listeners for binaural synthesis, i.e. the measurement of individual HRTFs,
is discussed in chapter 3, where the design of a measurement system for
individual HRTFs is presented, followed by the optimization of the used
excitation signals and a discussion on the conducted post-processing.
The chapter concludes presenting measurement results obtained using
the described system.
The focus is then put on the reproduction of binaural signals. In chap-
ter 4, a reproduction via headphones is examined, testing the adequacy
of the of two headphone types for binaural reproduction and presenting a
framework for the calculation of individual equalization filters. Binaural
reproduction via loudspeakers is then the focus of chapter 5, where a
framework for the calculation of individual causal crosstalk cancellation
filters in the frequency-domain is presented, which also incorporates the
switching between active loudspeakers in 360∘ scenarios.
The importance of individually equalized binaural reproduction is
investigated in chapter 6 by means of two perceptual tests. Section 6.1
evaluates the naturalness of individually equalized headphone binaural
presentation while section 6.2 investigates the localization performance
of individualized and nonindividualized crosstalk cancellation systems.
At the end, chapter 7 summarizes the results and contributions presented
in this thesis and possible future research is discussed.
2
Fundamental Concepts
In this chapter some fundamental aspects required for the remainder
of this thesis will be briefly summarized. First, a review of the topic
of digital signal processing, is presented. Digital signal processing is
essential when dealing with acoustic measurements, such as the head-
related transfer function measurement discussed in chapter 3, and filter
designs, such as the headphone equalization and the crosstalk cancellation
filters described in chapter 4 and chapter 5.
Both, acoustic measurements and filter design, and the acoustic
holography discussed in chapter 3, can be considered as inverse problems.
Therefore, some important aspects of how to solve inverse problems are
discussed. Acoustic measurements are further analyzed with regard to
the used excitation signal and deconvolution methods.
To conclude, a short review of the human directional hearing is
presented as the perceptual evaluation presented in chapter 6 is based
on it.
2.1 Digital Signal Processing
An acoustic signal can be represented as a real continuous time function
𝑥(𝑡). The signal must be discretized so that is can be digitally processed.
The continuous signal is sampled at a regular interval 𝑇s (reciprocal to
the sampling frequency 𝑓s). The result is a sequence of values 𝑥𝑛, where
𝑛 is the time index. The notation 𝑥(𝑛) is used for the vector containing
the values of 𝑥𝑛 (Oppenheim and Schafer, 1989).
Tohyama and Koike (1998) state that a discrete system is “a
system that transforms an input sequence 𝑥(𝑛) in an output sequence
𝑦(𝑛).” Such a system can be described by its impulse response (IR)
sequence ℎ(𝑛). In this thesis all systems are considered linear and time
invariant (LTI, Oppenheim and Schafer, 1989, p. 22). The output
sequence of an LTI system is derived from the input and the system’s
IR by performing the convolution operation
𝑦(𝑛) = 𝑥(𝑛) * ℎ(𝑛) =
∞∑︁
𝑘=−∞
𝑥(𝑛)ℎ(𝑛− 𝑘). (2.1)
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Figure 2.1: A system described by its IR ℎ(𝑛) with input sequence 𝑥(𝑛) and
output sequence 𝑦(𝑛).
The IR of most physical systems is infinitely long and can be described
by an infinite impulse response (IIR) filter. However, these systems
are commonly approximated by a finite impulse response (FIR) filter,
which allow a more efficient calculation of the convolution operation
(Oppenheim and Schafer, 1989).
A finite IR is usually obtained by truncating an infinite IR. To avoid
an abrupt end to the signal, the windowing operation can be applied,
which performs an element-wise multiplication of the sequence with a
window sequence whose elements are zero (or close to zero) at the regions
of unwanted components and therefore
𝑥win(𝑛) = 𝑥(𝑛) ∘ 𝑤(𝑛). (2.2)
Oppenheim and Schafer (1989) show that complex exponential
functions are eigenfunctions of LTI systems. Thus, a representation of
signals as these complex exponentials, i.e. sinusoids, is very beneficial as
a faster calculation of the convolution operation is possible in this domain.
A representation of a signal that uses complex exponentials as basis is
said to be in the frequency-domain while the previous representation
is said to be in the time-domain. In the frequency-domain, a system
is described by its frequency response 𝐻(𝑓). The output sequence is
obtained from
𝑌 (𝑓) = 𝐻(𝑓) ·𝑋(𝑓). (2.3)
𝑌 (𝑓) and 𝑋(𝑓) are the complex frequency spectrum of 𝑦(𝑛) and 𝑥(𝑛)
respectively.
Time and frequency representation of a signal are closely related. If
the spectrum is, for instance, real, the time representation is symmetric
around the origin and noncausal. Furthermore, under certain conditions,
the spectrum’s magnitude and phase can also be dependent on each other.
Therefore, a minimum-phase LTI system—a stable and causal system
whose inverse is also stable and causal—has an amplitude and phase that
are related by the Hilbert transform (Oppenheim and Schafer, 1989,
Ch. 11).
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A transformation from time into frequency-domain is obtained using
the Fourier transform. For finite length sequences, however, the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) is usually preferred as efficient algorithms exist
for its calculation, the so-called fast Fourier transform (FFT). The output
of the DFT is itself a sequence of samples, equally spaced in frequency,
of a signal’s Fourier transform (Oppenheim and Schafer, 1989). In
the following, the term frequency-domain will refer to the output of
a DFT and the DFT from 𝑥(𝑛) will be denoted by 𝑋(𝑧), the discrete
representation of 𝑋(𝑓).
The DFT is based on the assumption that the signal is a periodic
sequence. Thus, periodicity in both time and frequency-domain is
inherent to the DFT and caution is required when conducting some
operations with a DFT. It is especially important to note that the
linear convolution operation is redefined as a circular convolution under
the DFT. This can lead to the presence of time-aliasing if the length
of both signals to be convolved is not large enough (Oppenheim and
Schafer, 1989). If the result of the linear convolution presents noncausal
components, Using the circular convolution these components will now
appear at the end of the output sequence, an effect know as wrap around.
The shifting operation, which can be understood as a convolution
with an impulse shifted in time, must also be redefined as a circular
shift. This means that when shifting a sequence by 𝑁 samples, the last
𝑁 samples of the sequence are simply moved to the beginning of the
sequence.
2.2 Inverse Problems
All signal processing algorithms presented in this thesis can be inter-
preted as inverse problems. Inverse problems occur when a desired
signal cannot be measured directly. In this case, the acquired signals
are a transformation of the desired signals and an inversion of these
transformations is thus required (Mammone, 1999).
Measurements of acoustic systems play a major role throughout this
thesis. As explained in section 2.3, measurements of acoustic systems
are conducted using deterministic excitation signals rather than an ideal
impulse. It is assumed that the excitation signal 𝑥(𝑛) is the output of
a transformation 𝑇 to the Kronecker delta function 𝛿(𝑛). Thus, the
system’s IR can be obtained from the system’s output 𝑦(𝑛) by applying
the inverse transformation 𝑇−1 to 𝑦(𝑛).
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The equalization problem can also be considered as an inverse prob-
lem. In this case, the frequency response of the equalization filter 𝑄(𝑧)
is obtained from the difference between the desired overall response
𝐷(𝑧) and the system’s equalized frequency response. The ideal equaliza-
tion filter is obtained when the observed difference between the desired
frequency response and the equalized frequency response is driven to
zero, i.e.
|𝐷(𝑧)−𝑄(𝑧)𝐻(𝑧)| = 0, (2.4)
𝑄(𝑧) = 𝐷(𝑧)/𝐻(𝑧). (2.5)
The headphone equalization filter calculation discussed in chapter 4 is a
classic example of a single input, single output (SISO) equalization prob-
lem while the crosstalk filter design discussed in chapter 5 is an example
of a multiple input, multiple output (MIMO) equalization problem.
Finally, the acoustic holography used for interpolation and range
extrapolation in chapter 3 is also an inverse problem as the desired
potential expansion coefficients cannot be directly measured and must
be estimated from the pressure measurement over a spherical surface by
inverting the spherical harmonic transformation.
The inverse problems cannot always be directly inverted as in
eq. (2.5). This is especially true for the MIMO cases, which can have an
over- or underdetermined transformation matrix. These problems can,
however, be considered a minimization problem of the form
min
𝑥
‖𝑦 −𝐴𝑥‖22, (2.6)
where ‖·‖2 is the Euclidean norm, 𝑦 is a vector containing the measured
values, 𝐴 is the transformation matrix, and 𝑥 is the solution of the
inverse problem.1 The solution to eq. (2.6) is given by
𝑥 = 𝐴+𝑦 =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
(𝐴*𝐴)−1𝐴*𝑦, if 𝐴 is overdetermined
𝐴−1𝑦, if 𝐴 is invertible
𝐴* (𝐴𝐴*)−1 𝑦, if 𝐴 is underdetermined
, (2.7)
where 𝐴* represents the Hermitian transpose of matrix 𝐴 and 𝐴+ its
Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse assuming that 𝐴*𝐴 and 𝐴𝐴* are not
singular.
1Even though the norm to be minimized does not necessarily have to be the Euclidean
norm, this norm will be used throughout this work, as it has an analytical solution
derived from the least-squares minimization (LSM) when 𝐴 is overdetermined
and from constraint optimization when 𝐴 is underdetermined (Nelson and
Elliott, 1995, pp. 418–419).
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It is often the case that the observed data contains additive noise
and that the transformation matrix is not well-conditioned. This leads
to an undesirable noise amplification effect that can severely affect the
quality of the obtained solution (Fazi, 2010). Therefore, regularization
can be introduced to mitigate the minimization problem and avoid over-
fitting. The most commonly used regularization scheme is the Tikhonov
regularization that adds a restriction on the total energy of the solution
vector.
In this case, the transformation matrix 𝐴 is overdetermined, the
minimization eq. (2.6) is altered to
min
𝑥
(︁
‖𝑦 −𝐴𝑥‖22 + 𝜇 ‖𝑥‖22
)︁
, (2.8)
where 𝜇 is the regularization parameter with real values in the range
0 ≤ 𝜇 ≤ ∞. 𝜇 acts as a trade-off factor between the residual error and
energy of the solution. Moreover, for the equalization problems, 𝜇
also acts as an upper limit of the resulting filter’s maximum gain (see
appendix A).
The regularization has, however, its drawbacks. The use of regular-
ization to solve equalization problems leads to ringing artifacts in the
time-domain, as discussed by Bouchard et al. (2006) for the one chan-
nel case and by Norcross and Bouchard (2007) for the multi-channel
case.
The solution of the new minimization problem eq. (2.8) is given by
𝑥 =
{︃
(𝐴*𝐴+ 𝜇𝐼)−1𝐴*𝑦, if 𝐴 is overdetermined
𝐴* (𝐴𝐴* + 𝜇𝐼)−1 𝑦, if 𝐴 is underdetermined
, (2.9)
where 𝐼 is the identity matrix.2 The solution of the underdetermined
case is thoroughly explained in appendix B.
2.3 Acoustic Measurement
Acoustic measurements focus either on acoustic signals or on acoustic
systems. The measurement of acoustic signals is common in fields such
as noise control, e.g. to define how “loud” an acoustic source is, or
to describe how “loud” it is inside a room, or even to define how long
2 In case 𝐴 is a square matrix, any of the two solutions can be used.
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a person can be exposed to a given noise. Measurements of acoustic
signals can also focus on the binaural technology. In this case, the
recording is carried out using either in-ear microphones or an artificial
head (Paul, 2009). Binaural recordings, however, are not covered in
this publication. Therefore, the term acoustic measurement will in
the following always refer to the measurement of an acoustic system, in
particular the measurement of the head-related transfer function (HRTF),
as described in chapter 3.
Acoustic systems are assumed to the linear and time-invariant and
can thus be described by its impulse response (IR) or by its frequency
equivalent transfer function (TF).3 If the spatial characteristic of an
acoustic system is described, e.g. the directivity of a loudspeaker or
a directional microphone, then a series of IRs measured at different
directions will be required. The IR could be measured directly by
feeding the system with an infinitely narrow impulse and recording the
systems response. However, an impulse contains very little energy. When
measuring under normal conditions, i.e. with background noise present,
the obtained signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) will be low and many repetitions
of the measurement will be necessary for an improved SNR (Müller
and Massarani, 2001).
To avoid repeated measurements, the correlation technique is com-
monly applied. This technique allows measurements to be conducted
with any type of excitation signals, e.g. white noise, pink noise, or music.
Nevertheless, some signals may be more suitable than others as their
energy is better distributed over time and, therefore, yield a better SNR.
Several different excitation signals have been studied regarding their
performance in terms of SNR, crest factor, and measurement duration.
From all these signals, sine sweeps and pseudo-random sequences are
commonly preferred as such deterministic excitation signals provide high
measurement repeatability (Müller, 2008).
As discussed in section 2.2, the TF of an acoustic system is obtained
by dividing the output spectrum of the system under test by the spectrum
of the input signal. In time-domain, this division is equivalent to filtering
the output signal with a matched filter, which is itself equivalent to
calculating the signals’ cross-correlation (Müller, 2008). Therefore, a
class of binary signals exhibiting unity auto-correlation was commonly
3According to Müller (2008), “the IR can be transformed into the TF via Fourier
transform (see section 2.1) and back again into the IR via the inverse Fourier
transform, both are equivalent and carry the same information, which can be
extracted and visualized in different ways.” Thus, the terms IR and TF will be
used in reciprocal form throughout this thesis.
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employed in acoustic measurements. As listed by Peltonen (2000),
Golay codes (Golay, 1961), Legendre sequences (Schroeder, 1979),
Barker codes (Kuttruff, 2000), and maximum length sequences (MLS)
(Borish and Angell, 1983) are examples of such sequences. The MLS
technique became particularly popular as its auto-correlation can be
calculated in an extremely efficient manner—in terms of computation
time and memory usage—using the fast Hadamard transform. The
main drawback of using pseudo-random sequences is, however, that
this technique is very sensitive to time-variance and nonlinearity in the
measurement chain (Müller and Massarani, 2001).
As the calculation time of IRs became less critical due to the im-
provement of the calculation complexity and speed of state-of-the-art
personal computers, sweep measurements became increasingly popular.
Sweeps offer great advantages for systems that do not fully comply with
the LTI assumption, e.g. weak time variances (slow changes of the sys-
tem response over time) or nonlinear transfer characteristics (harmonic
distortion) (Müller and Massarani, 2001), as it can still achieve high
SNR where pseudo-random sequences would succumb.
2.3.1 Exponential Sweep
Sweeps, also known in literature as chirp or swept-sine, are generally
defined in time-domain as
𝑠(𝑛) = sin(𝜑sw(𝑛) + 𝜑0) (2.10)
where 𝜑sw(𝑛) is the phase increment and 𝜑0 the starting phase (Müller
and Massarani, 2001). It is convenient to set the starting phase to
𝜑0 = 0 as this results in a smooth start of the signal.
The two most commonly known types of sine sweeps are the linear
and the exponential sweep. They differ in terms of how 𝜑sw(𝑛) varies
with time. They are aptly named as the former varies linearly in time
while the later varies exponentially in time.
Exponential sweeps, when compared with linear sweeps, are known
to have an advantage when it comes to non-linear systems, besides they
contain higher energy at the lower frequency range, which is exactly
the region where measured SNR tends to be worse. Müller and
Massarani (2001) show that the nonlinear behavior a system, when
measured with an exponential sweep, can be observed as anti-causal
IRs for different harmonic orders 𝑘,4 each having a length 𝜏IR,k and
4The harmonic order 𝑘 starts at 2, as 𝑘 = 1 is the desired fundamental IR itself.
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Δ𝑡2
Δ𝑡3
Δ𝑡𝑘
𝑡 = 0
𝜏IR𝜏IR,2𝜏IR,𝑘
Figure 2.2: IR of a weakly nonlinear system obtained by exponential sweep
measurement.
lagging Δ𝑡𝑘 from the fundamental IR. The logarithmic magnitude of
a weakly nonlinear system’s IR measured with an exponential sweep is
displayed schematically in fig. 2.2. Unless distortion measurements are
being conducted, the fundamental IR (located to the right side in this
example) is the result that we are actually interested in.
2.3.2 Regularized Deconvolution
When dividing the output spectrum by the input spectrum problems
may arise for frequencies where the values of the exponential sweep 𝑆(𝑧)
become very small. This would also be the case if the sweep covers only
a limited bandwidth. The division of the output spectra by these small
values can amplify the additive noise commonly present at the obtained
system’s output. This leads to undesirable artifacts in the IR.
In order to solve this problem, Farina (2007) introduced the
Tikhonov regularization for sweep measurements. The regularized inverse
sweep is thus obtained by applying eq. (2.9) to the excitation sweep.
Multiplying the matched filter with the system’s output results in the
regularized transfer function
𝐻reg(𝑧) =
𝑌 (𝑧)
𝑆(𝑧)
1
1 + 𝜇(𝑧)/|𝑆(𝑧)|2 =
𝑌 (𝑧)
𝑆(𝑧) ·𝐴reg(𝑧), (2.11)
where 𝐴reg(𝑧) describes the influence of the regularization as a filter.
Note that the regularization parameter 𝜇(𝑧) is now frequency-dependent.
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In this case, if the exponential sweep is band-limited in [𝑓1, 𝑓2], it is rea-
sonable to keep 𝜇(𝑧) = 0 inside this range and to set 𝜇(𝑧)≫ max |𝑆(𝑧)|2
elsewhere. By doing so, 𝐴reg(𝑧) will suppress the measurement noise
outside the desired frequency range.
Note, however, that 𝐴reg(𝑧) is a zero-phase band-pass filter, which
means that its temporal counterpart 𝑎reg(𝑛) is symmetric regarding
the time axis. As described by Bouchard et al. (2006), this leads to
the noncausal behavior observed in IRs obtained using the regularized
deconvolution.
Minimum-phase Regularization
To solve the problem of noncausality, 𝐴reg(𝑧) can be factorized into a
minimum-phase (MP) regularization filter and a remaining noncausal all-
pass (AP) filter (Tohyama and Koike, 1998; Bouchard et al., 2006):
𝐴reg(𝑧) = 𝐴reg,MP(𝑧) ·𝐴reg,AP(𝑧). (2.12)
If 𝐴reg,MP is used in the deconvolution process, the resulting funda-
mental IRs obtained when measuring a physical (and therefore causal)
system will also be causal. This is especially important for the multiple
exponential sweep method presented in chapter 3. For this technique
noncausal IRs are problematic as the pre-ringing from one IR can overlap
with a previous IR, which leads to artifacts when the IRs are cropped
out of the raw IR. The phase error introduced in the pass-band by the
minimum-phase filter can be later compensated by filtering the resulting
IR with the all-pass component 𝐴reg,AP(𝑧), yielding back noncausal IRs.
2.4 Directional Hearing
The spatial impression perceived by human beings is based on cues
imprinted on the signal arriving at the listener’s ear, the so-called binaural
signal. These cues are caused by an alteration on the incoming wave
front due to reflection, diffraction, shadowing, resonance, and dispersion
at the listener’s body (mainly torso, head, and pinna), which means
that these cues are highly individual (Wightman and Kistler, 1989;
Wenzel et al., 1993; Møller et al., 1995a; Fels, 2008).
Møller et al. (1996) analyzed the localization performance of sub-
jects with their individual and nonindividual binaural recordings. They
concluded that “when compared to real life, the localization performance
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was preserved with individual recordings. Nonindividual recordings re-
sulted in an increased number of errors for the sound sources in the
median plane”.
Similar results have also been reported for synthesized binaural
signals. Wenzel et al. (1993) analyzed the localization performance of
16 subjects presented with the HRTF of another representative subject.
They concluded that “while the interaural cues to horizontal location
are robust, the spectral cues considered important for resolving location
along a particular cone-of-confusion are distorted by a synthesis process
that uses nonindividualized HRTFs.”
Middlebrooks (1999b) compared the localization performance
obtained with a loudspeaker (the natural condition) and with individ-
ual and nonindividual synthesized auditory displays. He verified that
“performance in the own-ear virtual (individually synthesized) condition
was nearly as accurate as that in the free-field (natural listening) condi-
tion.” Furthermore, he reported that “all error measures of RMS errors
tended to increase with increases in the spectral difference between the
listener’s (directional transfer function) DTFs and the DTFs used in the
localization trials”.
Middlebrooks (1999b) went further and scaled the nonindividual
DTFs to make it more similar to the listeners own DTF. This alteration
resulted in an improved localization performance, indicating the possi-
bility of creating “a realistic virtual synthesis of auditory space for the
large number of listeners for whom it would not be practical to make
individual acoustical measurements of DTFs.”
The results listed above indicate the importance of individual—or
at least individualized—binaural synthesis. It is important to mention
that all these results were obtained with inexperienced listeners without
a training period. Hofman et al. (1998) demonstrated “the existence of
ongoing spatial calibration in the adult human auditory system”, i.e.,
they showed that human listeners are able to learn how to hear with a
different ear. Another very important conclusion obtained by them was
that “learning the new spectral cues did not interfere with the neural
representation of the original cues, as subjects could localize sounds
with both normal and modified pinnae” after a sufficiently long training
period. Specifically for sound localization tests, Majdak et al. (2010)
showed the importance of training as subjects “learn to better localize
sounds in terms of precision, bias, and quadrant error”.
Specifically regarding virtual reality applications, Begault et al.
(2000) argued that besides individual HRTFs, addition of head-tracking
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significantly decreased quadrant confusion and the addition of reverber-
ation significantly improved the impression of externalization.
2.4.1 Head-Related Transfer Functions
The alterations caused at the wave front arriving from any given direc-
tion can be described by a pair of filters, frequently called head-related
transfer functions (HRTF, Blauert, 1997), but also known as anatomi-
cal transfer function (ATF, Hartmann, 1999). There are two transfer
functions for each direction of sound incidence (𝐻L(𝑧) for the left and
𝐻R(𝑧) for the right ear), which are combined into one HRTF.
An example of a measured HRIR is shown in fig. 2.3. This HRIR
was measured with the sound source positioned at the right side of the
listener. This information can be easily extracted from this plot, as the
right signal is louder than the left signal, as this is attenuated by the
head shadowing and it also arrives earlier than the left signal, as the
acoustic path between the source and the left ear is longer than to the
right ear.
The amplitude of the equivalent HRTF is shown in fig. 2.4. Once
again, it is easy to verify that the source is at the listener’s right side, as
the right signal is louder throughout the whole human listening range.
It is also possible to verify that this level difference is more pronounced
in the higher frequency range.
The resonance behavior observed at fig. 2.4 can be associated to
anthropometric characteristics of the human listeners. At low frequencies
very low variance is observed, as for these frequencies the head and torso
are small when compared to the wavelength. The shoulder reflection will
create a comb filter effect, with the lowest resonance occurring in the
region of 1.5 kHz and repeating every 3 kHz. The influence of the pinnae
in the HRTFs is significant only to frequencies above approximately 2 kHz.
A constructive resonance in the pinna results in a global maximum at
approximately 5 kHz. A sharp minimum in frequencies around 9 kHz is
caused by reflections in the cavum conchae back wall. As this HRTF
was measured with an artificial head with no ear simulator, the typical
resonance in the range of 8 kHz that occur inside the ear canal is not
present.
A spherical head-related coordinate system is used (see fig. 2.5)
to describe the direction of the sound incidence. The origin of this
coordinate system is in the center of the head between the ears. The
azimuth angle 𝜑 rotates counterclockwise between 0∘ (front direction) and
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Figure 2.3: Example of head-related impulse response for sound incidence
from the right.
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Figure 2.4: Example of head-related transfer function for sound incidence
from the right.
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Figure 2.5: Spherical coordinate system used in the HRTF measurements.
Elevation angle 𝜃 is defined in the range -90∘ ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 90∘ and the
azimuthal angle 𝜑 is defined in the range 0∘ ≤ 𝜑 ≤ 360∘.
360∘. The elevation angle 𝜃 is defined from -90∘ (bottom) to 90∘ (top).
Three planes are also defined: 1) the horizontal plane (𝜃=0∘), 2) the
frontal plane (𝜑=±90∘) and 3) the median (sagittal) plane (𝜑=0∘,180∘).
Planes parallel to the median plane are called sagittal planes.
Different definitions for the ATF can be found in relevant literature.
Blauert (1997) describes three definitions of the ATF; one of them will
be used throughout this thesis, the free-field HRTF.5 This describes the
transformation from the sound pressure generated by a sound source in
far-field and measured at the center of the head (with the head absent)
to the pressure generated by the same source at the same position and
measured at the entrance of the listener’s ear canals.
Another ATF definition used in this thesis is the directional transfer
function (DTF), which removes the components common to all HRTFs,
described by the diffuse-field HRTF (Middlebrooks, 1999b). The
diffuse-field HRTF is computed by taking the root-mean-square (RMS)
of the sound pressure at each frequency averaged across all measured
HRTFs.
5Simply called HRTF in the following.
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Both the HRTF and the DTF contain, however, no distance infor-
mation and can thus only be used to render sources at far-field, i.e.,
plane wave sources. This restriction is usually not a hindrance for virtual
reality (VR) applications, especially for room acoustic simulations. How-
ever, the most impressive binaural demonstrations occur when sound
sources are located in the near-field, increasing the realism of VR scenes
(Lentz, 2007).
A very important recent contribution in the field of individual HRTF
is the range extrapolation technique, described by Duraiswami et al.
(2004) as “a way to obtain the range dependence of the HRTF from
existing measurements conducted at a single range!”
2.4.2 Sound Localization
Sound localization is a very complex mechanism performed by the human
brain. It is not only dependent on the directional cues contained in the
binaural signal captured at the ears, but it is also intertwined with the
other senses, especially vision and proprioception (Seeber, 2002).
While binaural disparities like interaural time and level differences
(ITD and ILDs) play an important role for sound localization in the
horizontal plane (Macpherson and Middlebrooks, 2002), monaural
spectral cues are known to determine the perceived sound-source position
in the sagittal planes (top/down, front/back; Blauert, 1969). In
section 6.2 the localization performance will be discussed with regard to
these two mechanisms.
Non-acoustical cues such as head movements, also called sounding
(Blauert, 1997), are avoided by keeping the listener’s head still during
the signal presentation.
In fig. 2.6 a new spherical coordinate system is defined that describes
the acoustic target’s position on the listening experiment, based on a
horizontal-polar coordinate system (Morimoto and Aokata, 1984).
Again, the origin of the coordinate system is in the center of the head.
The lateral angle 𝛼 is defined from −90∘ (right) to 90∘ (left). The polar
angle 𝛽 rotates counterclockwise between 0∘ (front) and 360∘. Every
lateral angle defines a sagittal plane.
Localization in Horizontal Plane
In the horizontal plane, mainly the binaural cues (ITD and ILD) are used
for the localization. The interdependency of these two cues is described
by the duplex theory (Rayleigh, 1907).
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Figure 2.6: Spherical coordinate system used in the localization experiments.
Lateral angle 𝛼 is defined in the range -90∘ ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 90∘ and the
polar angle 𝛽 is defined in the range 0∘ ≤ 𝛽 ≤ 360∘.
Hartmann (1999) summarizes the matter of binaural cues as follows:
“The physiology of the binaural system is sensitive to amplitude cues
from ILDs at any frequency, but for incident plane waves, ILD cues exist
physically only for frequencies above about 500 Hz. They become large
and reliable for frequencies above 3000 Hz, making ILD cues most effective
at high frequencies. In contrast, the binaural physiology is capable of
using phase information from ITD cues only at low frequencies, below
about 1500 Hz.”
In section 6.2 the localization performance in the horizontal plane
is analyzed with regard to the lateral error, which is the RMS of the
localization error6 in the lateral dimension (Middlebrooks, 1999b).
Localization in the Sagittal Plane
Binaural cues can only assist in the perception of lateral angles on the
horizontal plane. Confusion in the sagittal plane, usually experienced
as a reversal between front and back, or up and down, may occur as
ITD and ILD remain (approximately) constant along the polar angles.
The region where such confusions occur is called cones of confusion
(Mills, 1972).
6Localization errors are calculated by subtracting the target angles from the response
angles.
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The hearing system relies on the monaural cues to assert the polar
angle within a cone of confusion. These are direction-dependent spectral
coloration of the sound due to the asymmetry of the head and especially
the pinna (Middlebrooks, 1999b).
In section 6.2 the localization performance in the sagittal plane is
analyzed with regard to the polar error and the quadrant error (Middle-
brooks, 1999b). LE is the RMS of the localization error in the polar
dimension and is used to quantify the local performance in the polar
dimension. QE is the percentage of responses where the absolute polar
error exceeded 90∘ and it is used to describe the degree of confusions.
3
Measurement of Individual
Head-Related Transfer Function
Depending on the measurement setup used and the amount of direc-
tions to be measured, measurements of head-related transfer functions
(HRTFs) can be very time-consuming. In contrast to artificial heads
that remain static and may therefore be measured over a long period of
time, human subjects have difficulty keeping their position—especially
their head position—for a longer period of time. Thus, individual HRTF
measurements should ideally be conducted in the shortest amount of
time possible, to reduce positioning error and improve the comfort of
the subject being measured.
A large number of previous work in measuring individual HRTF
has been conducted by Bronkhorst (1995); Møller et al. (1995a);
Algazi et al. (2001); Zotkin et al. (2006); Majdak et al. (2007), and
Lentz (2007), just to name a few. Different setup strategies have been
used by the different research groups: e.g. one loudspeaker being moved
on an arc with a mechanical stepping device or many loudspeaker fixed
on an arc or even several microphones distributed over a sphere. For the
setups listed above, typical measurement duration varies from 20min to
2.5 h to measure 1000 to 1500 HRTFs with an average angular resolution
of approximately 5∘.
This chapter describes a new HRTF measurement setup that was
developed to allow the fast acquisition of individual HRTFs. Moreover,
this setup is one of the first of its kind designed to be compatible with
the range extrapolation technique. The setup consists of a circular arc
and up to 40 broadband loudspeakers that can be distributed (almost)
arbitrarily along the arc. By rotating the subject horizontally inside this
*Most of the results presented in this chapter have been previously published at
∙ Masiero; Pollow, and Fels (2011a);
∙ Masiero; Pollow; Dietrich, and Fels (2012);
∙ Dietrich; Masiero, and Vorländer (2012a);
∙ Pollow; Masiero; Dietrich; Fels, and Vorländer (2012b).
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arc, HRTFs are measured at fixed points on a spherical grid, discretized
over azimuth and elevation angles. A continuous description of the
HRTF can be obtained in a post-processing stage using interpolation
algorithms.
This chapter starts by introducing the requirements of the new
HRTF measurement setup and describing the hardware solutions chosen
to meet these criteria. Then the explanation of the optimized multiple
exponential sweep method (MESM) is presented. It is used to accel-
erate the total measurement duration by over 90% compared with the
sequential measurement method and by over 50% compared with the
original MESM. Then the post-processing operations of equalization,
interpolation, and range extrapolation, which are applied to the measure
HRTFs, are discussed.
3.1 Hardware Design
The main aspect common to all modern HRTF measurement setups is
that the measurement itself should be concluded in the shortest time
possible. A method commonly used in numerical acoustics to reduce
computation time is the reciprocity method, where source and receivers
are exchanged to be able to simulate multiple receiver points at a single
run. An HRTF measurement method based on the principle of reciprocity
was proposed by Zotkin et al. (2006) using a miniature sound source
placed at the entrance of the blocked ear canal and 32 microphones
distributed on a spherical array of 0.7m radius. As the excitation
signal has to be played only once for each ear, this results in a very
short measurement time. However, the use of a miniature sound source
yields a considerably smaller signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and restricts
the measurement frequency range to frequencies above approximately
1 kHz. Zotkin et al. (2006) used a model-based extension of generic
HRTFs for frequencies below this limit. If a high spatial resolution
is desired, many microphones positions have to be measured, which
increases the hardware costs, or measurement has to be repeated for
different configurations of a smaller array, increasing measurement time.
Microphones can, in contrast to loudspeakers, be miniaturized
without severe restrictions to sensitivity levels and working frequency
range. A direct HRTF measurement system using two miniature mi-
crophones, ideally placed in the entrance of the blocked ear canal
(Møller et al., 1995b), can provide satisfactory SNR levels. Direct
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HRTF measurement setups can be divided into three categories regard-
ing the number and configuration of physical sound sources in the setup.
∙ Dense array: with as many loudspeakers as directions to be
measured.
∙ Hybrid array: with a group of loudspeakers placed on an arc,
where either the arc or the subject is turned.
∙ Sparse array: only one loudspeaker is moved in every direction
to be measured.
If high spatial resolution is desired, a dense setup will require a
large number of hardware channels, drastically increasing the costs and
complexity of the setup. This is also true for reciprocal measurements. A
sparse measurement setup, on the other hand, will always be the slowest of
all methods as no parallelization of the measurement procedure is possible.
For example, the system built at TNO in the Netherlands needs 2.5 h to
complete a measurement with 976 directions (Bronkhorst, 1995). For
such setups, it is common that subjects wear a head tracking device to
verify that the head position is kept constant throughout the complete
measurement duration.
The hybrid array is a trade-off between speed and hardware complex-
ity and is therefore most commonly found, e.g. the setup at the CIPIC
Labs in USA that can measure an HRTF set at 1250 directions in approxi-
mately 1.5 h (Algazi et al., 2001) or the more recently constructed setup
from the Acoustics Research Institute (ARI) in Austria that can measure
almost 1500 directions in approximately 20min (Majdak et al., 2007).
These two setups differ in one main aspect. While in the CIPIC setup
the listener sits still and the arc is rotated along the subject’s interaural
axis, the ARI setup has a static arc and the subject is rotated around its
longitudinal axis. Because of the above-mentioned advantages, a hybrid
array was chosen for the measurement arc.
Not only the array type varies in between HRTF measurement setups,
but also the distance from sound sources to the listener. For example,
the CIPIC’s system uses an arc with 1m radius while the system build
at the Aalborg University has a radius of 1.95m (Møller et al., 1995a),
allowing subjects to be measured in standing position.
This setup should be capable of measuring both near- and far-field
HRTF. One possibility would be to construct a number of arcs with
different radii, as described by Lentz (2007). Another possibility is
to apply the range extrapolation technique, based on the acoustical
spherical holography that enables us to calculate the near-field HRTF
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from the far-field measurements or vice versa. Therefore, a setup with a
single arc and, thus, fixed distance was preferred.
As evanescent spherical waves will have faded away in far-field, a
measurement in far-field might not contain enough information to al-
low the reconstruction of such waves in near-field. For this reason
measurements should ideally be conducted as close as possible to the
listener’s head. On the other hand, to apply acoustical spherical holog-
raphy, all scattering objects important for the HRTFs (the shoulders
and upper torso) must be contained inside of the spherical measure-
ment surface. If measurements were conducted with an arc of short
radius, a large region in the bottom of the sampling sphere would re-
main uncovered, as the listener’s body would be on the way of the
loudspeakers. Since, Pollow et al. (2012a) could not verify that out-
ward extrapolation was more robust than inward extrapolation and
Brungart and Rabinowitz (1999) stated that “HRTFs are virtually
independent of distance for sources beyond 1m”, the measurement arc
was planned to have a radius of 1m.
3.1.1 Sound Source
In acoustical spherical holography, the scattering problem is modeled as
a distribution of point sources on a sphere containing all the scattering
objects (Zotter, 2009, p. 34). When placed in the far-field, the radiation
pattern of a point source can be approximated by an incident plane wave.
Thus, when measuring HRTFs in far-field, regular loudspeakers can be
used.
On the other hand, when measuring HRTFs at near-field, these
larger loudspeakers are inappropriate as their directivity pattern diverges
from that of a point source. Furthermore, two-way loudspeakers are
also inadequate because the HRTFs will be blurred as their acoustic
center moves from the woofer to the tweeter as the frequencies increase.
Attempts have been made to produce acoustic transducers that mimic a
point source. Brungart and Rabinowitz (1999) developed a source
with an electrodynamic horn driver placed at the end of a long tube.
Unfortunately, as this construction acts as a wave guide the frequency
response shows many peaks and dips (due to wave interference) and
equalization might become problematic. Qu et al. (2009) proposed the
use of an electric spark as an acoustic point source. Such sources do
display a flat frequency response and an almost omnidirectional radiation
pattern. However the impulse generated by them is not repeatable and
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the obtained SNR levels are far below the usual levels obtained using
loudspeakers and correlation technique.
An ideal loudspeaker for near-field HRTF measurement setup should
meet the following design criteria:
1. Broad-band reproduction
2. Omnidirectional radiation pattern
3. Low distortion artifacts due to nonlinearity
A large membrane is required to be able to generate enough sound
pressure at low frequencies. In the other hand, omnidirectional radiation
pattern can only be achieved if the driver’s membrane is small compared
with the wavelength. Thus, a small membrane is required to radiate
omnidirectionally at higher frequencies. It is then clear that the choice
of a single membrane size will force a trade-off between pressure level at
low frequencies and omnidirectionality at high frequencies. The desired
frequency range was therefore reduced from the complete audible range to
the range between 300Hz and 20 kHz. This is a reasonable restriction as,
according to Møller et al. (1995a), HRTFs show very little individual
variation below 300Hz and its asymptotic behavior can be extrapolated
(cf. section 3.3.2). Even with a relaxed frequency range restriction, only
a handful of broad-band drivers are still able to meet these requirements.
Three loudspeaker drivers were analyzed regarding their frequency
range, maximal sound pressure level (SPL), distortion level, and directiv-
ity. The driver with the highest maximal SPL and consequently lowest
nonlinear distortion had relatively large dimensions. It was discarded
due to its bundled directivity. The other two drivers showed equivalent
characteristics, with lower maximal SPL, higher nonlinear distortion, and
a smoother directivity pattern in the frontal direction (due to the smaller
membrane diameter). Since the loudspeakers on the arc will be relatively
close to the microphones, maximal SPL was not defined as a critical
parameter and therefore the smaller driver with 32mm diameter was
chosen as it also allowed an easier mechanical fixation at the enclosure
To radiate in the low frequency range the chosen driver needs an
enclosure, otherwise the air would just move from the front to the back
of the membrane in an acoustic shortcut (reactive intensity) and no
sound wave would propagate outwards (active intensity). According to
the Thiele-Small parameters calculated for the chosen driver, a volume
of at least 100ml is required to allow a sound reproduction down to
300Hz. Note that even such a small enclosure can influence the radiated
sound field due to its edge diffraction. An optimization of the enclosure
was carried out to minimize these effects, as described below.
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Figure 3.1: Developed drop-like loudspeaker mounted on an arc element. The
perpendicular supporting truss structure allows the loudspeakers
to be placed freely within delimited regions of the arc.
Enclosure Optimization
In the first step the driver’s membrane velocity was measured with
a laser doppler vibrometer at 154 points and these values were used
as input data for the loudspeaker simulation. The vibrometry results
showed the presence of eigenmodes only at very high frequencies. Three
forms of enclosures were simulated: a cylinder with rounded front edge,
a cylinder with both front and back edges rounded and a drop-like
enclosure. All forms avoid, in varying degrees, sharp edges responsible
for diffraction. Simulation results showed that, for a point on axis 1m
away from the membrane, the drop-like enclosure has the least influence
in the loudspeakers frequency response and directivity (Sartor, 2010).
Furthermore, influences due to possible sound reflections by neigh-
boring loudspeakers have to be considered. In order to verify which
form yields the best results, another simulation was carried out using
three identical loudspeakers placed on an arc with a 1m radius placed
10∘ apart. The central loudspeaker was set as the sound source while
the other two loudspeakers were left inactive, as mere diffraction bod-
ies. Again, the drop-like enclosure showed a slightly lower influence
on the radiated sound field. This form was therefore chosen for the
loudspeaker enclosure, as shown in fig. 3.1. The frequency responses of
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Figure 3.2: Frequency response of 40 drop-like loudspeakers measured at 1m
and 1V.
the 40 constructed loudspeakers are shown in fig. 3.2. The constructed
loudspeakers provide a relatively flat frequency response in the range
from 300Hz to 14 kHz and an acceptable SNR can be achieved up to
20 kHz. The measurement shows low variability between loudspeakers.
However, an individual equalization is still required.
3.1.2 Supporting Arc & Head-Rest
The design of the arc that supports the loudspeakers also aims at min-
imizing the influence of the arc on the radiated sound field to avoid
reflection and diffraction effects. Although they are easier to manufac-
ture, bulky structures have a great influence on the sound field and
should be avoided. On the other hand, a thin metal rod can be con-
sidered acoustically transparent if its diameter is much smaller than
the wavelength of the impinging sound wave. The supporting arc was
therefore designed with thin metal rods in a trellis structure to minimize
disturbing scattering effects while providing sufficient stability.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the radius of the supporting
arc was defined to be 1m. As a person has to stay in the middle of the
loudspeaker array, the use of a complete circle is not feasible. Hence, an
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Figure 3.3: Picture of listener placed inside the developed HRTF measure-
ment system. The metal plate where the listener stands is fixed
on a turntable. The used head-rest can be seen behind the
listener.
arc of 300∘ was chosen, allowing measurements of elevation angles from
−60∘ to 90∘.1
Due to its light construction, the supporting arc displays an under-
damped oscillatory behavior. If the supporting arc where thus to be
rotated, like in Algazi et al. (2001), a long settling time would be
necessary until the arc reaches its rest position again. It was decided
to keep the arc stationary and to rotate the subjects inside the arc as
the settling time for the human head is assumed to be shorter than
that of the arc. The subject was rotated with the help of a turntable
1For more details on the developing stages of the arc, please refer to
(Masiero et al., 2011a).
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position variation (cm)
x y z
without head-rest 4.60 5.70 0.30
with head-rest 0.08 0.06 0.10
Table 3.1: Measurement of the head position variation for one person standing
still for two minutes with and without a head-rest.
and a head-rest device was used to help the test subjects to keep still
during measurement. A controllable turntable, already available at the
Institute of Technical Acoustics, was used for this purpose. A head-rest
was constructed with a thin metal bar fixed to the turntable at the
bottom end and connected at the top end to a Y-shaped metal bar that
could be adjusted in elevation and depth to be adapted to the listener’s
head.
Tests with a subject wearing a position tracking device showed that
the natural displacement could be considerably reduced with the help
of a read-rest (see table 3.1). This result is only demonstrative as it
was carried out with one subject only. During the measurement, it was
verified that the most critical aspect of positioning was to place the
listener with its longitudinal axis matching the turntable’s rotation axis.
However, as long as this misplacement remains constant throughout the
whole measurement, it might be possible to compensate for it at the
post-processing stage (Ziegelwanger, 2012).
3.1.3 Data Acquisition and Amplifiers
In order to drive all loudspeakers independently a multi-channel mea-
surement setup was put together. A computer is connected to two
multi-channel professional sound cards that are commercially available.
These were then connected via an optical interface to five commercial
AD/DA converters. The converters’ DA output is connected to two
20-channel, low noise and low distortion amplifiers, specially developed
for this setup, with a maximum power of 10W per channel. Two minia-
ture microphones are directly connected to the AD input of one of the
AD/DA converters. A connection diagram of the complete system is
presented in fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Diagram of the measurement setup. Adapted from Krechel
(2012).
3.1.4 Sampling Grid
The measurement setup described in this chapter allows the loudspeakers
to be placed at almost any position on the arc, only limited at the
positions where perpendicular truss supporting structure is present (see
fig. 3.1). As a hybrid model was chosen, where the listener is rotated in
azimuth and the loudspeakers have a fixed elevation, only axisymmetric
grids can be used. To improve the measurement time, the chosen grid
should measure at each azimuth position as many points in elevations
as possible. Examples of such spatial grids are the equiangular grid, the
Gaussian grid, and the IGLOO grid (Zhang et al., 2012).
A longitude-latitude grid is any grid where points are equally dis-
tributed in 𝑇 elevation angles (Δ𝜃 = 180∘/𝑇 ) and 𝑈 azimuth angles
(Δ𝜑 = 360∘/𝑈). An equiangular grid is formed when Δ𝜃 = Δ𝜑. For
calculations in the SH-domain (spherical harmonic domain, see sec-
tion 3.3.2), the most efficient longitude-latitude grid is the Gaussian
grid, whose elevation angles are defined at the roots of the Legendre
polynomial for the desired order and which the inverse problem can be
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efficiently solved using the weighted Hermitian of the matrix containing
the spherical harmonic base functions (Zotter, 2009).
These kind of sampling schemes display a concentration of points at
the poles (𝜃 = 0∘ and 𝜃 = 180∘). To avoid this concentration and still
allow a similar interpolation quality, the IGLOO method discards points
in the polar region (Zhang et al., 2012), therewith achieving a greater
sampling efficiency,2 though losing the advantage of efficient calculation
in the SH-domain.
The placement of the loudspeakers in the constructed setup shows
some minor deviations from the exact positions of the desired sampling
scheme. These deviations are caused by the structural restrictions pre-
viously mentioned. Therefore, the exact locations of the loudspeakers
have to be determined so that they can be used for further data process-
ing. A method to extract the loudspeakers’ position based on acoustic
measurements was described by Krechel (2012). A system consisting
of two microphones mounted on an aluminum bar placed exactly 40 cm
from each other is therefore used. This bar is mounted on a support arm,
which is fixated at a stand, itself attached to the center of the turntable.
The transfer function between loudspeakers and the two microphones
are measured for at least two azimuthal positions. The travel time 𝜏𝑖𝑘𝑗 be-
tween the 𝑖th loudspeaker to the 𝑘th microphone at the 𝑗th measurement
position is estimated by first convolving the measured impulse response
with its minimum-phase version, then taking the Hilbert transform of the
resulting convolution and finally searching for the zero-crossing in the
Hilbert-transformed signal closest to the maximum value of the original
convolution result.
A system of linear equations is set up using the estimated distance
between the microphones and the known angle of the turntable during
the measurements to obtain the exact position of the loudspeakers.
𝑥𝑖,opt = argmin
𝑥𝑖
⎯⎸⎸⎷ 2∑︁
𝑘=1
𝑛∑︁
𝑗=1
𝐿∑︁
𝑖=1
[︂
‖𝑥𝑖 − 𝑃𝑘𝑗‖ −
(︂
𝜏𝑖𝑘𝑗 −
𝛿⌈𝑖/8⌉
𝑓s
)︂
· 𝑐
]︂2
(3.1)
where 𝛿⌈𝑖/8⌉ is the latency of each sound card,3 and 𝑐 the speed of sound.
𝑥𝑖 is the position of the loudspeaker and 𝑃𝑘𝑗 is the position of the 𝑘th
2Zotter (2010) defines the sampling efficiency as the ratio between the number of
points in the actual grid and the minimum number of points required to correctly
represent the spherical harmonic order 𝑂, which is the maximum order obtainable
with the array without spatial aliasing (please see section 3.3.2 for more details).
3Each sound card has eight channels and it is assumed that all channels have the
same latency.
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Figure 3.5: Setup developed for the measurement of the real position of the
loudspeakers. Two microphones are placed at the top and bottom
of the vertical bar at an exact distance of 40 cm from each other.
The bar is fixated by a stand to the turntable and is turned to
provide multiple measurement positions.
microphone at the 𝑗th measurement position, given by equation
𝑃𝑘𝑗 =
⎛⎝ 𝑥𝑦
𝑧
⎞⎠ = (3.2)
⎛⎝ sin(𝛾) · 𝑟𝑘 · cos(𝜑𝑗)− [sin(𝜌) · 𝑑+ cos(𝜌) · cos(𝛾) · 𝑟𝑘] · sin(𝜑𝑗)sin(𝛾) · 𝑟𝑘 · sin(𝜑𝑗) + [sin(𝜌) · 𝑑+ cos(𝜌) · cos(𝛾) · 𝑟𝑘] · cos(𝜑𝑗)
− cos(𝜌) · 𝑑+ sin(𝜌) · cos(𝛾) · 𝑟𝑘
⎞⎠ ,
where 𝑟𝑘 is the distance between the 𝑘th microphone and the center of
the bar holding the microphones, 𝜑𝑗 is the angle of the turntable at the
𝑗th measurement position, 𝑑 is the distance and 𝜌 the angle between the
bar holding the microphones and the stand connected to the turntable,
and 𝛾 is the torsion of the bar hold the microphones. The fact that the
obtained system of equations is overdetermined is very practical as it
allows not only to estimate the position of the loudspeaker, but also the
orientation of the bar, its distance to the rotation axis, the latency of
each sound card, and the speed of sound at the time of measurement.
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3.2 Excitation Signal
The maximum speedup in the measurement time is achieved if all loud-
speakers on the arc can be used simultaneously during the measurement.
Xiang and Schroeder (2003) and Vanderkooy (2010) showed that
parallel measurement can be performed with pseudo-random sequences,
since they are mutually orthogonal. However, just as in the single chan-
nel case, measurements carried out using pseudo-random sequences are
very sensitive to time-variance and nonlinearity in the measurement
chain (Müller and Massarani, 2001). As discussed in section 2.3,
sweeps offer greater robustness for measuring systems that do not fully
comply with the LTI assumption, e.g. weak time variances (slow changes
of the system response over time) or nonlinear transfer characteristics
(harmonic distortion). Furthermore, with a little tweak, sweeps can also
be used for a multiple parallel excitation.
Instead of mutual orthogonality, the LTI principle of superposition
is now analyzed: if the system output 𝑔(𝑡) is composed by the addition
of two or more filtered versions of the (time-shifted) input signal 𝑠(𝑡),
𝑔(𝑡) =
∑︁
𝑖
ℎ𝑖(𝑡) * 𝑠(𝑡− 𝜏𝑖), (3.3)
then the deconvolution of 𝑔(𝑡) by 𝑠(𝑡) will result in
ℎ′(𝑡) =
∑︁
𝑖
ℎ𝑖(𝑡− 𝜏𝑖). (3.4)
As long as the input signals are adequately shifted in time, the IRs ℎ𝑖(𝑡)
can still be restored from ℎ′(𝑡). Majdak et al. (2007) introduced a new
fast measurement method for weakly nonlinear systems by using expo-
nential sweeps and an optimization strategy to overcome the interference
in the measurement between nonlinearities—appearing as noncausal
harmonic IRs—and the system’s IRs. Two different strategies to avoid
this interference were proposed and combined using an optimization
algorithm, with respect to either measurement time or SNR, yielding
the so called multiple exponential sweep method (MESM).
It will be shown that, if the reverberation time of the room where
the measurement is conducted is small enough, then a generalized over-
lapping strategy is sufficient (Dietrich et al., 2012a). Furthermore,
assuming that only the first 5ms of the measured IR contains important
information for the HRIR—the rest being unwanted reflections—the
sweeps can be overlapped even closer to each other, yielding an even
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faster measurements with unchanged accuracy. Using an optimized ver-
sion of the multiple exponential sweep technique, approximately four
thousands discrete points can be measured within less than six minutes.
3.2.1 Multiple Exponential Sweep Method
The MESM proposed by Majdak et al. (2007) reduces the measurement
duration significantly compared with sequential measurements using
the exponential sweep method where the number of loudspeakers is
high. Using the traditional sequential method (SM), the duration of a
measurement made with 𝑁 loudspeakers is given by
𝑇SM(𝑁) = 𝑁 · (𝜏sw + 𝜏st), (3.5)
where 𝜏sw is the length of the excitation sweep and 𝜏st is the stop margin,
i.e. the time required to allow the system to decay after the sweep has
ended.
Using the MESM, the sweeps are played back with a certain waiting
time or delay 𝜏w between each subsequent sweep. Hence, sweeps of
several loudspeakers might run (partly) in parallel. As a new sweep starts
every 𝜏w, in the ideal case without any nonlinearities, the measurement
duration with 𝑁 loudspeakers is given by the sum of the waiting time
of the first 𝑁 − 1 sweeps plus the length of the last sweep 𝜏sw and the
required stop margin 𝜏st, thus
𝑇MESM(𝑁) = (𝑁 − 1)𝜏w + 𝜏sw + 𝜏st. (3.6)
Usually the length of excitation sweeps used for HRTF measurement
lies in the range from 0.2 s to 2 s, for very short to moderately long sweeps.
If the measurements are conducted in suitable anechoic environments,
𝜏w is estimated to be in the range from 20ms to 200ms and 𝜏st = 𝜏w.
Comparing eq. (3.5) with (3.6) and using the nominal values listed
above, a theoretical speedup of 88% can be expected with the MESM
when compared with the SM. The parallel measurement shows great
potential for a large 𝑁 , long sweeps, and a short waiting time. Hence,
the minimization of this delay is of interest.
Again, in the ideal case without any nonlinearity, the smallest pos-
sible value for 𝜏w is the reverberation time 𝜏IR of the room where the
measurements are conducted, as described in fig. 3.6. However, if the sys-
tem is weakly nonlinear, the noncausal harmonic IRs could be superposed
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Figure 3.6: Temporal structure of an IR of a linear system measured in an
anechoic environment with an exponential sweep. Reflections are
caused by the measurement setup itself and other foreign objects
in the room.
with the IR of interest, irrevocably corrupting the measurement. Maj-
dak et al. (2007) suggested the use of overlapping (OL) and interleaving
(IL) to avoid this from happening (see fig. 3.7).
When overlapping the harmonic IRs appear between the IRs of in-
terest as shown in fig. 3.7(a). A drawback of the occurrence of harmonic
IRs is the waiting time 𝜏w,OL that has to be increased (compared to the
ideal situation)so that it does not interfere with the region of interest.
Furthermore, the sweep rate can be increased to shorten the delay be-
tween fundamental and harmonic IRs. The maximum order of harmonics
𝑘max present in the measurement has to be finite, and preferably small,
to allow a small 𝜏w,OL.
When interleaving, 𝜂 IRs of interest are grouped together, placing
as many fundamental IRs as possible in the time span between the first
fundamental IR and its corresponding first harmonic IR, as illustrated in
fig. 3.7(b). Contrary to overlapping, the sweep rate in this case should
be decreased to enlarge the delay between fundamental and harmonics
and thus fit more IRs of interest (i.e. fundamental IR) inside this gap.
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Figure 3.7: Schematic example of the temporal structure of the measure-
ment of a weakly nonlinear system limited to three harmonic
IRs obtained with (a) the overlapped IR method and (b) the
interleaved IR method (with 𝜂 = 4).
Majdak et al. (2007) also described how to combine both methods
using the two different time delays 𝜏w,IL and 𝜏w,OL. These methods
overlap groups of interleaved sweeps, as illustrated in fig. 3.8(a). They
describe that the optimum solution minimizing measurement duration
is given by the interleaving waiting time
𝜏w,IL = 𝜏IR, (3.7)
that depends only on 𝜏IR and the overlapping waiting time
𝜏w,OL = Δ𝑡𝑘 + 𝜂 𝜏IR (3.8)
where Δ𝑡𝑘 is the time interval between the desired IR and the furthest
harmonic IR (cf. fig. 2.2), which gives the time distance between the
beginning of the first harmonic IR and the end of the last desired IR
belonging to the same interleaved block. Dietrich et al. (2012a) showed
that
Δ𝑡𝑘 =
log2(𝑘max)
𝑟sw
, (3.9)
where 𝑟sw is the sweep rate.
According to Weinzierl et al. (2009), the optimum value for 𝜂 is
given by
𝜂 =
⌈︂
𝜏IR − 𝜏IR,2 + 1/𝑟sw
𝜏IR
⌉︂
, (3.10)
where 𝜏IR,k is the length of the 𝑘th harmonic RIR (see section 2.3).
The SNR and the temporal and spectral structure of the results
obtained with sequential measurements and the MESM will remain the
same if the following requirements are met.
1. The system is weakly nonlinear, i.e. the number of harmonic IRs
present in the measurement is small.
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Figure 3.8: Schematic example of an IR measured with (a) the MESM as
suggested by Majdak et al. (2007) with 𝜂 = 2 and (b) with the
optimized MESM described in this work. Note that no harmonic
IR superposes the desired fundamental IRs.
2. In case nonlinearity is observed, the output level must be kept
constant during the actual measurement and the calibration mea-
surement (used to determine the number of harmonic IRs and
actual length of the desired IR).
3. The smallest delay 𝜏w between two subsequent sweeps must be
larger than the length of the desired IRs.
4. nonlinearity should be restricted to elements of the measurement
chain where the excitation signal is not yet superposed, i.e. ampli-
fiers and loudspeakers. Microphones and preamplifiers have to be
driven in their linear range only as nonlinearity at this stage will
introduce inter-modulation that might corrupt the measurement if
not taken into account at the optimization stage.
3.2.2 Optimized MESM
Majdak et al. (2007) claim that their MESM provides minimal measure-
ment duration. However, while analyzing the temporal structure of a
usual HRIR measured in an anechoic environment, Dietrich observed
that an additional speedup of the measurements was still possible.4 As
will be shown later in this section, if the region of interest is only a small
fraction of the measured IR, a generalized overlapping strategy (with
wait time 𝜏w,OPT) can further accelerate the measurement process.
Temporal Structure of Measured IR
It is sensible to assume that the IR of an acoustic system is causal and
that its energy decays exponentially. The measurement of an HRTF is
4Personal communication with Pascal Dietrich in 2011.
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equivalent to the measurement of directional transfer functions, where
the device under test (DUT) is the listener’s head and loudspeakers are
used as sound sources.
In such measurements, the obtained IRs consist of a direct sound
path plus reflection and diffraction of the listener’s body, containing the
desired spectral and directional information, followed by reflections due
to objects or room boundaries which can be understood as unwanted
artifacts. This situation is depicted in fig. 3.6. The overall length of these
IRs 𝜏IR is limited by the moment all reflections cease or disappear below
background noise. These reflections might still occur even in anechoic
environment, caused either by a hard floor (hemi-anechoic chamber) or
by other necessary objects in the room, e.g. lamps, support frames,
doors, pedestals, etc.
It is important to notice that only the beginning of the IR, with
the length 𝜏DUT, has to be protected against reflections and harmonic
IRs—that might overlay the desired IR during a measurement with
MESM (Dietrich et al., 2012b). Hence, an avoid zone around the IR
of the DUT is defined by adding a safety region 𝜏sp before and after the
desired response.
The definition of the avoid zone suggests that, in contrast to the
MESM, the regions containing only unwanted reflections can be used to
place the harmonic IRs. The overlapping method, and hence the MESM,
can directly benefit from this observation by adapting eq. (3.8) to
𝜏w,OL =
log2(𝑘max)
𝑟sw
+ (𝜂 − 1) 𝜏IR + 𝜏DUT + 𝜏sp. (3.11)
Equations (3.7) and (3.10) remain unchanged, resulting in a shorter
measurement duration.
Placement Strategies for Harmonic IRs
The harmonic IRs present in the measured IR do not necessarily have
to be cumulated in blocks, as advocated by the MESM (Dietrich
et al., 2012b). The only constraint for a valid measurement is that no
harmonic IRs fall into the avoid zones, as illustrated in fig. 3.8(b).
As a practical consideration, the measurement system described in
this thesis is only weakly nonlinear and can be reasonably quantified
by claiming a value for total harmonic distortion below 10% for all
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frequencies.5 This results in an attenuation of all harmonics of at least
20 dB. As harmonics show the same decay rates as the fundamental
IR, harmonics 𝜏IR,k will always be shorter than the fundamental IR 𝜏IR.
The maximum order 𝑘max, before the harmonics fall below background
noise. The length of each harmonic IR can be obtained from a calibration
measurement using sequential sweep measurements or it can be estimated
from
𝜏IR,k =
SNR − 𝑎𝑘
SNR 𝜏IR, (3.12)
where 𝑎𝑘 is the minimum difference (in dB) between the spectrum of a
harmonic 𝑘 compared with the spectrum of the fundamental.
To avoid the desired IR to be corrupted by the room reflections
present in the previous IR, the waiting time between sweeps must fulfill
𝜏w ≥ 𝜏IR. Considering that all harmonic IRs must fit between two
subsequent desired fundamental IRs, the waiting time constraint must
be extended to satisfy
𝜏w ≥ max (𝜏DUT + 2 𝜏sp +max(𝜏IR,k), 𝜏IR) (3.13)
Additionally, the start of each 𝑘th harmonic IR must fall after the
end of an avoid zone and its end must appear before the next avoid zone
starts. Both constraints can be written as
(Δ𝑡𝑘 mod 𝜏w) ≥ 𝜏DUT + 𝜏sp (3.14)
and
(Δ𝑡𝑘 mod 𝜏w) + 𝜏IR,k ≤ 𝜏w − 𝜏sp. (3.15)
Combining the above-mentioned constraints and also substituting
eq. (3.9) results in
𝜏DUT + 𝜏sp ≤
(︂
log2(𝑘)
𝑟sw
mod 𝜏w
)︂
≤ 𝜏w − 𝜏sp − 𝜏IR,k. (3.16)
Optimization of Parameters
No analytic solution is known for finding the values (𝜏w, 𝑟sw) that satisfy
the inequalities (3.13) and (3.16) while minimizing 𝜏w and thus the
5Loudspeakers commonly present higher distortion levels at lower frequencies. The
use of a shelving filter to suppress power at this region can reduce nonlinearity
and consequently reduce the size of the harmonic IRs with the consequence of
decreasing the observed SNR at this frequency range.
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measurement’s duration. The straightforward approach to solve this
problem is to use exhaustive search (Dietrich et al., 2012a). The
two-dimensional search space (𝑟sw,𝜏w) can be normalized by the 𝜏IR.
The resulting normalized search space is (𝑟sw · 𝜏IR,𝜏w/𝜏IR) and it has the
advantage that the optimization procedure becomes independent of the
IR’s length. The normalized size of the avoid zone is then given by
𝛼 = 𝜏DUT + 2𝜏sp
𝜏IR
. (3.17)
It will be later shown that the smaller the value of 𝛼, the higher the
chance that the new method will yield a faster measurement than the
MESM. The solution is, however, dependent on the parameters 𝑘max
and 𝜏IR,k.
Valid combinations of (𝜏w, 𝑟sw) are shown in fig. 3.9 for an example
with 𝑘max = 4, 𝜏sp = 0 s, 𝛼 = 1 and no decrease of the length of the
harmonics: 𝜏IR,k = 𝜏IR. Valid combinations can always be found for high
sweep rates and long delays as in this region the method is equivalent
to the original overlapping method. For moderate 𝑟sw the allowed 𝜏w
is shorter than the overlapping method (Dietrich et al., 2012b). For
very low sweep rates, the range of valid delays resulting in valid solutions
becomes increasingly smaller, so that almost no valid stable solutions can
be found with the numeric search algorithm used due to a finite number
of discrete search points. Because of its instability, the optimized MESM
should be avoided for very small 𝑟sw.
Due to a strong fluctuation of the minimum delay over the sweep
rate observed in fig. 3.9, it becomes evident that the sweep rate should
not be fixed prior to the search. A better approach is to define a search
range for the 𝑟sw rate and choose the 𝑟sw corresponding to the minimum
value of 𝜏w. The change in SNR caused by varying 𝑟sw can be neglected
in most cases.
3.2.3 Numerical Comparison
As the original MESM does not take into account the temporal structure
of the IR, the optimized method is compared with the original method
with 𝜏IR = 𝜏DUT. For comparison, the maximum number of harmonics
is set to 𝑘max = 4 and 𝜏IR,k = 𝜏IR, which can be seen as a worst case
scenario for typical loudspeakers. As displayed in fig. 3.10, both methods
always result in a minimum normalized delay shorter or equal to the
delay obtained with just the overlapping method. The new method
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Figure 3.9: Normalized possible solutions for 𝑘max = 4, 𝛼 = 1, 𝜏IR,k = 𝜏IR
(white: interference of harmonics with fundamentals, gray: no
interference, black: minimum possible delay between sweeps)
shows slightly lower values only for sweep rates in the lower-mid ranges
and for low values of 𝛼.
To conclude, a comparison is made for real values obtained using
the HRTF measurement setup described in section 3.1 placed in the
hemi-anechoic chamber in ITA. The desired HRIRs are very short,
with an approximate duration of 𝜏HRIR = 4ms (Hammershøi and
Møller, 2005). On the other hand, the IR of the hemi-anechoic chamber
(containing reflections from the floor, supports, mounts, and doors) has
a length in the order of 𝜏IR = 40ms, thus 𝛼 = 0.1.
Sufficient SNR can be achieved with 𝜏sw = 1.5 s, which yields over
80 dB peak-to-noise ratio for the desired HRIR. The frequency range
of interest is defined from 0.1 to 18 kHz. This corresponds to a sweep
rate of 𝑟sw ≈ 5. The avoid zone was enlarged by 𝜏sp = 1ms. The
maximum observed harmonic order was 𝑘max = 5 and 𝑎𝑘 was defined
in the frequency-domain: 𝑎2 = −35 dB ,𝑎3 = −45 dB, 𝑎4 = −40 dB and
𝑎5 = −40 dB.
The best combination of sweep rate and delay found with the op-
timization algorithm in the region around 𝑟sw = 5 was 𝑟sw,opt = 5.59
and 𝜏w,opt = 48.095ms. The new sweep has a length of 1.34 s and the
theoretical change in SNR caused by the shorter excitation signal is
estimated to be ΔSNR = 10 log10 (𝑟s,opt/𝑟sw) = −0.48 dB.
The sequential measurement of 𝑁 = 40 loudspeakers will take 53.71 s
to conclude. Using the original MESM proposed byMajdak et al. (2007),
the measurement time is reduced to 7.39 s with an average waiting time
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of minimum normalized delay obtained with the
original and the optimized MESM for different values of 𝛼 and
𝑘max = 4.
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Method Duration
Sequential Measurement 90min 01 s
MESM 12min 49 s
MESM (after eq. (3.11)) 12min 21 s
Optimized MESM (new) 5min 52 s
Table 3.2: Example of the overall measurement duration for a grid with 40
positions in elevation and 100 positions in azimuth, a sweep length
of 1.34 s and assuming the turn table takes 0.3 s to reach its next
position.
𝜏w,MESM = 155.1ms. Taking the time structure of the measured IR
in consideration, as suggested in section 3.2.2, can further reduce the
measurement time to 7.11 s with 𝜏w,MESM = 147.9ms. Finally, the
optimized MESM described in this thesis will bring the measurement
time down to 3.22 s.
When comparing the results obtained using all four methods in
the frequency-domain, a maximum deviation of ±0.1 dB over the entire
frequency range of interest can be observed. These deviations are within
the repeatability variation observed when measuring the same object with
the same measurement method after reposition. Hence, the new method—
in the same manner as the MESM—does not introduce noticeable errors
if the previously introduced requirements are met.
The measurement duration with the newly proposed method can
therefore be reduced to 6% of the time required for the sequential method.
This factor can be improved when more channels are interleaved. The
theoretical limit for the maximum achievable reduction is estimated from
lim
𝐿→∞
𝑇MESM(𝐿)
𝑇ES(𝐿)
= lim
𝐿→∞
(𝐿− 1)𝜏w + 𝜏sw + 𝜏st
𝐿 (𝜏sw + 𝜏st)
= 𝜏w
𝜏sw + 𝜏st
. (3.18)
The reduction would then reach 3.6% for the parameters used in this
example. The total measurement time will depend on the total number
of azimuth and elevation directions that should be measured and the
time it takes for the turntable to move from one to the next azimuth
position. The overall measurement duration for a reasonable6 spatial
resolution with 40 positions in elevation and 100 positions in azimuth
and assuming the turntable takes 0.3 s to reach its next position is given
in table 3.2.
6 In accordance with the resolution suggested by Zhang et al. (2012).
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time
... ...
Figure 3.11: Schematic example of an IR measured with the optimized
MESM described in this thesis. The dotted vertical lines repre-
sent the limits where each signal is cropped.
3.3 Post-Processing
When measuring the HRIR using any of the MESM described in the
previous section, the measurement’s raw output is a series of overlapped
IRs, as illustrated in fig. 3.8(b). It is then necessary to extract each
direction’s IRs out of the raw IR. Knowing the delay time 𝜏w used to
generate the excitation signal, the raw IR is then cropped in 𝐿 signals,
each has the length 𝜏w, as exemplified in fig. 3.11. Note that the first
dotted line represents the instant 𝑡 = 0 and the harmonic IRs on the
left of it will actually appear at the end of the raw IR due to the wrap
around effect (see section 2.1).
As described in section 2.3, one of the side effects of the regularized
deconvolution is the occurrence of pre-ringing prior to the actual IR.
Even though these ripples are constituted only by frequencies outside the
desired frequency range, windowing them out might cause more harm
than good. Therefore, first a minimum-phase regularized deconvolution
is performed guaranteeing that no pre-ringing is introduced by the
regularized spectral inversion. After cropping the IRs, each directional
IR is further all-pass filtered by 𝐴reg,AP (described in section 2.3) to
extract the effects of minimum-phase regularization.
The cropped IRs contain the desired HRIR plus room reflections
and harmonic IRs from other channels. These unwanted components
can be discarded by time windowing, as shown in fig. 3.12.
The start times of the IRs vary as they depend on the direction of
incidence of the sound. Thus, care should be taken as to where to set the
time window to prevent the desired part of the IR from extrapolating
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time
Figure 3.12: Schematic example of how unwanted room reflections and har-
monic IRs are windowed out of the cropped IR.
the limits of the window. A straightforward approach is to identify the
beginning of each IR using a peak detection algorithm, as for example
the one described in the standard “ISO 3382 – Measurement of room
acoustic parameters – Part 1: Performance spaces”, and to set the time
window to start a few samples before the start of the actual IR. Such
methods are, however, prone to uncertainty caused by noise, especially
in case of contralateral HRIRs, where the SNR is intrinsically low.
Ziegelwanger (2012) analyzed this effect and developed a model to
robustly estimate the start time of the IRs in each direction of incidence,
even for situations where the head was not adequately centered during
measurement, as already commented in section 3.1.2. The length of
the time window should also be adequately chosen so that all unwanted
reflections are discarded.
3.3.1 Equalization
The HRIR obtained at this point is free of the influence of measurement
artifact. However, it still contains the influence of the loudspeaker’s
and microphone’s frequency response. The most common method to
eliminate these influences is the free-field equalization, where each HRTF
𝐻 is divided by the reference transfer function 𝐻ref, defined as the
transfer function between the same sound source placed at the same
position of the HRTF measurement and the same microphone used in
the measurement placed at the point corresponding to the center of the
head while the subject is not present. This equalization results in the
free-field HRTF defined by Blauert (1997) as
𝐻free-field(𝜃, 𝜑, 𝑟, 𝑓) =
𝐻(𝜃, 𝜑, 𝑟, 𝑓)
𝐻ref(𝑟, 𝑓)
. (3.19)
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There are, however, some practical aspects that should be observed
while calculating the free-field HRTF. Like the HRIR, the reference
transfer function should also have the room reflections windowed out,
otherwise undesirable artifacts will occur since reflection paths are not
identical in both situations and do not cancel out. Furthermore, care
must be taken as the procedure described above will render the resulting
HRTF noncausal for the ipsilateral directions,7 which can have disastrous
consequences for the naïve signal processing. Thus, the IRs are cropped,
keeping only the range where the window was applied and the time 𝑡𝑖win
where the window starts. The cropped IR segments are then divided.
As both segments contain approximately the same (small) delay, the
resulting IR is not expected to be noncausal.
At this point, the low-frequency asymptote correction is applied.
Hammershøi and Møller (2005) argues that at low frequencies the
human head ceases to act as a scattering object for the incident sound
wave, so that the ratio between the transfer function to the ears and to
the reference microphone tends to 1. Acoustic data acquisition software
usually disregards frequencies close to 0Hz, nevertheless, Hammershøi
and Møller (2005) show that when the interpolation is conducted
by simply padding the HRIR with trailing zeros, an erroneous value at
0Hz can have a strong influence up to the mid-frequency range. The
correction is applied by simply substituting the value corresponding to
0Hz by 1.
The delay removed prior to cropping must be reinstated. Therefore,
the signal should be padded with zeros to provide a proper time shift.
To avoid a sharp transition between the IR and the padded zeros, a fade-
in/fade-out operation should be applied to the limits of the cropped IR.
After the fading, zeros are padded to the cropped signal and subsequently,
the signal is shifted by 𝑡𝑖win − 𝑡refwin, resulting in the free-field HRTF, or
respectively, free-field HRIR.
To apply the range extrapolation, a last step is required. The free-
field HRTF should be multiplied by the transfer function between a
point source placed at the acoustic center of the loudspeaker to an ideal
receiver placed at the acoustic center of the reference microphone. The
distance between these two ideal transducers can be estimated from the
measured reference transfer function.
Furthermore, if the directional transfer function (DTF) is desired,
the diffuse-field HRTF should be estimated from the available free-field
7The ipsilateral HRIRs are noncausal because the acoustic path from the source
to the ipsilateral ear is shorter than the path from the source to the reference
microphone.
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HRTF at directions 𝜃𝑘 by
𝐻diff(𝑓) =
√︃∑︁
𝑘
𝑤𝑘|𝐻(𝜃𝑘, 𝑓)|2 , (3.20)
where the weights 𝑤𝑘 depend on the sampling grid that is used (Driscoll
and Healy, 1994). According to Middlebrooks (1999a), the DTF is
afterwards obtained by dividing the free-field HRTFs by the minimum-
phase spectrum of 𝐻diff(𝑓).
In an optional post-processing step the measured data can be
smoothed in frequency-domain. It was shown that by smoothing the
HRTFs (or DTFs) up to a certain degree, the localization accuracy
will not deteriorate (Kulkarni and Colburn, 1998; Breebaart and
Kohlrausch, 2001; Xie and Zhang, 2010). A spatial interpolation
might also introduce a spatial smoothing. To the best of the author’s
knowledge, the psycho-acoustical effect of the HRTF spatial smoothing
has not been studied yet.
3.3.2 Interpolation
As discussed in section 3.1.4, the HRTFs are measured at discrete points
distributed on a spherical surface centered on the listener’s head. Virtual
reality applications require a smooth directional transition when synthe-
sizing moving sources. To directly switch between neighboring HRTFs
without any audible artifact, the angular distance between these HRTFs
should be smaller than the minimum audible angular difference perceived
by the human auditory system—depending on signal type and direction,
as low as 1∘ (Blauert, 1997)—a very dense sampling grid would be
necessary. This would require a more complex measurement setup and
large data storage. Another problem that could occur is that the acoustic
simulation software that is used to process the HRTFs cannot handle the
sampling grid used for the measurement. A solution for both situations
is to interpolate the missing HRTFs from the original data set.
Pollow et al. (2012a) divide the HRTF interpolation meth-
ods into two categories. Local interpolation methods use only the
immediate neighboring HRTFs for calculations (Langendijk and
Bronkhorst, 2000; Freeland et al., 2007; Lentz, 2007) while global
interpolation methods use the entire HRTF set for the interpolation
(Kistler and Wightman, 1992; Evans et al., 1998; Duraiswami et al.
, 2004; Wang et al., 2009). The first category has the advantage that its
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Figure 3.13: Diagram describing the post-processing stages applied to obtain
a free-field equalized HRTF from the raw measurement.
calculation can be conducted in a very fast manner. However, HRTFs
interpolated with the latter group tend to have a better agreement with
measured data. Global interpolation methods also perform a spatial
smoothing on the processed data, thus providing robustness against
additive noise up to a certain level.
The two main mathematical tools used for a global interpolation in
the sphere are the principal component analysis (PCA) and the spherical
harmonic (SH) approximation. Evans et al. (1998) concluded that
the latter method provided better interpolation results than the former
technique. Moreover, Duraiswami et al. (2004) showed that using the
concept of spherical holography, which in turn is based on the spherical
harmonic decomposition, one can not only interpolate the HRTF over
a spherical surface, but can also extrapolate its radial dependence, an
advantage that no other interpolation technique can offer.
The spherical harmonics define a set of orthonormal basis over the
spherical surface. They are defined (for the coordinate system defined
in fig. 2.5) as
𝑌 𝑚𝑛 (𝜑, 𝜃) ≡
√︃
(2𝑛+ 1)
4𝜋
(𝑛−𝑚)!
(𝑛+𝑚)! · 𝑃
𝑚
𝑛 (sin 𝜃)𝑒𝑗𝑚𝜑, (3.21)
where 𝑃𝑚𝑛 are the Legendre functions of order 𝑛 and degree 𝑚. Any
arbitrary function 𝑝(𝜑, 𝜃) defined on a sphere can then be expanded as
𝑝(𝜑, 𝜃) =
∞∑︁
𝑛=0
𝑛∑︁
𝑚=−𝑛
𝑐𝑛𝑚𝑌
𝑚
𝑛 (𝜑, 𝜃), (3.22)
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where 𝑐𝑛𝑚 are complex spherical expansion coefficients (Williams, 1999).
These coefficients can be obtained from
𝑐𝑛𝑚 =
∮︁
𝑆
𝑝(𝜑, 𝜃)𝑌 𝑚𝑛 (𝜑, 𝜃)* 𝑑𝑆. (3.23)
Like the continuous Fourier transform and its discrete counterpart,
the DFT, spherical harmonics can also be sampled at a grid of points and
still correctly describe the whole space, provided that a suitable sampling
grid was used and that the data is spatially band limited (Zotter, 2009,
ch. 4). In this case, eq. (3.23) can no longer be applied. The constant
𝑐𝑛𝑚 must be estimated from a system of linear equations composed of
the equation eq. (3.22) evaluated at every sampled direction. This can
be cast in a matrix form as
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
𝑝1
𝑝2
...
𝑝𝑘
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
𝑌1(𝜑1, 𝜃1) · · · 𝑌1(𝜑𝑘, 𝜃𝑘)
𝑌2(𝜑1, 𝜃1) · · · 𝑌2(𝜑𝑘, 𝜃𝑘)
𝑌3(𝜑1, 𝜃1) · · · 𝑌3(𝜑𝑘, 𝜃𝑘)
𝑌4(𝜑1, 𝜃1) · · · 𝑌4(𝜑𝑘, 𝜃𝑘)
... . . .
...
𝑌𝑙(𝜑1, 𝜃1) · · · 𝑌𝑙(𝜑𝑘, 𝜃𝑘)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
𝑇 ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
𝑐1
𝑐2
...
𝑐𝑙
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (3.24)
where 𝑙 is the linear SH-index defined as 𝑙 = 𝑛2+𝑛+𝑚+1. Equation (3.24)
can be written in compact form as 𝑝 = 𝑌 𝑐.
Spherical harmonic representation is defined as an infinite summation
of spherical basis functions. However, as written in eq. (3.22), in practice,
the order is truncated at a maximum value 𝑂 instead. Zhang et
al. (2012) argues that spherical harmonics up to order 𝑂 = 46 are
required to correctly describe the spatial variation of an HRTF at 20 kHz.
There are several sampling strategies on the sphere that allow more or
less efficient conversions of the sampled spatial data into SH-domain
for further calculations (Zotter, 2009). According to him, the most
efficient method, the hyperinterpolation, requires (𝑂 + 1)2 sampling
points. For 𝑂 = 46 this equals 2209 sampling points. Unfortunately,
the hyperinterpolation is not an axisymmetric sampling scheme. The
axisymmetric Gaussian grid requires 2(𝑂 + 1)2 sampling points, i.e.,
4418 samples to describe the HRTFs correctly in every direction for the
entire hearing range. Other axisymmetric sampling grids could reduce
this number, as for example the IGLOO grid that would require only
2304 points according to Zhang et al. (2012).8
8As the IGLOO grid requires more azimuth positions with less elevation positions
per azimuth the reduction in measurement points will not necessarily lead to a
reduction in measurement time when using the optimized MESM.
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HRTFs are interpolated by first defining the spherical expansion
vector 𝑐 from the measured pressure values 𝑝 from the minimization
problem
min
𝑐
‖𝑝− 𝑌 𝑐‖22. (3.25)
Zotter (2010) shows that for special sampling grids, e.g. the Gaussian or
the hyperinterpolation grids, other solutions with more efficient numerical
properties exist. A generalized solution to this minimization problem
can be obtained from
𝑐 = 𝑌 +𝑝. (3.26)
The proceeding is completed by calculating the pressure values at the
new sampling points using eq. (3.22). This operation can be conducted for
𝑝 described in time or in frequency-domain. It is however more intuitive
to conduct this operations in frequency-domain, as frequency-dependent
order truncation can be applied (cf. Pollow et al., 2012a).
It is important to remember that the spherical harmonics, and thus
spherical holography, are defined only for a closed spherical surface. But
the designed arc cannot provide measurements on the lower spherical
cap (section 3.1.2). The missing points result in an ill-posed matrix of
spherical harmonic basis functions 𝑌 . Regularization should then be
used to obtain a stable solution that approximates the solution to the
inverse problem (Pollow et al., 2012a). Ruffini et al. (2002) describes
a regularization approach based on minimizing the surface curvature
while matching the surface to the available data. This results in smoothly
interpolated values in the lower cap region where measurements were
not available. The solution to this minimization problem is given by
𝑐 =
(︀
𝑌 *𝑌 + 𝑃𝐵 + 𝜇𝑃𝐵
)︀−1
𝑌 *𝑝, (3.27)
where 𝑃 = 𝑌 *(𝑌 𝑌 *)−1𝑌 , 𝑃 = 𝐼 − 𝑃 , 𝜇 is a regularization parameter
and 𝐵 = diag(𝑛(𝑛+ 1)), being 𝑛 the order of the corresponding SH
coefficient. A slightly altered version of this regularization scheme was
also used by Duraiswami et al. (2004).
3.3.3 Range Extrapolation
The last step to obtain a continuous representation of the HRTFs in
space is to describe its dependency on the radial distance. Lentz (2007)
proposed an interpolation scheme for near-field HRTFs. His method
requires, however, the measurement of a complete set of HRTFs for
several distinct radial distances in the near-field.
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Using the principle of reciprocity, Duraiswami et al. (2004) argued
that the HRTF can be “characterized as a solution of a scattering
problem”. According to them, a point source placed at the entrance of
the ear canal will generate pressure 𝑝(𝜑, 𝜃, 𝑟, 𝑓) at a given position x
equivalent to the pressure that would exist at the ear if the point source
was placed at x. The pressure field at position (𝜑, 𝜃, 𝑟) and for the wave
number 𝑘 = 2𝜋𝑓/𝑐 (where 𝑐 is the speed of sound) can be represented as
𝑝(𝜑, 𝜃, 𝑟, 𝑘) =
∞∑︁
𝑛=0
𝑛∑︁
𝑚=−𝑛
𝜉𝑛𝑚(𝑘)ℎ𝑛(𝑘𝑟)𝑌 𝑚𝑛 (𝜑, 𝜃), (3.28)
where 𝜉𝑛𝑚 is the potential expansion coefficient, ℎ𝑛 the spherical Hankel
functions of order 𝑛 and 𝑌 𝑚𝑛 the already defined spherical harmonics
(Williams, 1999).
The potential expansion vector 𝜉 can be estimated from the pressure
vector 𝑝 by first obtaining the spherical expansion vector 𝑐, as described
in the previous section, and then applying the corresponding spherical
Hankel function to each element of 𝑐, as follows:
𝜉𝑛𝑚(𝑘) =
𝑐𝑛𝑚(𝑘𝑟)
ℎ𝑛(𝑘𝑟)
. (3.29)
Thus, for any given frequency 𝑓 , the sound pressure field is entirely deter-
mined by the potential expansion vector 𝜉(𝑧) (cf. Pollow et al., 2012a).
Because the moduli from Hankel functions behave approximately as an
exponentially decaying curve, problems caused by division by zero will not
occur. However, the exponential growth of the spherical Hankel functions
for higher orders and small arguments 𝑘𝑟 can lead to noise amplification.
This effect is commonly deal with using a frequency-dependent order
truncation.
As discussed in Duraiswami et al. (2004), a sufficient spatial reso-
lution is required to capture the pressure field and the required spatial
resolution is proportional to the frequency. Moreover, this method will
only work if all sources are contained within a spherical surface 𝑆 of a
small radius and the desired interpolated/extrapolated points lie outside
of 𝑆. In this case, the HRTF is obtained by applying eq. (3.28) to the
new desired position.
Pollow et al. (2012a) compared the range extrapolation technique
with the near-field measurements conducted by Lentz (2007) and was
able to verify that this technique produced extrapolated HRTFs that
matched the measured HRTFs.
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3.4 Results
This section begins with a comparison of the HRTF measurement setup
presented in this chapter with a previously constructed sparse-type setup.
The measurements for this first comparison were made with an artificial
head. As this setup was designed for the measurement of individual
HRTFs, the section then concludes showing the HRTFs and HRIRs of
one of the 16 individuals that have so far been measured with the new
system.
3.4.1 System Comparison
As a proof of concept the HRTFs of an artificial head were initially
measured. A measurement with an artificial head offers the obvious
advantage that the subject under test does not move itself during measure-
ment and can be precisely positioned. On top of that, a comprehensive
HRTF dataset of the same artificial head had already been acquired with
the measurement system described by Aretz (2012) and depictured
in fig. 3.14(a). A Gaussian sampling grid of order 70 with 9800 points
was used, which approximately corresponds to an angular resolution of
2∘. This measurement was reported to have taken around four hours to
complete using sequential exponential sweeps of 16384 samples played
back at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz.9 The measurement was conducted
at a distance of 1.75m, different than the 1m used with the new system.
Therefore, all measured HRIRs had its phase and amplitude corrected us-
ing the Green’s function to the distance of 1m, under the assumption that
the HRTFs are already in far-field (Brungart and Rabinowitz, 1999).
The measurement with the new system was made using a Gaussian
sampling grid of order 48, however with the lowest eight elevation points
missing, which results in 3840 measurement points (cf. fig. 3.14(b)). The
interleaved sweeps had a length of 59094 samples, covering the frequency
range from 200Hz to 20 kHz at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. The waiting
time between sweeps was 35ms. The total measurement time was just
short of six minutes.
The spatial, temporal and frequency characteristic of the data ob-
tained with both systems is compared. Figures 3.15 to 3.18 display at the
top balloon plots of the measured data and at the bottom the same data
9As this system can only measure HRTFs at one hemisphere, the measurement had
to be conducted in two stages, turning the head upside-down in the second stage,
what is not viable for individual HRTF measurements.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.14: Artificial head being measured with (a) the HRTF measurement
setup previously developed at the Institute of Technical Acous-
tics (RWTH Aachen), composed of a single loudspeaker placed
at a rotating arm, and (b) the individual HRTF measurement
setup presented in this thesis, with a supporting arc and 40
drop-like loudspeakers.
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of HRTF measurement setups. The same artificial
head was measured with both the measurement arc described
in this chapter (left) and with the vintage measurement arm
described in (Lentz, 2007) (right). The two top figures are
balloon plots, where the balloon’s radius represents the ampli-
tude of the HRTF and the color its phase. The arrow indicates
the head’s view direction. The two bottom plots show the
amplitude values of both measurements plotted in an exploded
view. Plots are made for the frequency of 500Hz.
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HRTF (left) at 1kHz
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of HRTF measurement setups. The same artificial
head was measured with both the measurement arc described
in this chapter (left) and with the vintage measurement arm
described in (Lentz, 2007) (right). The two top figures are
balloon plots, where the balloon’s radius represents the ampli-
tude of the HRTF and the color its phase. The arrow indicates
the head’s view direction. The two bottom plots show the
amplitude values of both measurements plotted in an exploded
view. Plots are made for the frequency of 1000Hz.
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HRTF (left) at 4kHz
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of HRTF measurement setups. The same artificial
head was measured with both the measurement arc described
in this chapter (left) and with the vintage measurement arm
described in (Lentz, 2007) (right). The two top figures are
balloon plots, where the balloon’s radius represents the ampli-
tude of the HRTF and the color its phase. The arrow indicates
the head’s view direction. The two bottom plots show the
amplitude values of both measurements plotted in an exploded
view. Plots are made for the frequency of 4000Hz.
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HRTF (left) at 8kHz
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Figure 3.18: Comparison of HRTF measurement setups. The same artificial
head was measured with both the measurement arc described
in this chapter (left) and with the vintage measurement arm
described in (Lentz, 2007) (right). The two top figures are
balloon plots, where the balloon’s radius represents the ampli-
tude of the HRTF and the color its phase. The arrow indicates
the head’s view direction. The two bottom plots show the
amplitude values of both measurements plotted in an exploded
view. Plots are made for the frequency of 8000Hz.
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projected at a 2D surface. The radius of the balloon plot represents the
amplitude of the HRTF and the color its phase. The arrow in between
the plots shows the artificial head’s view direction.
The plots at 500Hz (fig. 3.15) make it evident the the lack of mea-
surement data at the lower cap. To directly extract these missing values
from the measured data has high uncertainty involved. For the measured
region, the plots do show good similarity.
For 1 kHz, the lack of the lower cap is not as evident as for 500Hz as
now the amplitude values at this region have decreased. The edge seen
in the equator of the measurement with the arm occurs because of small
positioning errors as the measurement had to be done in two separate
stages, each measuring one hemisphere.
The plots at 4 kHz and 8 kHz show again a good overall agreement
of the data. Difference in amplitude (radius of the balloon) are observed.
This are, however, compensated for when using DTFs instead of HRTFs
(cf fig. 3.19). At higher frequencies it is also possible to see how the
energy at the side of the contralateral ear is considerably lower than for
the ipsilateral side.
The phase information encodes the distance information. As the
ears are shifted in relation to the center of the head, a phase variation is
observed. The different phase behavior seen at these plots is caused by
the fact that, at each measurement, the artificial head was not identically
positioned in relation to the systems’ center. The main spatial features
are, however, similar throughout the whole measured frequency range
when considering only the amplitude values.
Also the frequency- and time-domain characteristics of the HRTFs
measured with both systems were compared and showed good agreement.
Examples for four directions are shown in fig. 3.19.
In the frequency-domain, only little deviation in the higher frequen-
cies is clearly noticeable. In the time-domain, the main difference is
observed in the pre-ringing, caused by the regularized deconvolution of
the signals. These artifacts can be windowed out without compromising
the quality of the HRIRs.
3.4.2 Individual Measurement
This system was designed specially for the measurement of individual
HRTFs. So far, 16 listeners have been measured with he system. However,
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Figure 3.19: Comparison of HRTF measurement setups. The same artificial
head was measured with both the measurement arc described
in this chapter (Arc) and with the vintage measurement arm
described in (Lentz, 2007) (Arm). HRIRs of four different
exemplary directions (a-d) and their equivalent DTFs (e-h)
show reduced variability between the measurement setups.
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no localization test could be conducted to evaluate the perceptual quality
of the acquired HRTFs.
The data from one of these listeners is shown below. The excitation
signal was the same used for the measurement of the artificial head,
described in the previous section. The spectrogram of the raw signal
acquired at the left ear for one azimuthal position is shown in fig. 3.20.
The 40 interleaved sweeps can be clearly seen. The last 20 sweeps have
lower amplitude at higher frequencies, as could be expected once they
originated from the contralateral side.
The deconvolved impulse responses can be seen in fig. 3.21. The
variation in amplitude for the ipsi- and contralateral sides can be clearly
seen. The small impulses present at the end of the signal are the harmonic
impulse response of the first measured directions. The SNR, or better
said, the peak-to-noise ratio is of approximately 80 dB when the source
is directly in front of the ear and decreases to approximately 50 dB for
the contralateral side. This obtained SNR is expected to be sufficient to
provide high quality binaural synthesis.
The time and frequency-domain response for three positions in the
median plane and one position at extreme lateral angle are shown in
fig. 3.22, respectively.
3.5 Discussion
HRTF measurements were traditionally conducted in far-field, restricting
the auralization to distant sources. A series of new measurements at
shorter distance is required to simulate near-field effects. To avoid the
need for extra measurements, the range extrapolation technique is used.
It provides a spatially continuous representation of the HRTFs by using a
reciprocal formulation of the modal components of an outgoing spherical
wave. This results in a setup-independent and compact description
of individual HRTFs, allowing the evaluation of any binaural transfer
functions at any point in near- or far-field, though with some limitations
due to noise and numerical instability.
The HRTF measurement setup described in this chapter was de-
signed to meet the requirements of the reciprocal acoustic holography.
This method also assumes the excitation source to be an acoustic point
source. Therefore, the loudspeakers used in this setup were designed to
have (approximately) an omnidirectional directivity in the entire range of
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Figure 3.20: Spectrogram from the multiple exponential sweep signal ac-
quired at the left ear of a subject for one azimuthal measurement
position. The color scale is given in decibels relative to 1.
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Figure 3.21: The deconvolved impulse responses obtained from the signal
depictured in fig. 3.20. The peak-to-noise ratio is of approxi-
mately 80 dB for sources at the ipsilateral side and as low as
50 dB for sources at the contralateral side.
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Figure 3.22: Individual HRIRs (a-d) and their equivalent individual DTF
(e-h), obtained using the new HRTF measurement system pre-
sented in this chapter.
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application. A small broadband loudspeaker chassis with reduced nonlin-
ear behavior was chosen. During measurements it was verified that this
chassis presented time variance which could not be compensated for and
influenced the resulting HRTFs. Thus, it is recommended for new similar
setups to choose loudspeakers that are not only omnidirectional, but
that are also time invariant, i.e., their sensitivity does not change during
the operation. Loudspeakers can, however, have a nonlinear behavior as
this effect can be compensated for by performing the exponential sweep
measurement.
According to acoustic holography theory, it is advisable to conduct
measurements as close as possible to the scattering objects, i.e. the head
and torso, and extrapolate the HRTF outwards. On that account the
radius of the measurement arc was chosen to be 1m. Results published
at a later stage by Pollow et al. (2012a) did not show any difference
between inward and outward extrapolation of HRTF measurements.
They were, however, able to show that the acoustic holography method
is much more exact than other published methods for the HRTF near-field
compensation.
Acoustic holography assumes that all scattering objects are con-
tained inside a spherical surface 𝑆 of small radius and that all sound
sources are located outside 𝑆. For this reason, the supporting arc was
constructed using a thin metal rod truss structure, which is supposed to
be acoustically transparent, and the form of the loudspeakers was chosen
to minimize reflections. During measurements, though, it was observed
that unwanted reflections from neighboring loudspeakers and structure-
borne sound from the arc were still present. Therefore, the design of the
arc and the loudspeakers should be reviewed. The loudspeakers should
be integrated into a rigid arc. Moreover, it was also verified that the
mechanical stability of the chosen trellis structure was not sufficient.
The new setup was, however, not only used for adequate range
extrapolation measurements. The other purpose of this new setup was to
measure a sufficient number of points on the sphere to adequately describe
the HRTF in the shortest time possible. This objective was achieved by
optimizing the excitation signal used for the measurement. Majdak et
al. (2007) originally proposed to overlap the exponential sweep signals in
order to reduce measurement time without compromising the obtained
SNR. This thesis extends their multiple exponential sweep method
(MESM) in two ways: 1) by relaxing the overlapping requirements and
2) by making better use of the HRIR’s temporal structure. The original
requirement for signal overlapping was that all harmonic IRs should
decay below background noise level before the previous desired IR occurs.
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This requirement was relaxed so that no harmonic IRs shall fall into a
predefined avoid zone containing the desired IR. Observing the temporal
structure of an HRIR measured in a typical (hemi-)anechoic chamber,
one notes that only the initial portion of the IR describes the HRIR,
being the rest of the signal composed by reflections due to objects in
the room or to room boundaries. As these unwanted reflections must be
windowed out, these regions can be used as place-holders for harmonic
IRs of other directions. These reflections are responsible for a longer
reverberation time of the chamber, which in turn limits the waiting time
between subsequent sweeps. The size of the hemi-anechoic chamber used
with this setup was reduced by building a wall of absorbing material near
the arc, thus reducing the size of the chamber’s IR and consequently
speeding up the measurement. Altogether, these optimization allowed
the HRTF measurement in 3840 directions in less than six minutes,10
which would take approximately 12min with the original MESM and
over 1.5 h using the sequential method.
The post-processing of the raw IR is executed in accordance with
the latest research found in the literature, as e.g. in Hammershøi and
Møller (2005). One should only keep in mind that the HRTFs were
no longer measured under far-field assumption and therefore do not
allow the distance effect to be compensated for simply by the Green’s
function, as was the case with the free-field HRTF. To serve as input
data for spherical holography, the HRTFs should be multiplied by the
transfer function of a point source placed at the acoustic center of the
corresponding loudspeaker to a point receiver placed at the origin of the
head coordinate system.
Results of measurements showed the presence of a spatial ripple in
the resulting HRTFs. The effect of these ripples when calculating the
spherical wave spectrum are negligible in amplitude, but have a strong
effect in the phase, as described in (Krechel, 2012). These ripples
are caused either by reflection artifacts still present in the measurement
or by the fact that the subject’s rotation axis, when placed over the
turntable, cannot be precisely aligned with the arc’s symmetry axis. In
the first case, ripples are eliminated by adequate time windowing. In
the second case, the proposed way to mitigate this effect is to place
the reference microphone at the center of the turntable and conduct a
regular measurement rotating it, just like the subjects are, and using the
transfer function obtained for each direction to equalize the HRTF of
the correspondent azimuthal direction.
10Being the fastest HRTF measurement setup known to the author.
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To find the spherical expansion vector required for interpolation, it is
extremely important to know the position of the loudspeakers as precisely
as possible. Therefore, a calibration system was developed using only the
turntable and two microphones placed at a known distance from each
other. This system gives not only the exact position of the loudspeakers,
but also the orientation of the bar holding the microphones, the distance
to the rotation axis, the latency of the sound card and the speed of sound
at the time of measurement (Krechel, 2012).
A method to accomplish interpolation and range extrapolation of
the HRTF based on acoustic spherical holography was described. This
method assumes the HRTF has a continuous and smooth distribution in
space, described by a finite number of spherical harmonics. Ideally, the
number of available sampling points should be sufficient to unambiguously
represent all needed spherical harmonic basis functions. This restriction
is hardly achievable in practice and a small amount of spatial aliasing is
to be expected. Zhang et al. (2012) argues that spherical harmonics up
to order 𝑂 = 46 are required to correctly describe the spatial variation
of an HRTF at 20 kHz. Pollow et al. (2012c) show that displacing
the origin of the spherical coordinate system to the acoustic center of
reciprocal HRTF pressure field allows a more compact description of the
HRTF with fewer spherical coefficients (therefore, with a lower maximum
order). Consequently, fewer measurement points are also required. A
potential vector 𝜉 for the head coordinate system can be obtained from
the potential vector 𝜉′, with origin placed at the entrance of the ear canal,
by the translation operation in the spherical coordinates, thoroughly
described in (Zotter, 2009, pp. 36-50).
To avoid the effects of spatial aliasing—and also improve the overall
measurement quality—efforts have been made to develop a method that
can measure the HRTF on a continuous surface or at least along a circle
(Ajdler et al., 2007; Fukudome et al., 2007; Enzner, 2009). These
techniques are, however, not as robust to nonlinearity as the correla-
tion measurement technique using the exponential sweep described in
section 3.2. Krechel (2012) described an approach to dynamically
acquire the HRTF along a circle using the correlation technique, al-
lowing a further considerable speedup in comparison to the sequential
measurement technique. In this method, the listener is continuously
turned while the excitation signals are being played. Even though this
continuous movement breaks the assumption of time invariance implicit
to the correlation technique, it is plausible to assume that the system
is “almost” invariant at each small time interval, while one frequency is
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been played. A post-processing step is then necessary to compensate for
this continuous movement.
The recently developed Compressive Sampling theory was also stud-
ied as a way to reduce the number of required sampling points and to
avoid spatial aliasing (Masiero and Pollow, 2010). Compressive sam-
pling proposes a new framework on how to effectively sample information
with a reduced number of sensors. The main idea behind this concept is
that if the information to be sampled can be sparsely described in a space
that is incoherent to the measurement space, then this information can
be restored by ℓ1 minimization. Unfortunately, compressive sampling
could not be applied to the HRTFs using the spherical harmonic basis
functions, as especially high frequency HRTFs cannot be considered
sparse in the SH-domain. A set of basis functions extracted from the
“principal component analysis” of a group of individual HRTFs, similar to
the basis described in (Kistler and Wightman, 1992), but spanning
the whole sphere, might be a good candidate for an incoherent representa-
tion domain. Other possible basis would be spherical wavelets (Freeden
and Windheuser, 1997) or the Slepian functions (Slepian, 1964).
4
Binaural Reproduction using
Headphones
The reproduction of binaural signals via headphones is straightforward
as headphones are able to deliver each binaural channel independently
to each ear. The headphone reproduction does add spectral coloration
to the reproduced sound, but at first glance it seems as if this effect can
easily be mitigated by an equalization filter. There are, however, some
difficulties involved in the design of such a filter, which is obtained from
the inverse of the headphone transfer function (HpTF). First, the HpTF
varies for each listener. Therefore headphone equalization filters must be
shaped individually. Second, at high frequencies the HpTF is strongly
dependent on the headphone fitting and therefore the equalization filter
should be robust to (small) fitting variations. Third, HpTF are usually
not minimum-phase, i.e. they contain all-pass components that when
inverted result in a noncausal equalization filter.
The HpTF and HRTF are commonly measured with a microphone
placed at the entrance of the ear canal. However, a correct binaural
reproduction occurs when the sound pressure at the listener’s eardrums is
ideally matched. Møller (1992) proposed a measurement technique to
verify whether a given set of headphones is able to provide an authentic
binaural reproduction. This technique is applied in this chapter to verify
the adequacy of the used headphones.
Measured HpTFs were evaluated with regard to the inter-subject
variability and intra-subject variability to the headphone fitting. For
frequencies up to 4 kHz a low variability was observed in both cases.
Above this frequency , standing waves start to build up inside the
cavity and thus the resulting pressure at the listeners’ eardrums becomes
strongly dependent on the geometry of the listener’s ear and on the
headphone fitting (Schmidt, 2009). This high variability for subjects
†Part of the results presented in this chapter have been previously published in
∙ Masiero and Fels (2011b);
∙ Masiero and Fels (2011a);
∙ Fels and Masiero (2011).
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corroborate for an individual equalization. To reduce the variability
between fittings, the listeners should fit the headphones themselves at
the most comfortable position.
This chapter starts by characterizing adequate headphones and mi-
crophones for an authentic binaural reproduction. Then the influence of
headphone fitting on the measured individual HpTF is analyzed. Fur-
thermore, an individual headphone equalization technique, perceptually
robust to small variations in headphone fitting, is presented. The chapter
concludes with a discussion of the obtained results.
4.1 Headphone Type
According toMøller (1992), ideal binaural reproduction via headphones
is obtained if the headphone listening condition is equal to the free-field
listening condition. He shows that for this to be true, the acoustical
impedance seen from the ear canal should be the same for the two
conditions. To verify if a headphone fulfills this requirement, he defined
the pressure division ration (PDR) as
PDR(𝑧) ≡
𝐻EDFF (𝑧)/𝐻ECFF (𝑧)
𝐻EDHP (𝑧)/𝐻ECHP(𝑧)
(4.1)
where 𝐻EDFF (𝑧) is the transfer function from a free-field sound source (FF)
to the listener’s eardrums (ED), 𝐻ECFF (𝑧) is the transfer function from
a free-field sound source to the microphones at the entrance of the ear
canal (EC), 𝐻EDHP (𝑧) is the transfer function from the headphones (HP)
to the listener’s eardrums, and 𝐻ECHP(𝑧) is the transfer function from the
headphones to the microphones at the entrance of the listener’s ear canal
(cf. fig. 4.1).
The idea behind the PDR is to verify if equalized headphones, when
playing a binaural signal, can generate the same sound pressure at the lis-
tener’s eardrum that would be generated by the original free-field sound
source. This will only occur if PDR(𝑧) = 1. Møller et al. (1995b)
showed that all headphones tested by them fulfilled this criterion for
frequencies below 2 kHz and that only a few fulfilled this criterion for
frequencies between 2 and 7 kHz. They named the headphones belonging
to the second group as free-air equivalent coupling (FEC) headphones
as they “do not disturb the radiation impedance as seen from the ear”
(Møller, 1992). The methodology used by them did not allow a reliable
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measurement of the PDR for frequencies above 7 kHz. Later investiga-
tions confirmed that FEC headphones cause the smallest variation on
the impedance seen from the ear canal when compared to the free-field
listening condition (Kleber and Vorländer, 2001; Cruzado, 2002).
Two candidate headphones—one having an electrodynamic trans-
ducer (Sennheiser HD-600) and the other having an electrostatic trans-
ducer (Stax SR𝜆), both of open-type—were tested regarding their PDR
by measuring all four TFs defined in eq. (4.1) using an artificial head
equipped with an IEC 711 ear simulator, i.e. with an artificial ear canal.
For frequencies below 10 kHz both measured headphones complied with
the FEC criterion, agreeing with the results presented by Völk (2011b).
The electrodynamic headphones were chosen for further tests.
The PDR may also vary due to the headphone fitting and the
type of microphones that are used. Oberem (2012) investigated both
aspects. She conducted repeated measurements with the same setup
described above, replacing the headphones and microphones at each new
measurement. The results show that the miniature microphone placed
with an ear plug at the entrance of the ear canal (also called acoustic
meatus) yields the best results, as can be seen in fig. 4.2. Therefore,
further measurements were conducted using miniature microphones
placed at the entrance of the blocked ear canal.
4.2 Variability of Headphone Fitting
The variability of headphone transfer function (HpTF)1 due to the
fitting has been extensively investigated (Toole, 1984; Møller, 1992;
Cruzado, 2002; Völk, 2011a). Furthermore, Paquier and Koehl
(2010) confirmed the importance of headphone variations as they were
able to verify that these spectral differences are audible.
A series of individual HpTF measurements was carried out with 15
listeners. Generally speaking, it can be observed that interindividual
HpTFs have a low variability up to approximately 4 kHz. In this frequency
region, where the headphone works as an acoustic cavity, just a constant
level variation is observed, caused by variable leakage, as described by
Toole (1984). For higher frequencies, resonances are observed which
vary with headphone fitting and the geometry of the listeners’ ears. This
higher variation occurs for two reasons:
1All HpTF plots have the y-axis displayed in dB relative to 1Pa/V and only results
of the left ear are displayed.
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of transfer paths required for the PDR calculation. (a)
The free-air condition, measured with a loudspeaker in free-field
and (b) the headphone condition.
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Figure 4.2: PDR measured with an electrodynamic open headphone
(Sennheiser HD-600) and with (a) a short probe microphone,
(b) a long probe microphone, (c) a miniature microphone in
an open dome, and (d) a miniature microphone in an ear plug
blocking the meatus.
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Figure 4.3: HpTF measured at the left ear with the Sennheiser HD-600
headphone for (a) fifteen different subjects and (b) one single
subject with fifteen repetitions (at each new measurement the
subject replaced the headphone for a comfortable fit). The good
agreement at the intraindividual measurement was also observed
with other subjects.
1. Because at this frequency range standing waves start to build up
inside the headphone’s cavity.
2. Because of the size of the external ear structures (Schmidt, 2009,
p. 84)—meaning that in this region the HpTF behavior is highly
individual, as can be seen in fig. 4.3(a).
Each individual repeated the HpTF measurement 15 times. For every
new measurement the listener was instructed to place the headphone at
its most comfortable fit. The result from the interindividual measurement
for one exemplary listener can be seen in fig. 4.3(b) and confirmed that
low measurement variability can be achieved if listeners are allowed to
fit the headphone themselves at a comfortable fit. Masiero and Fels
(2011b) showed that if listeners are instructed to place the headphones at
extreme positions and not only at comfortable positions, the variability
of the measured HpTF increases especially in the frequency range above
4 kHz.
4.3 Robust Individual Equalization
The variability results described in the last section agree with the results
presented by Hammershøi and Møller (2005), who claim that “it can
be seen that the variations between measurements are much less than
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variations between subjects. The low variation in the repeated measure-
ments means that an individual headphone (equalization) filter can be
reliably designed. The high variation in transfer functions across sub-
jects means that it probably should be designed individually”. Therefore,
to achieve a robust equalization, the equalization filter is constructed
from the average of several individual HpTF measurements,2 always
completely removing the headphones in between measurements.
Headphone repositioning will cause variations that itself affect the
equalized frequency response and appear as peaks or dips in the higher
frequency range. Bucklein (1981) conducted speech intelligibility tests
and showed that human listeners are more sensitive to spectrum irreg-
ularities in form of peaks than to equivalent valleys. Assuming that
this behavior extends also to spatial perception, headphone equaliza-
tion filters should also avoid the occurrence of resonance peaks in the
equalized response. This can be achieved by applying a notch smoothing
algorithm to the amplitude spectrum (cf. Müller, 1999, p. 192), which
first smooths the entire frequency response and then compares it with
the original function. At regions where this difference is higher than
a given threshold, a cross-fading is made, thus locally smoothing the
original function. Optionally, a softer smoothing can be done throughout
the whole frequency spectrum afterwards.
Regarding the filters’ overall gain, ideally, the equalization filter
should not alter the loudness of the reproduced signals; but loudness
measurements are dependent on the type of signal being used. For
broadband signals, if the overall sound pressure level is kept constant,
negligible variation on the loudness values should be observed. Therefore,
the smoothed average HpTF is normalized by the root mean square
value of the frequencies showing low variability, i.e., below 4 kHz. The
applied weight should be the average of the RMS from both ears to allow
the proper equalization of the interaural level difference.
As with any other equalization filter, care must be taken at fre-
quencies outside the roll-off frequencies as correction at these regions
may lead to very large gains that can produce undesired nonlinearity
in the equalized response. Likewise, to equalize a headphone at low
frequencies (below approximately 100Hz) a very long FIR equalization
filter is required. Since these equalization filters are aimed for use in real
time virtual reality systems, it is of interest that these filters are kept
short in order to avoid extra latency. As the low frequency range does
2Spectral average should be obtained independently for the amplitude spectrum
and the group delay to avoid the unwanted phase canceling effect.
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Figure 4.4: Individual headphone equalization filter calculated from the av-
erage of seven HpTFs. A notch smoothing algorithm was applied
followed by a 1/6 octave smoothing (a). The time response (b)
is obtained from the minimum-phase spectrum of (a).
not contribute to localization and the HpTF variation due to individual
fitting in this frequency range is very low, this frequency region can be
left untouched. This is done by substituting the frequencies below the
first observed maximum of the HpTF with a constant line of the same
value as the amplitude of the first maximum.
The last step is to invert the HpTF. Minnaar et al. (1999) discuss
that HpTFs generally contain all-pass components that, when inverted,
will drive the equalization filter to be noncausal. This effect could be
compensated for by inserting a delay in the equalization filter or by
equalizing only the minimum-phase component of the HpTFs. With the
headphone fitting variation, the first option might lead to the compensa-
tion of a nonexistent all-pass section while the second option will not
correct the present all-pass sections. Minnaar et al. (1999) suggest
“that it will be more safe not to equalize for an all-pass that is there
than to equalize for an all-pass that is not there.” Therewith, only the
magnitude spectrum of the smoothed average HpTF was inverted and
the equivalent minimum-phase spectrum was obtained using the Hilbert
transform, thus producing a causal and compact equalization filter.
4.4 Results
Figure 4.4 shows an example of an individualized headphone equalization
filter. This filter was calculated from the average of seven individually
measured HpTF magnitude spectra, each with a new headphone fit-
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Figure 4.5: Equalization response for an individual headphone equalization
filter. Seven HpTFs were averaged to generate the filter. The
upper curves are obtained by multiplying the equalization filter
with the same HpTFs used for the calculation. The lower curves
are obtained by multiplying the equalization filter with the seven
other HpTFs measured for the same listener. These curves are
shifted by -30 dB for clarity.
ting. A notch smoothing algorithm was applied followed by a 1/6 oc-
tave logarithmic smoothing. The low frequency correction is truncated
at approximately 200Hz and the time response is obtained from the
minimum-phase spectrum.
Applying this filter to the original HpTFs will result in a considerably
flat equalized headphone response, except for spectrum dips at high
frequencies, as depicted in the upper curves of fig. 4.5. This is, however,
not a realistic situation as these HpTFs are the same ones used for the
filter calculation. A realistic situation can be observed if the equalization
filter is applied to a different set of HpTFs from the same listener. In
this case, the variability increases slightly, as can be seen in the lower
curves of fig. 4.5.
4.5 Discussion
Headphone Transfer Functions (HpTFs) were measured using an artifi-
cial head and individual subjects, confirming that for low and middle
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frequencies only small level variations are present while for the high
frequencies very individual resonance patterns are found. Low measure-
ment variability is achieved if subjects are allowed to fit the headphone
themselves at the most comfortable position. This underlines the fact
that individual equalization should be used when possible.
A robust equalization filter design is proposed, inverting the average
of the magnitude spectra of several individually measured HpTFs. A
notch smoothing algorithm is applied to avoid high peaks at the spec-
trum of the equalization filter. The peaks in the HpTF—dips in the
equalization filter—are not altered as the human hearing system is more
sensitive to irregularities in form of peaks than to irregularities in form
of dips. To avoid a noncausal equalization filter, only the minimum-
phase component of the averaged HpTF is inverted. Furthermore, the
headphone is not equalized for very low frequencies to keep the FIR
equalization filter short.
The effectiveness of this filter calculation strategy is evaluated in
chapter 6. It was verified that adequate individual equalization provide
realistic binaural reproduction, in the sense that the listeners cannot
differentiate between the real binaural signal generated by a loudspeaker
and the virtual binaural signal synthesized with the individual HRTF
and played back via individually equalized headphones.
If, however, an individual equalization cannot be carried out,
Larcher et al. (1998) suggest the use of diffuse-field-compensated
headphones with no additional equalization and diffuse-field equalized
binaural signals. These signals can be synthesized by using DTFs instead
of HRTFs.

5
Binaural Reproduction using
Loudspeakers
If loudspeakers are used to reproduce a binaural signal, left and right
signal will arrive mixed together at the listener’s left and right ear, thus
destroying the binaural cues and the spatial impression. To reestablish
these cues crosstalk cancellation (CTC) filters, presented in section 5.1,
are used to generate (from the input binaural signal) transaural signals
to be fed to the loudspeakers which should interact to reproduce the
binaural signal at the listener’s ears with sufficient channel separation
(defined in section 5.2).
The crosstalk cancellation is achieved by means of constructive and
destructive wave interference. At some frequencies CTC filters may
display elevated gains that might require the loudspeakers to reproduce
very high sound pressures; only to be later (partially) canceled at the
listener’s ears (Takeuchi and Nelson, 2007). To avoid clipping and
distortion at these frequencies, the overall gain of the CTC filter has to
be reduced, causing the dynamic range of the reproduced binaural signal
to shrink. According to Nelson and Rose (2006), these frequencies
with extreme high energy will result in a poorly damped ringing behavior
in the time-domain. This behavior will also occur in the spatial-domain,
leading to a very narrow region with adequate binaural reproduction—the
so called sweet spot.
The sweet spot can be enlarged by using a loudspeaker array with
the high-frequency (tweeter) sources placed close to each other and the
low-frequency sources (woofer) placed opposite to each other (Bauck
and Cooper, 1996; Takeuchi and Nelson, 2007). However, to apply
this loudspeaker placement strategy to an immersive virtual reality (VR)
system, where the listener is constantly moving and consequently the
sweet spot is also constantly shifting, would not be viable as a very
large number of high frequency transducers distributed all around the
‡The results presented in this chapter are an extension of the results published in
∙ Masiero; Fels, and Vorländer (2011b);
∙ Masiero and Vorländer (2012).
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reproduction space would be required. Therefore, all loudspeakers in
this chapter are assumed to be broad-band sources.
CTC filters can be realized in various ways: either analog or digital,
FIR or IIR, with or without room equalization. This thesis focuses on
CTC filters for immersive virtual reality applications, which must be
constantly updated to compensate for the listener’s motion, should be
as short as possible to save calculation power, and should introduce
the shortest possible latency in the system to allow fast reaction to
listener movements. For such applications, the use of digital FIR filters
is preferred as it allows efficient filter updates with fast filter calculation
(Lentz, 2007).
Digital CTC filters can be calculated either in time or in frequency-
domain. Calculations in time-domain produce strictly causal filters. On
the other hand, frequency-domain calculations are computationally more
efficient, but may result in noncausal filters (see discussion in section 5.3).
Apart from that, there is no substantial difference between the results
achieved using the two methods (Parodi, 2008). In section 5.3 a general
framework is introduced for the calculation of digital CTC filters with
causality constraints in the frequency-domain.
Causal filters could also be achieved using a minimum-phase version
of the HRTFs, as did by Gardner (1997). Parodi (2008) compared
the performance of this generic CTC filter proposed by Gardner (1997)
with time and frequency-domain least-mean-square approximations and
concluded that the generic CTC filters provided reduced channel sep-
aration performance. The generic CTC filter calculation proposed by
Gardner (1997) can also only be applied to two loudspeaker CTC filter.
The framework presented in this chapter can be applied to generate CTC
filters for an unlimited number of loudspeakers.
Kirkeby et al. (1998b) showed that CTC filters have infinitely
long impulse responses (IRs) even when they are derived from a set
of finite head-related transfer functions (HRTFs). They proposed the
use of Tikhonov regularization to control undesirably large peaks in the
frequency response of the CTC filters. As these peaks are responsible for
weakly damped ringing behavior in time-domain, the use of regularization
also reduces the length of the CTC filters. The side-effect of regularization
is the appearance of unwanted noncausal artifacts in both the CTC filters
and the resulting ear signals. Taking into account the results of minimum-
phase regularization, the presented framework is extended to force the
filters resulting from the regularized inverse problem to be causal.
To avoid filter instability as users rotate their head inside an immer-
sive VR environment, Lentz (2006) suggested the use of four loudspeak-
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ers from which only two loudspeakers are active at a time, depending
on the orientation of the listener’s head. In section 5.4 an improved
solution for the filter switching strategy is presented which integrates
spatial fading in the filter design stage and makes it possible to smoothly
switch between active loudspeakers.
The CTC filter calculation framework presented in this chapter
is based on the knowledge of the transfer-path between loudspeakers
and listener’s ears, i.e., the HRTF. However, no restriction is made
if these HRTFs have to be individually measured. The influence of
individualized HRTFs in localization performance with CTC systems
will be later discussed in section 6.2.
In this chapter some results will be discussed in regard to the obtained
channel separation, defined in section 5.2, which is commonly referred
to in literature as a quality predictor for CTC filters. In section 6.2 the
relationship between channel separation and localization performance of
a CTC system is investigated.
5.1 CTC Reproduction System
Figure 5.1 shows the setup of a CTC system with two loudspeakers. The
transmission path from the loudspeakers to the listener’s left and right
eardrums can be written in the frequency-domain as
𝐸L(𝑧) = 𝐻1L(𝑧)𝑉1(𝑧) +𝐻2L(𝑧)𝑉2(𝑧), (5.1a)
𝐸R(𝑧) = 𝐻1R(𝑧)𝑉1(𝑧) +𝐻2R(𝑧)𝑉2(𝑧), (5.1b)
where 𝐸L(𝑧) and 𝐸R(𝑧) are the signals at the listener’s ears, 𝑉1(𝑧) and
𝑉2(𝑧) are the signals fed to the loudspeakers and 𝐻𝑛𝐿(𝑧) and 𝐻𝑛𝑅(𝑧)
represent the acoustic path from the 𝑛𝑡ℎ loudspeaker to the left and
right ears, respectively.
Equation eq. (5.1), can be written in matrix formulation as[︂
𝐸L(𝑧)
𝐸R(𝑧)
]︂
=
[︂
𝐻1L(𝑧) 𝐻2L(𝑧)
𝐻1R(𝑧) 𝐻2R(𝑧)
]︂
·
[︂
𝑉1(𝑧)
𝑉2(𝑧)
]︂
(5.2)
or
𝑒 =𝐻𝑣, (5.3)
where elements of 𝑒 are the signals at the listener’s ears, elements of
𝐻 (called acoustic transfer matrix) describe the acoustic propagation
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Figure 5.1: Diagram of a binaural reproduction system using loudspeakers,
i.e., a crosstalk cancellation (CTC) system. The CTC filters are
shown in the upper part and the acoustic paths are shown in
the lower part of the figure. The solid and dashed lines show the
direct and the crosstalk paths, respectively.
paths, and the elements of 𝑣 are the loudspeaker signals, all in frequency-
domain.1
The crosstalk paths can be canceled out using an adequate filter
structure. This should be always placed between the input binaural
signal and the loudspeakers (see fig. 5.1), and can be represented as
matrix 𝐶, the so-called crosstalk cancellation matrix, such that
𝑣 = 𝐶𝑏, (5.4)
where the elements of 𝑏 are the left and right binaural signals to be
presented, resulting in the complete transmission path
𝑒 =𝐻𝐶𝑏. (5.5)
1All equations presented in this section are in frequency-domain. They can be
recast, however, in a time-domain representation, as discussed in section 5.3.
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Figure 5.2: The crosstalk cancellation problem displayed as a block diagram.
A correct binaural reproduction is achieved when, apart from a time
delay, the binaural signal 𝑏 is exactly reproduced at the listener’s ears.
As discussed in section 2.2, this problem can be studied as a minimization
problem, viz. the minimization of the reproduction error
𝑑 =
(︀
𝑒− 𝑏 · 𝑒−𝑧Δ)︀ , (5.6)
where Δ is a time delay proportional to the acoustic lag between loud-
speakers and listener position. The block diagram form in fig. 5.2 shows
the minimization problem that occurs while obtaining optimal CTC
filters.
Substituting eq. (5.5) in eq. (5.6) one has
𝑑 =
(︀
𝐻𝐶 − 𝐼 · 𝑒−𝑧Δ)︀ 𝑏, (5.7)
which highlights the dependence of the optimal CTC filter on the input
binaural signal. Kirkeby and Nelson (1999) suggest substituting 𝑏 by
a delta function, thus obtaining a filter for the “worst case” scenario
where the input binaural signal contains energy in the entire frequency
spectrum.
For the two loudspeaker setup shown in fig. 5.1, the crosstalk can-
cellation matrix that minimizes the reproduction error can be obtained
from eq. (2.7). Assuming that 𝐻 is invertible, this is given by
𝐶 =𝐻−1𝑒−𝑧Δ. (5.8)
The binaural signals do not necessarily have to be reproduced using
only two loudspeakers (Bauck and Cooper, 1992). If 𝑁 loudspeakers
are used instead, 𝐻 expands to
𝐻 =
[︂
𝐻1L(𝑧) 𝐻2L(𝑧) · · · 𝐻𝑁𝐿(𝑧)
𝐻1R(𝑧) 𝐻2R(𝑧) · · · 𝐻𝑁𝑅(𝑧)
]︂
.
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Figure 5.3: Time response of 𝐶 for two loudspeakers placed at 𝜑 = ±45∘
calculated with the regularized equation eq. (5.24) using 𝜇 =
0.005 for all frequencies and Δ = 3.4ms. Noncausal oscillations
are clearly visible in all four filters, even though a time delay
proportional to the distance between loudspeakers and head was
used.
𝐻 now represents an underdetermined system and the CTC filters
obtained by a least-squares minimization are given by (see appendix B)
𝐶 =𝐻* (𝐻𝐻*)−1 𝑒−𝑧Δ. (5.9)
The CTC formulation could easily be expanded for multiple listen-
ers by concatenating 𝑒, 𝐻, and 𝑏 without actually altering the filter
calculation scheme (Kim et al., 2006; Masiero and Qiu, 2009).Bauck
and Cooper (1992) studied a number of multiple listeners CTC con-
figurations, for instance a setup with fewer loudspeakers than listener’s
ears (overdetermined system) and a very interesting setup for cinema
application that uses one central loudspeaker and several distributed
dipole loudspeaker placed behind the listeners’ heads. This chapter,
however, will focus only on the one listener setup.
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5.2 Channel Separation
The channel separation (CS) has been proposed to describe the quality of
CTC systems (Gardner, 1997) and has been defined as the logarithmic
difference between the signals at the ipsilateral and the contralateral ear
(Bai and Lee, 2006). Thus, assuming
𝑏 =
[︂
1
0
]︂
,
an ideal CTC system will generate a signal only at the left ear. Equa-
tion (5.5) then reduces to
𝑒L = 𝐻1L𝐶L1 +𝐻2L𝐶L2, (5.10a)
𝑒R = 𝐻1R𝐶L1 +𝐻2R𝐶L2. (5.10b)
and the channel separation for the left ear can be calculated as
CSL = 20 log10
(︂ |𝐻1L𝐶L1 +𝐻2L𝐶L2|
|𝐻1R𝐶L1 +𝐻2R𝐶L2|
)︂
. (5.11)
The same applies to the right ear. This definition for CS suggests that a
larger CS results in a better CTC system, which follows the definition used
by Akeroyd et al. (2007) and Qiu et al. (2009), but is contrary to the
definition used by Bai and Lee (2006) and Parodi and Rubak (2010).
Note that the CS is given separately for each frequency and that the CS
is usually averaged over a defined frequency range in order to obtain a
single valued quality metric for the CTC system (Bai and Lee, 2006;
Akeroyd et al., 2007).
Without the use of CTC filters, i.e., assuming that 𝐶 = 𝐼, the
channel separation for the left ear would be
̂︁CSL = 20 log10(︂ |𝐻1L||𝐻1R|
)︂
. (5.12)
Again, the same definition applies to the right ear. ̂︁CS represents
the natural CS caused by head shadowing and it is equivalent to the
CS observed using a simple stereophonic reproduction system. Thê︁CS depends directly on the system’s loudspeaker position. It is also
frequency-dependent and it has its maximum of approximately 30 dB at
higher frequencies (Blauert, 1997).
For an ideal CTC system, the obtained CS is expected to be
substantially larger than ̂︁CS. However, in practical applications, the
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setup HRTFs used to design the CTC filters in 𝐶 are not always identical
to the playback HRTFs contained in 𝐻. In these cases, a poorer perfor-
mance of the CTC system can be expected, as shown in section 6.2.2.
5.3 Filter Design
As discussed in the previous section, CTC filters can be calculated either
in the time or in the frequency-domain. The frequency-domain solution
given in eq. (5.8) can be recast in the time-domain as
̂︀𝐶 = ̂︁𝐻−1𝐼(Δ). (5.13)
where ̂︁𝐻 is the concatenation of the convolution matrices of each HRIR
in 𝐻, ̂︀𝐶 is the concatenation of the impulse response from the CTC
filters, and 𝐼(Δ) is a block diagonal matrix with two delayed delta
functions in its diagonal (Kirkeby and Nelson, 1999; Parodi, 2010).
If the available HRIRs are𝑁 samples long and the desired CTC filters
are 𝑀 samples long, then ̂︁𝐻 will be a 2(𝑀 +𝑁 −1)×2𝑀 matrix for the
two loudspeaker CTC configuration. This matrix is overdetermined and
applying eq. (2.7) would result in the inversion of a single 2𝑀 × 2𝑀 real
matrix. The same problem occurs in the frequency-domain. Assuming
that the filter length for both 𝐻 and 𝐶 is 𝑀 +𝑁 − 1, would require
𝑀 +𝑁 − 1 times the inversion of a 2× 2 complex matrix.2
As a matrix inversion has a computational complexity 𝑂(𝑛3),3 an
inversion in the frequency-domain has the advantage that its computa-
tional requirements are considerably smaller than computation in the
time-domain, even considering the required FFTs. This is a major ad-
vantage for real-time VR systems since these types of systems require
constant filter updating. Already for medium-size filters (around 500 co-
efficients), it is usually more efficient to repeat the inversion of a small
matrix several times, as in the case of the inversion in frequency-domain,
than to invert a large matrix only once, which would be done when
obtaining the filters directly in time-domain.
2Please note that 𝐻 and 𝐶 are a three-dimensional tensor, while 𝑒, 𝑣, and 𝑅 are
two-dimensional tensors. As the addition and multiplication operations can be
conducted independently in the frequency dimension, for each frequency, the
three-dimensional tensors can be considered matrices and the two-dimensional
tensors can be considered vectors.
3There are faster algorithms for matrix inversion with a computation complexity as
low as 𝑂(𝑛2.3727). However, these algorithms usually only produce a considerable
speedup for very large matrices.
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Figure 5.4: Frequency response of the complete transfer-path between the
binaural signals and the ear signals for the filters shown in fig. 5.3.
The diagonal elements are ideally 0 dB, the off-diagonal elements
are ideally −∞ dB. Deviation to the ideal result is caused by the
regularization applied at the CTC filter calculation.
When calculating the CTC filter for a two loudspeaker setup in
the frequency-domain, there is only one set of filters that can force the
reproduction error to be exactly zero. If more than two loudspeakers
are available, the transmission matrix 𝐻 turns into an underdetermined
matrix and in this case, there is an infinite number of CTC filters that
can deliver an ideal reproduction. The least-square minimization (LSM)
used so far chooses (from this infinite group of filters) the CTC filter
combination with minimum Euclidean norm (energy) solution by solving
the minimization problem
minimize
𝑐𝑗
‖𝑐𝑗‖2
subject to 𝐻𝐶 = 𝐼,
(5.14)
where 𝑐𝑗 is the 𝑗th column of 𝐶. This minimization can be solved by
applying the Lagrangian multipliers, as explained in appendix B.
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Instead of minimizing the ℓ2-norm, one could minimize the ℓ1-norm
of 𝑐𝑗 , obtaining a set of filters with its coefficients sparsely distributed
in the loudspeaker dimension, i.e., at each frequency the least possible
number of loudspeakers will be active. This results in CTC filters whose
energy is compactly distributed in the spectrum.4 The result obtained
using the ℓ1-norm minimization resembles the optimal source distribution
(OSD) setup, as Takeuchi and Nelson (2007) suggests using only two
distinctly positioned loudspeakers for each frequency band as well.
The opposite situation would be to minimize the ℓ∞-norm of 𝑐𝑗 . In
this case, the obtained set of filters will have its energy equally distributed
between all loudspeakers and therefore also along the whole spectrum,
differing mainly in the phase response. As many loudspeakers are active
and playing almost the same signal, the ear signals are obtained from
a very intricate superposition of the many arriving wavefronts and a
narrow sweet spot can be expected. Note that this formulation differs
from the minimax CTC filter design proposed by Rao et al. (2007).5
ℓ1 and ℓ∞ minimization problems have, in contrast to the LSM, no
analytical solution and must be solved using computationally intensive
iterative methods (Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004).
The frequency-domain LSM calculation is the fastest method to
obtain the CTC filters and is therefore used for real-time binaural re-
production setups. The generalized frequency-domain solution given
by eq. (5.9) will deliver in the shortest time the best possible channel
separation for a given listener-loudspeaker setup. As ideal CTC filters are
infinitely long when calculated using the DFT (Kirkeby et al., 1998b),
the obtained CTC filters might suffer from cyclic aliasing and noncausal-
ity. To minimize such artifacts, Kirkeby et al. (1998a) proposed to
extend the frequency resolution of the original transfer matrix 𝐻 , which
increases the calculation time, and/or to apply a regularization con-
straint, which adds unwanted ringing artifacts. A framework is now
described for obtaining causal filters from frequency-domain calculations
even when regularization is applied.
4A filter that is sparse in the frequency-domain will have an IR that is spread in
time.
5The objective of Rao et al. (2007) is to find, in the time-domain, a set of short CTC
filters (that per se will not ensure a perfect channel separation) whose minimum
channel separation is maximized. In contrast to the frequency-domain problems
described in this section, their formulation is an overdetermined problem, thus
the ℓ∞ constraint is applied to the reproduction error and not the coefficients of
the CTC filter.
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5.3.1 Causality
If the acoustic travel time between the loudspeakers and ears is not
compensated for, the resulting CTC filters will be noncausal. This
problem can be easily solved by introducing an additional latency Δ
in the filters. However, regardless of this time compensation, since
HRTFs are not minimum-phase, their inverse will contain a noncausal
component.
Calculations of the CTC filters in the time-domain will produce
a filter set which is causal, but delivers reduced channel separation in
comparison to the ideal filters obtained by frequency-domain calculation
eq. (5.9). If the acoustic lag is not compensated for, a noncausal filter
would be required and since the product of the time-domain calculation
is strictly causal, no filter would be calculated in this case. But besides
the compensation of the acoustic lag, it was observed that an extra delay
of approximately 1ms will allow the presence of a certain amount of pre-
ringing in the CTC filters which results in improved channel separation.
This pre-ringing, originated per se from the filter calculation, will cancel
out itself at the ear signal, differently than the pre-ringing originated
from regularization which will remain present at the ear signal.
The frequency-domain calculation will deliver an optimal channel
separation, but these filters will suffer from time aliasing. Once the
filters are shifted and windowed to allow a causal response, the channel
separation will also deteriorate.
To combine fast calculation time with causal filter response, a causal-
ity constraint can be imposed in the frequency-domain calculation. Using
the identity
(·)−1 = adj(·)/ det(·), (5.15)
where adj(·) is the adjugate of a matrix6 and det(·) its determinant,
eq. (5.9) can be rewritten as
𝑌 = 𝐿−𝐶𝐷(𝑓) = 0, (5.16)
where 𝐿 =𝐻* adj (𝐻𝐻*) 𝑒−𝑧Δ and 𝐷(𝑓) = det (𝐻𝐻*). When written
in time-domain, each element of 𝑌 is given by
𝑦𝑖𝑗(𝑡) = 𝑙𝑖𝑗(𝑡)− 𝑐𝑖𝑗(𝑡) * 𝑑(𝑡) = 0. (5.17)
6Note that for the special case of a 2 × 2 matrix the adjugate can be obtained
without further calculation.
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As discussed by Papoulis (1977, p. 340), a causal constraint can be
applied to eq. (5.17) resulting in
𝑦𝑖𝑗(𝑡) = 𝑙𝑖𝑗(𝑡)−
∫︁ ∞
0
𝑑(𝑡− 𝜏)𝑐′𝑖𝑗(𝜏)d𝜏 = 0. (5.18)
Because of the causal constraint, 𝑦𝑖𝑗(𝑡) = 0 is valid only for 𝑡 > 0. The
integral in eq. (5.18) is clearly a convolution of 𝑑(𝑡) with 𝑐′𝑖𝑗(𝑡), where
𝑐′𝑖𝑗(𝑡) = 0 for 𝑡 < 0.
According to Papoulis (1977), “it suffices to find a causal function
𝑐′𝑖𝑗(𝑡) and an anti-causal function 𝑦𝑖𝑗(𝑡) satisfying eq. (5.18).” He does
that by transforming eq. (5.18) in the Laplace-domain and arguing
that 𝑌𝑖𝑗(𝑠) must be analytic for ℜ{𝑠} < 0 and 𝐶 ′𝑖𝑗(𝑠) must be analytic
for ℜ{𝑠} > 0. The transform of 𝑙𝑖𝑗(𝑡) and 𝑑(𝑡) are uniquely determined
in term of their spectra. Thus, the transform results in
𝑌𝑖𝑗(𝑠) = 𝐿𝑖𝑗(−𝑗𝑠)− 𝐶 ′𝑖𝑗(𝑠)𝐷(−𝑗𝑠). (5.19)
Papoulis (1977) finds the solution by first factoring 𝐷(−𝑗𝑠) so that
𝐷(−𝑗𝑠) = 𝐴+(𝑠)𝐴−(𝑠), (5.20)
where 𝐴+(𝑠) and its inverse 1/𝐴+(𝑠) are analytic for ℜ{𝑠} > 0 and
𝐴−(𝑠) and its inverse 1/𝐴−(𝑠) are analytic for ℜ{𝑠} < 0.
The next step is to factor the ratio 𝐿𝑖𝑗(−𝑗𝑠)/𝐴−(𝑠) as the sum
𝐿𝑖𝑗(−𝑗𝑠)/𝐴−(𝑠) = 𝐵+(𝑠) +𝐵−(𝑠), (5.21)
where function 𝐵+(𝑠) is analytic for ℜ{𝑠} > 0 and function 𝐵−(𝑠) is
analytic for ℜ{𝑠} < 0.
The desired causal constrained filters are then given by
𝐶 ′𝑖𝑗(𝑠) = 𝐵+(𝑠)/𝐴+(𝑠). (5.22)
Papoulis (1977) concludes the solution proving that 𝐶 ′𝑖𝑗(𝑠) is, as de-
sired, analytic for ℜ{𝑠} > 0 because functions 𝐵+(𝑠) and 1/𝐴+(𝑠) are an-
alytic by construction for ℜ{𝑠} > 0 and proving that 𝑌 (𝑠) = 𝐵−(𝑠)𝐴−(𝑠)
is analytic for ℜ{𝑠} < 0 because functions 𝐵−(𝑠) and 𝐴−(𝑠) are also
analytic by construction for ℜ{𝑠} < 0.
Equation (5.22) can be rewritten in matrix form as
𝐶 ′ = 1
det (𝐻𝐻*)+
[︃
𝐻* adj (𝐻𝐻*) 𝑒−𝑧Δ
det (𝐻𝐻*)−
]︃
+
, (5.23)
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Figure 5.5: Time response of 𝐶 for two loudspeakers placed at 𝜑 = ±45∘
calculated with the framework presented in section 5.3 using
𝜇 = 0.005 for all frequencies and Δ = 3.4ms. The resulting
filters are strictly causal.
where (·)+ and (·)− are, respectively, the minimum causal stable and
minimum anti-causal stable parts of the determinant. As 𝐻𝐻* is a
Hermitian matrix, det (𝐻𝐻*) is real and even. In this case, the Wiener-
Hopf decomposition can be efficiently implemented in the cepstral-domain
allocating the first half of the cepstrum to the causal stable part and
the second half for the anti-causal stable part. Further, [ · ]+ denotes
the estimate of the causal part of each IR which can be obtained by
windowing out the second half of the IR. Kim and Wang (2003) make
the comment that as eq. (5.18) has a “linear convolution operator, not
circular, care should be taken in calculating the convolution in the digital
domain.”
5.3.2 Regularization
Unfortunately, the transfer matrix 𝐻 is not always well-conditioned, in
which case the CTC filters might produce very high gains causing not
only a loss of dynamic range, but also generating the so-called “ringing
frequencies” (Nelson and Rose, 2006). Kirkeby et al. (1998a) pro-
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posed the use of regularization to limit these high gains, thus limiting
the energy of the loudspeaker signal and consequently reducing loud-
speaker fatigue and nonlinear behavior as well. As already discussed
in section 2.2, regularization is obtained by adding a constraint on the
maximum energy of the CTC filters (see appendix B.1).
The optimum filters that satisfy these constraints are given by
𝐶 =𝐻* (𝐻𝐻* + 𝜇𝐼)−1 𝑒−𝑧Δ. (5.24)
The regularization parameter 𝜇 now acts as a trade-off factor between
channel separation and dynamic loss. As a by-product, regularization
reduces the size of the CTC filters while increasing the noncausal behavior
of the filters (Kirkeby et al., 1998a).
Kirkeby and Nelson, 1999 showed how regularization can also
be applied to calculations in the time-domain and be made frequency-
dependent by filtering the control effort with a filter 𝑅(𝑧), resulting
in
𝐶 =𝐻* (𝐻𝐻* + 𝜇𝑅(𝑧)*𝑅(𝑧)𝐼)−1 𝑒−𝑧Δ, (5.25)
where 𝑅(𝑧) attenuates all frequencies that should not be regularized.
Usually, 𝑅(𝑧) has the form of a band-stop filter when it is used to design
CTC filters. Note that 𝑅(𝑧)*𝑅(𝑧) is real-valued and acts only as a
shape-factor of the regularization that determines which frequencies are
to be regularized. Assuming that the same filter will be applied to all
channels, 𝜇𝑅(𝑧)*𝑅(𝑧) is abbreviated as 𝜇(𝑧) in the remainder of this
thesis.
5.3.3 Minimum-Phase Regularization
Regularization introduces pre-ringing in both the CTC filters and the
resulting ear signals (Fielder, 2003; Norcross and Bouchard, 2007).
As the regularization parameter is increased, the maximum amplitude
of the pre-ringing component increases and the decay rate of the pre-
ringing also increases.7 This pre-ringing can result in audible artifacts
if the filters are heavily regularized at certain frequencies. Since the
human auditory system has a much longer post-masking behavior than
pre-masking (Fastl and Zwicker, 2007), it is desirable to alter the
regularization procedure so that (at least part of) the pre-ringing is
converted into post-ringing.
7 It is important to stress that increasing the regularization parameter will neverthe-
less reduce the total filter length.
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As discussed in section 2.3.2, the regularized deconvolution of a single
channel can be interpreted as the direct spectral inversion multiplied by
𝐴(𝑧), the regularization shape-factor, given by
𝐴(𝑧) = 1
1 + 𝜇(𝑧)/ |𝐻(𝑧)|22
, (5.26)
which has a real spectrum (as 𝜇(𝑧) is real) and, therefore, exhibit a
symmetric and noncausal associated IR. Norcross and Bouchard
(2007) suggest substituting 𝐴(𝑧) with its minimum-phase equivalent
𝐴mp(𝑧) to avoid noncausal artifacts caused by filtering the inverse of
𝐻(𝑧) with 𝐴(𝑧), and to ensure a frequency regularization without any
noncausal artifacts caused by the regularization.
For the multi-channel case, the method presented in Norcross and
Bouchard, 2007 has the drawback that the minimum-phase correction
has to be made for each channel individually. It is possible to approximate
a global minimum-phase regularization if eq. (5.15) is expanded to
𝐶 = 𝐻
* adj(𝐻𝐻* + 𝜇(𝑧)𝐼)
det(𝐻𝐻* + 𝜇(𝑧)𝐼) 𝑒
−𝑧Δ. (5.27)
As the calculation of the adjugate of a matrix does not involve any
division operation, one can assume that adj(𝐻𝐻*+𝜇(𝑧)𝐼) ≈ adj(𝐻𝐻*)
as long as 𝜇(𝑧) is small compared to the elements of𝐻 . Thus, the major
influence of regularization occurs at the inversion of the determinant.
Similar to eq. (2.11), the effect of regularization can be described by a
regularization filter 𝐴(𝑧), so that
1
det(𝐻𝐻* + 𝜇(𝑧)𝐼) ≡
𝐴(𝑧)
det(𝐻𝐻*) , (5.28)
which equates to
𝐴(𝑧) = det(𝐻𝐻
*)
det(𝐻𝐻* + 𝜇(𝑧)𝐼) . (5.29)
Again, as the determinant of a Hermitian matrix is real, the numerator
and the denominator of eq. (5.29) will be real and thus 𝐴(𝑧) will also be
real. Substituting the regularization filter 𝐴(𝑧) by its minimum-phase
equivalent 𝐴mp(𝑧) results in
𝐶mp =
𝐴mp(𝑧)𝐻* adj(𝐻𝐻* + 𝜇(𝑧)𝐼)𝑒−𝑧Δ
det(𝐻𝐻*) , (5.30)
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Figure 5.6: Time response of the complete transfer-path between the bin-
aural signals and the ear signals for the filters shown in fig. 5.5.
The effect of minimum-phase regularization can be observed in
the impulse responses of the diagonal elements, as the impulse
responses have a sharp onset (the oscillations prior to the impulse
response are caused by noise, as individualized but mismatched
HRTFs were used for this calculation).
which has the same amplitude response as eq. (5.25) but with all non-
causal artifacts produced by regularization converted in its causal equiv-
alent. It is also possible to combine the zero-phase with the minimum-
phase of 𝐴(𝑧) in a trade-off between pre- and post-ringing (Norcross
and Bouchard, 2007).
By combining eqs. (5.23) and (5.30) a causal CTC filter is obtained
𝐶 ′mp =
𝐴+mp(𝑧)
det (𝐻𝐻*)+
[︃
𝐴−mp(𝑧)𝐻* adj (𝐻𝐻* + 𝜇(𝑧)𝐼) 𝑒−𝑧Δ
det (𝐻𝐻*)−
]︃
+
,
(5.31)
which will result in ear signals that are causal and free of pre-ringing.
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5.4 Weighting
When designing a CTC reproduction system for immersive VR environ-
ments, two loudspeakers will not be sufficient to allow the listener to
rotate his/her head freely. If the listener’s head points in a direction
outside of the arc spanned by both loudspeakers, the CTC system will
become unstable (Lentz, 2006). To meet the requirements of an im-
mersive VR environment, Lentz (2006) designed a system with four
loudspeakers. However, as he employed the truncated CTC filter calcu-
lation algorithm (Köring and Schmitz, 1993), only two loudspeakers
could be used to reproduce the binaural signals. Thus, the active pair of
loudspeakers had to be exchanged according to the orientation of the
listener’s head. The switching between each pair of active loudspeakers
was made by a soft fading between the filters. This may lead to unwanted
artifacts.
To avoid such fading artifacts, all loudspeakers could be used simul-
taneously. On the other hand, measurements show that “two-channel
configurations result in wider controlled area and are more robust to head
rotation and frontal displacement than the four-channel configurations”
(Parodi and Rubak, 2010). As more sources will interact in a more
complex way, smaller displacements will lead to larger errors. Thus it
is reasonable to reduce the number of active loudspeakers to two,8 but
with an improved filter fading strategy.
A smoother transition between the active loudspeakers can be ob-
tained by using a weighted matrix inversion where different weights can
be applied to each loudspeaker according to the direction in which the
listener’s head is pointing.
The weighted ℓ2 norm is given by
‖𝑥‖2𝑍 = 𝑥*𝑍𝑥, (5.32)
where 𝑍 is a diagonal matrix containing positive weights for each element
of 𝑥.
The optimum set of filters that minimizes the weighted energy is
given by (see appendix B.2)
𝐶 =𝑊𝐻* (𝐻𝑊𝐻* + 𝜇(𝑧)𝐼)−1 𝑒−𝑧Δ, (5.33)
8Simulation results suggest that the use of three loudspeakers will increase the
robustness of the system (Yang et al., 2003).
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Figure 5.7: Frequency response of the complete transfer-path between the
binaural signals and the ear signals using three loudspeaker for
reproduction, calculated using both the fading strategy described
in the work from Lentz (2007) with the truncated CTC filter
calculation algorithm and the weighting strategy presented in
this work with a frequency independent regularization param-
eter 𝜇 = 0.005. Under ideal conditions, both results should be
identical.
where𝑊 = 𝑍−1. With this notation, the smaller the weight 𝑤𝑖𝑖 applied
at a loudspeaker, the lower the sound pressure that this loudspeaker
is supposed to generate. Thus, switching or specific fading becomes
obsolete.
Applying the causality constraint and causal regularization to
eq. (5.33) yields
𝐶 ′mp =
𝐴+mp(𝑧)
det (𝐻𝑊𝐻*)+
[︃
𝐴−mp(𝑧)𝑊𝐻*adj (𝐾) 𝑒−𝑧Δ
det (𝐻𝑊𝐻*)−
]︃
+
, (5.34)
where 𝐾 = (𝐻𝑊𝐻* + 𝜇(𝑧)𝐼) and 𝐴(𝑧)mp is the minimum-phase ver-
sion of 𝐴 = det (𝐻𝑊𝐻*) / det (𝐾).
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This chapter presents a general framework for the calculation of dynamic
crosstalk cancellation (CTC) filters to be applied to binaural reproduction
in immersive VR environments using a dynamic CTC setup with multiple
loudspeakers. Such setups require high filter update rates. This means
that filter calculations are performed in the frequency-domain for higher
efficiency.
Since a direct calculation in frequency-domain might yield noncausal
artifacts, a causality constraint in the frequency-domain calculation is
introduced to avoid undesirable wrap-around effects and echo artifacts.
Regularization is commonly applied to the CTC filter calculation in
order to limit the output levels at the loudspeakers, which also leads, as
a side effect, to noncausal artifacts. These artifacts can be minimized
through the proposed minimum-phase regularization. Even though
extra calculation steps are added, the calculation time required by this
framework is one order of magnitude faster than an equivalent calculation
in time-domain for CTC filters with 512 taps and the advantage of
frequency calculation tends to increase for larger filters.
Another aspect that is especially critical for dynamic CTC systems
is the switch between active loudspeakers in the setup. The use of
a weighted filter calculation allows the loudspeakers’ contribution to
be windowed in space, resulting in a smooth filter transition free of
artifacts. Weights can be made frequency-dependent, allowing for a
frequency-dependent choice of active loudspeakers (cf. Takeuchi and
Nelson, 2007).
All filter calculation described so far assumed a priori knowledge of
the transmission matrix to be equalized by the CTC system. As shown
in section 6.2, realistic CTC systems will not deliver a channel separa-
tion (CS) that is as high as the one obtained using an ideal CTC system.
Especially at high frequencies, the obtained CS is often lower than the
natural channel separation ̂︁CS. Gardner (1997, pp. 65,77) already
verified this deficiency of nonindividualized CTC systems and suggested
that CTC should be used only at low and middle frequencies and that
the binaural signal should be played directly via two loudspeakers at
high frequencies. He achieved this by bypassing the CTC filters and only
equalizing the direct path between loudspeaker and ipsilateral ear. The
presented framework could be expanded to include vector base amplitude
panning (VBAP) for high frequencies, allowing the binaural signal to be
smoothly panned between the loudspeakers.
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Figure 5.8: Response of a matched CTC system measured in a lightly rever-
berant room for the left ear of an artificial head. (a) Binaural
IR, (b) spectrum of the complete binaural IR and (c) spectrum
of the windowed binaural IR containing only the direct sound.
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The framework introduced in this chapter does not take the presence
of reflections in the reproduction room into account. However, in most
practical applications CTC systems are built inside reverberant rooms.
The response of a matched CTC system measured in a lightly re-
verberant room (T30 ≈ 300ms) can be seen in fig. 5.8. It is possible
to observe in the binaural impulse response (fig. 5.8(a)) how the direct
sound arriving at the contralateral ear is attenuated by over 20 dB while
the room reverberation arrives at both ears with the same levels. The
room reflections cause a drop in the observed CS obtained from the
spectrum of the entire binaural IR (fig. 5.8(b)) when compared to the
CS measured from the spectrum of the windowed binaural IR containing
only the direct sound at both ears (fig. 5.8(c)).
Sæbø (2001) studied the influence of room reflections on the local-
ization performance delivered by a nonindividualized CTC system and
concluded that room reflections can severely degrade the localization
performance. Moreover, he argues that “(it could not be) shown that
purely anechoic conditions are necessary (for CTC reproduction). It may
well be the case that playback under nearly ‘normal’ conditions will be
acceptable for many applications, but care and thoughtfulness should
definitely be exercised.”
The room reflections could be canceled by using room binaural
responses instead of the HRTF in 𝐻. This is, however, a more fragile
process than crosstalk cancellation alone (Sæbø, 2001). An interesting
workaround to this problem is described in a publication by Jungmann
et al. (2012) who propose a method to calculate CTC filters that are
robust to (small) head displacement and room reflections. They take
advantage of the masking effects of the human hearing system to design
the filters so that the reflections contained in the binaural response of
the system are below the masking threshold caused by the direct sound.

6
Perceptual Evaluation
This chapter presents two listening tests on two distinct aspects of in-
dividualized binaural technology. The first experiment, described in
section 6.1, studies the plausibility of binaural reproduction via indi-
vidually equalized headphones (BRvIEH) while the second experiment,
described in section 6.2, evaluates the human sound localization perfor-
mance using individualized and nonindividualized CTC systems.
Experiment I is divided into two parts: a direct and an indirect
comparison of the original source, a loudspeaker, and the equivalent
binaural auditory display. All 40 subjects participated in both parts
of this experiment. The direct comparison was conducted as a three-
alternative forced-choice test. Three stimuli were used for this test: noise,
speech, and music. Results indicate that at least 50% of all listeners
could not distinguish between the auditory event generated from the
original source and the auditory event generated from the BRvIEH when
presented with a speech or music stimulus. On the other hand, the
majority of the subjects could hear a difference in the reproduction
method when the presented stimulus was a pulsed pink noise. Further
analysis confirmed that the observed difference in error rate between
noise and the other two stimuli is significant.
An indirect comparison of the two reproduction methods was carried
out in the second part of this experiment where the listeners were asked
to say whether the presented stimulus originated from the headphones
or one loudspeaker. In such a comparison listeners are less sensitive to
differences, as no reference is provided. The pulsed pink noise was the
only stimulus used for this test. Results show that no listener was able to
distinguish between the original source and the BRvIEH. Furthermore,
participants chose the loudspeaker more often than the headphones,
which shows the authenticity of the auditory display generated using the
BRvIEH.
The second experiment was aimed at testing the sound localiza-
tion performance using individualized matched, individualized but mis-
matched, and nonindividualized crosstalk cancellation (CTC) systems.
SThe results from experiment I were extracted from a broader study on selective
auditive attention, which is described in greater depth in (Oberem, 2012).
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The individualized matched and individualized mismatched systems
were based on two different sets of listener-individual HRTFs. Both sets
provided similar binaural localization performance in terms of quadrant
errors, polar and lateral errors, suggesting that human sound localization
is robust to the HRTF measurement variations—at least to the variation
levels observed when using this HRTF measurement setup. The indi-
vidualized matched CTC system provided performance similar to that
from the binaural listening. The localization performance deteriorated
when stimuli were presented with the individualized mismatched CTC
system and the errors increased even further when the nonindividualized
mismatched CTC systems (based on HRTFs of other listeners) were
used.
A direction-dependent analysis showed that mismatch and lack of
individualization yielded a degraded performance for targets placed
outside of the loudspeaker span and behind the listeners. The channel
separation (CS) was also analyzed regarding its quality as a predictor
for localization performance using CTC systems. The results indicate
that CS might be indeed useful when it comes to evaluating mismatched
CTC systems with respect to the horizontal plane localization, but a
generally weak correlation was observed between the CS and the sagittal
plane localization performance.
¶The virtual reality facility designed for localization tests at the Acoustics Research
Institute (ARI) of the Austrian Academy of Science was used for this second
experiment. The experiment was designed during a research stay of the author at
ARI. To minimize costs, the HRTF measurement setup of ARI was used for this
tests instead of the setup described in chapter 3.
‖The results from experiment II presented in this work have been submitted to
publication in Majdak; Masiero, and Fels (2012).
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6.1 Experiment I:
Authenticity of Binaural Reproduction via
Individually Equalized Headphones
The overall quality of binaural reproduction will be influenced by aspects
such as similarity of the synthesis HRTFs and the listener’s own HRTFs,
adequate ambient simulation, compensation of listener’s head movements,
and adequate sound source equalization.
Localization performance is commonly investigated as an indicator
for the quality of binaural auditory displays. Wightman and Kistler
(1989) conducted listening tests comparing localization accuracy be-
tween real sources and binaural presentation. Even though error rates
grew in elevation for binaural reproduction, they stated that the “ap-
propriately synthesized stimuli presented over headphones are judged
to have the same spatial positions as stimuli presented in free field.”
Bronkhorst (1995) also conducted listening tests on this topic. His
findings showed that “virtual sound sources can be localized almost
as accurately as real sources, provided that head movements can be
made and that the sound is left on sufficiently long.” He mentions,
however, that stimuli containing considerable energy in high frequency
produced poorer performance, probably caused by inadequate hardware.
Møller et al. (1996) also conducted a similar localization test compar-
ing the localization performance with real sources, binaural reproduction
via headphones using individual HRTFs and also non individual HRTFs,
concluding “that individual binaural recordings are capable of giving an
authentic reproduction for which localization performance is preserved
when compared to that of real life.” All these studies were conducted
using individually equalized headphones and, apart from one test in
Bronkhorst’s experiment, the stimulus was always presented in a static
manner.
Localization is, however, not the only important aspect of a plausible
virtual acoustic scene. An auditory event (AE) slightly displaced in
relation to the original source can still generate a convincing auditory
impression, as long as the AE is well externalized and no strikingly
unnatural sound coloration is perceived. Thus, the authenticity of the
played scene can be assumed to be a major criterion for a successful
binaural reproduction and it is therefore important to examine whether
the binaural reproduction can be perceptually distinguished from a real
source.
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The authenticity can be studied by verifying whether an AE gener-
ated by a binaural reproduction via individually equalized headphones
(BRvIEH) can be distinguished from an AE generated by the original
sound event. The aim of this experiment is thus to analyze if and when
the BRvIEH can be distinguished from the original sound source. To
achieve the best possible conditions for a plausible binaural reproduction,
HRTFs and HpTFs are measured individually and listeners are required
not to move their heads during the presentation. As the loudspeaker
stimuli are presented to the listeners via open-type headphone, HRTFs
are also measured with the listener wearing the same headphones.1
6.1.1 Methods
Subjects
A total of 40 listeners participated in this study. All of them stated
that they have normal-hearing (no hearing test was conducted) and
participated voluntarily in the experiment. All listeners were nonexpert
listeners and did not receive any training to improve their localization
skills. The study was performed as a blinded experiment, i.e., none of
the listeners were the authors and the listeners were not enlightened as
to the nature of the experiment.
HpTF and HRTF Measurements
Both HpTF and HRTF were measured individually for each listener.
The HpTFs were measured eight times including a repositioning of the
headphones after every measurement to allow the calculation of a robust
headphone equalization filter, as described in section 4.3. An exponential
sweep from 100 to 20 kHz lasting 1.73 s was used to measure each HpTF.
The HRTFs were measured at 24 loudspeaker positions (cf. sec-
tion 6.1.1). The positioning of the listener’s head was continuously
tracked during the measurement to ensure that the listener remained
still during measurement. Listeners wore the open-type headphones
during the whole procedure, thus the influence of the headphones on the
incoming sound field is already contained in the HRTFs.
1Even though the used headphones are of open-type, they do add a considerable
coloration to the sound arriving at the listeners ears. A possible workaround
would be to use custom-made tube-phones, as the ones described in (Kulkarni
and Colburn, 1998).
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.1: Transducers used for HRTF measurement. (a) Miniature micro-
phone fixed with ear plug in ear of participant and (b) one of
the 24 custom-made coaxial loudspeakers.
The used excitation signals were exponential sweeps. The same
exponential sweep used for the HpTF measurement was used, resulting
in a measurement duration of less than 1min. The influence of the
transducers was removed by free-field equalization, cf. section 3.3.1.
The impulse responses of all HpTFs and HRTFs were windowed with
an asymmetric Tukey window (fade out of 1ms) to a 5ms duration.
Microphones were fixed with an ear plug at the entrance of the
listener’s ear canals. To ensure a perfect fit of the microphone, the
ear plug was shortened in length to be flush with the entrance of the
ear canal (fig. 6.1(a)). The microphones’ output signals were directly
recorded via custom-made pre-amplifiers by the digital audio interface.
Apparatus and Procedure
Even though this experiment did not focus on sound localization, 24 dif-
ferent target positions were used to allow listeners to also use directional
cues for their discrimination task. Eight loudspeakers were distributed
every 45∘, cf. fig. 6.3(a), along three different elevations: −30∘, 0∘ and
30∘, cf. fig. 6.3(b). All loudspeakers were placed at a distance of 2m from
the participant fig. 6.4). The target directions were randomly chosen for
every new run.
The metal structure holding the loudspeakers was installed inside
a fully anechoic chamber. The listener sat on a chair (with a back
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Figure 6.2: Circumaural open-type headphones HD-600 from Sennheiser used
for tests presented in this section.
rest, arm rests and an adjustable head rest) placed in the middle of the
construction. To minimize the movements the head rest is adjusted for
the comfort of every single participant. To take the focus from the visual
to the aural sense, lights were turned off during the listening test (cf.
Blauert, 1997; Moore, 2012).
The acoustic stimuli were generated using a computer with the ITA-
Toolbox2 at sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and output via an external sound
card (Presonus Light pipe) connected to four analog digital converters
(ADA 8000, Behringer) with 8 channels each. Twenty-four channels are
linked to two custom-made power amplifiers, and further fed to the 24
custom-made coaxial loudspeakers, with a woofer for the frequency range
between 100Hz to 5 kHz and a tweeter for between 3 to 20 kHz, attached
in front of the woofer (fig. 6.1(b)). Two channels are linked to the ROBO
frontend and further fed to a pair of circumaural open-type headphones
(HD-600, Sennheiser). Finally the two miniature microphones (KE-3,
Sennheiser), provided with a preamplifier each, were also connected to
AD converter.
The level of the presented stimuli was 63 dBSPL for both headphone
and loudspeaker presentation. The stimulus’ level for each presentation
2The ITA-Toolbox is a full-fledged MATLAB toolbox. The author participated
in its design and development. It is available as an open source project at
http://ita-toolbox.org/
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.3: Schematic distribution of loudspeakers used in experiment I
distributed in (a) the horizontal plane and (b) the median plane.
Figure 6.4: Participant sitting in a chair with headrest placed in the center of
the structure used to hold the loudspeakers during the listening
test.
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Translation Rotation Application
±10mm ±2∘ during measurement and playback of stimu-
lus
±20mm ±4∘ between measurement and listening test, be-
tween input and playback
Table 6.1: Limits of tolerated movements during measurement and listening
tests of experiment I.
was randomly roved within the range of ±5 dB.
A tracking sensor (Patriot, Polhemus) was mounted on the head-
phones’ headband, which captured the position and orientation of the
head in real time. The tracking data was used to monitor whether
listeners remained still during measurement and signal presentation
and whether they kept their head at the same position throughout all
stages of the experiment. While the participant is not allowed to make
greater movements than ±10mm in translation and ±2∘ in rotation
during the presentation of the stimulus or the measurement, the limits
of movement are twice as big for the participant to find the correct
position after making a decision or between measurement and listening
test (cf. table 6.1).
During the test participants gave their response using a touchscreen
tablet (ThinkPad Tab, Lenovo). This tablet was wirelessly connected
to the main computer and acted as an extended monitor displaying a
graphical user interfaces (GUI) controlled MATLAB. The participants
were asked to keep the tablet on their knees during stimulus presentation
and to hold it up only while entering their results. During the stimulus
presentation the screen was turned off.
Test Description
Experiment I consisted of two different examinations, both with the same
aim of investigating naturalness, authenticity and plausible of binaural
reproduction via headphones. In the first part of this experiment a real
and a synthesized stimulus were directly compared while in the second
part an indirect comparison was carried out.
The whole test procedure was conducted in one section and took
approximately 40min including a break between measurements and the
listening test.
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Part I The first part of this experiment was a three-alternative forced
choice (3-AFC) direct comparison test. The condition tested was whether
a difference between a stimulus played by loudspeaker and BRvIEH could
be heard. Listeners wore headphones throughout the whole test. As
the loudspeaker condition was heard through the open-type headphones,
the HRTFs used for synthesize the binaural signals also contained the
effect of headphone attenuation (cf. section 6.1.1). Even though the
attenuation of approximately 10 dB observed for frequencies above 2 kHz
could influence the results, a comparison between the systems would
otherwise not be possible. Before the experiment, listeners were not
instructed about the kind of differences they should be paying attention
to and also did not have a training phase
Three stimuli were used for this test. The first stimulus was an
anechoic recording of the spoken German word “Wunschdenken” with a
duration of 0.8 s. This stimulus was band limited between 200Hz and
8 kHz. The second stimulus was a music sample, with a duration of 1.8 s.
This stimulus was also band limited between 200Hz and 10 kHz. The
last stimulus was a pulsed pink noise covering the frequency range from
200Hz to 20 kHz and with a duration of 0.8 s (each pulse had a duration
of 0.3 s with a fade in and fade out of 50ms).
Each participant listened to 20 sets of stimuli. For each set the
stimulus type, reproduction combination and target direction were all
chosen randomly. Furthermore, the level was roved, as explained in the
previous section. After hearing a set of stimuli (up to three times), the
listener had to decide which of the three presented stimuli was different
than the two others and give his answer on a GUI displayed on the
tablet, as shown in fig. 6.5(a).
Again, participant’s head movements were observed throughout the
whole test and in case they exceed the defined limits, the presented set
of stimuli was considered invalid and repeated at the end of the test.
Part II In the second part of this experiment an indirect comparison test
was carried out. The stimulus is reproduced either using a loudspeaker
or a BRvIEH and the listeners’ task is to decide whether the sound event
was generated by the loudspeaker or the headphones. Part II did not
include a training phase as well.
Only one stimulus type was presented in this part, namely the pulsed
pink noise (described above). Every listener was presented with five
stimuli via headphones and five stimuli via loudspeakers, all played
in random order. Head tracking, level roving and randomized target
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.5: GUI design: selection menu used in experiment I for (a) the
direct comparison in part I, with the instruction “please choose
the stimulus that was different”, and (b) the indirect comparison
in part II, with the instruction “ please choose if the stimulus
was played by... (Loudspeaker/Headphone)”.
direction are handled as in part I. After hearing each stimulus (played
only once), the listener had to decide whether the stimulus had been
played from a loudspeaker or from the headphones and give his answer
on a GUI displayed on the tablet, as shown in fig. 6.5(b).
6.1.2 Results
Direct Comparison: Sound Quality
Prior to the analysis of the results, the collected data was analyzed for
consistency. Specifically, all measured HRTF and HpTF were examined
regarding abnormal behavior, e.g. dips and peaks in the lower frequency
range. From this analysis one participant had to be completely excluded
from the study due to an inaccurate HpTF and some single sets were
excluded from other participants due to inaccurate HRTF.
The 3-AFC test consists of presenting three stimuli in random order
from which two stimuli are the same and one is different. The participants
are supposed to answer which of the three presented stimuli is the different
one (Macmillan and Creelman, 2005). If participants were only
guessing, they would have a chance out of three to choose the correct
answer at each presentation, i.e., a 33.33% hit rate. In other words, a
percentage of 66.67% wrong answers is expected when the subjects are
guessing and therefore did not hear any difference. In case participants
answered for one out of three times incorrectly (33.33%), they could
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Figure 6.6: Box plot showing distribution of error rate (normalized by the
total error rate of each condition) among participants in the 3-
AFC discrimination test between loudspeaker reproduction and
BRvIEH for three stimulus condition: noise, speech, and music.
not hear a difference for 50% of the presented stimuli. In this case, in
relation to all subjects, it can be said that 50% of all listeners did not
hear any difference.
Figure 6.6 shows the boxplot results for all participants and all
presented stimuli. These results indicate that most of the subjects could
hear a difference in the reproduction method when the stimulus was a
pink noise. In numbers, 16.74% (38 out of 227) of all sets of pink noise
stimuli were not answered correctly. The music stimulus presented an
error rate of 35.10% (73 out of 208), slightly higher than the 33.33% limit.
Therefore, at least 50% of all listeners could not distinguish between the
reproduction methods. For the speech stimulus even more subjects were
not able to hear any difference with an error rate of 38.17% (92 out of 241).
An ANOVA with the factor condition at the three stimuli was performed.
The results for music and speech were significantly different than the
ones for noise (𝐹 = 10.77, 𝑝 < 0.001).
The obtained data was also analyzed according to playing level and
target direction. As each subject was presented with only 20 stimuli, there
was in average less than two stimuli for each playing level and less than
one stimulus for each target direction, making it impossible to conduct
an analysis of variance. Nevertheless, simple observation of the bar chart
(fig. 6.7) displaying the percentage of wrong answers (normalized by the
frequency each stimulus was presented at each condition) indicates no
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Figure 6.7: Histogram showing the distribution of errors in the 3-AFC dis-
crimination task over different stimulus presentation level, further
subdivided into the three stimulus condition: noise, speech, and
music. The error rate was normalized by the frequency each
stimulus was presented at each condition.
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Figure 6.8: Histogram showing the distribution of errors in the 3-AFC dis-
crimination task over different target directions for speech as
stimulus condition. The error rate was normalized by the fre-
quency each stimulus was presented at each condition. U stands
for the upper, M the middle and L the lower loudspeakers.
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Figure 6.9: Histogram showing the distribution of errors in the 3-AFC dis-
crimination task over different target directions for music as
stimulus condition. The error rate was normalized by the fre-
quency each stimulus was presented at each condition. U stands
for the upper, M the middle and L the lower loudspeakers.
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Figure 6.10: Histogram showing the distribution of errors in the 3-AFC
discrimination task over different target directions for noise
as stimulus condition. The error rate was normalized by the
frequency each stimulus was presented at each condition. U
stands for the upper, M themiddle and L the lower loudspeakers.
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significant difference between playing levels for all three stimuli. The
same can be said about the error distribution according to the target
direction, exhibited by the bar charts in figs. 6.8 to 6.10, where no
significant difference between directions can be observed.
Indirect Comparison: Loudspeakers VS Headphones
Besides the direct comparison conducted in part I, an indirect comparison
between loudspeaker reproduction and binaural synthesis reproduced
via headphones was also made.
In a two forced-choice test as is this second part, a total error rate of
50% indicates that subjects are guessing at all times (Macmillan and
Creelman, 2005). As the observed total error rate is 51.03% (199 out
of 390) with a median of 50% (cf. fig. 6.11(a)), it can be assumed that
no subject was able to distinguish between the reproduction methods.
Figure 6.11(b) shows that participants chose the loudspeaker (63.25%)
as the reproducing method more often than the headphones (36.75%).
While 32% of all stimuli presented by real sources are answered correctly,
a rate of only 18% is observed for the BRvIEH.
An analysis according to the playing level was conducted. As for
part I, since only 10 stimuli were presented to each participant, there is
not sufficient statistical data for an analysis of variance. At a first glance,
the bar chart of the total error rates indicates no significant difference
in answers at each playing level.
However, an interesting result can be obtained whenever the error rate
is further subdivided according to the condition reproduction method.
Figure 6.12 shows the percentage of wrong choices normalized by the
frequency each level was presented for each reproduction method. The
chart indicates that listeners chose more often the loudspeakers as the
reproduction method when the stimulus was presented with lower levels
while they more often chose the headphones when the stimulus was
presented with higher levels. Many listeners reported that, as no reference
stimulus was presented, they did not know how to categorize the auditory
event and, since they could not observe any other differences, ended up
relying on the presentation level to make their decisions.
6.1.3 Discussion
In the first part of this experiment a direct comparison between loud-
speaker reproduction and binaural synthesis reproduced via headphones
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Figure 6.11: Results of the indirect discrimination task. (a) Box plot showing
the distribution of the error rate among participants. (b) His-
togram showing the distribution of wrong and correct answers
for the four combinations of actual and perceived reproduction
methods.
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Figure 6.12: Histogram showing the distribution of errors in the indirect
discrimination task over different stimulus presentation level,
further subdivided into the two presentation method condition:
loudspeaker and BRvIEH. The error rate was normalized by
the frequency each level was presented for each reproduction
method.
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was also made using three different stimuli: pulsed pink noise, a speech
sample, and a music sample. Results show that different numbers of
subjects were able to distinguish between BRvIEH and the original
sources according to the type of stimulus. This suggests that the power
spectral density (PSD) of each particular stimulus plays a role in the
differentiation task. While pink noise is a broad-band signal, speech is
quite narrow-banded and music exhibits a PSD dominant in the range
between 400Hz and 2 kHz. It could be shown that listeners committed
significantly more mistakes differentiating the reproduction methods
when the played stimulus was either speech or music. This suggests
that stimuli with dominant high frequency components tend to allow an
easier distinction between reproduction methods.
After the listening test subjects were questioned regarding the differ-
ences they heard during the test. Most of them reported that for pink
noise a different coloration was audible in higher frequencies, facilitating
the discrimination task. Since headphone equalization is especially criti-
cal for frequencies higher than 4 kHz, these observations made by the
listeners are reasonable.
A few subjects (2 out of 39) reported that they could hear a dif-
ference in source distance—it was not possible to verify if the sources
perceived as closer were reproduced with the headphones. Reasons for
this difference between BRvIEH and the original sources could be an
inaccurate equalization. Further test would be required to specifically
analyze the influence of headphone equalization in the perception of
distance.
The most common type of difference reported by the listeners was
a variation in perceived source direction of some degrees. Again, these
observations are appropriate as the head displacement between mea-
surement and reproduction could be greater than the localization blur
(Blauert, 1997) and thus the head movement limitation implemented
with the head tracking device was not strict enough. To eliminate the
influence of the head displacement either the listeners’ head should be
fixed in a tighter manner, causing discomfort to the listener, or a dy-
namic binaural synthesis should be employed, a system with increased
complexity and prone to new error influence.
In the second part of this experiment an indirect comparison between
loudspeaker reproduction and binaural synthesis reproduced via head-
phones was made. This test was conducted with only one stimulus: the
pulsed pink noise, which is expected to be the stimulus that will make
listeners most sensitive to the differences between the two reproduction
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methods. However, results showed that not a single listener was able
to consistently identify whether the auditory event was generated by a
loudspeaker or by the headphones.
Since subjects were not able to find differences for this stimulus, it
can be assumed that subjects will also not be able to distinguish between
real sources and BRvIEH for stimuli like music and speech.
The fact that the listeners could not tell these two reproduction
methods apart indicates that the BRvIEH sounded natural and authentic,
i.e., even though differences between the two methods can be heard when
stimuli possessing significant content in high frequencies are played,
these differences are not big enough to allow listener to perceive that
the auditory event binaurally reproduced via individually equalized
headphones is actually coming from the headphones and not from the
external source.
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6.2 Experiment II:
Localization Performance with Individual-
ized and Nonindividualized CTC Systems
As discussed in chapter 5, CTC filters are calculated based on the transfer
paths between loudspeakers and listener’s ears, i.e., the HRTFs. So far,
it has been assumed that exactly the same HRTFs are used for the filter
calculation and the listening situation, a so-called matched CTC system,
which provides optimal crosstalk cancellation. In a mismatched CTC
system, the HRTFs do not exactly match the CTC filters and the perfor-
mance is assumed to degrade. The actual localization performance of a
CTC system has already been investigated in the horizontal plane (Gard-
ner, 1997; Takeuchi et al., 2001; Bai and Lee, 2006; Lentz, 2006),
however, little is known about the localization performance in both
horizontal and sagittal planes provided by a CTC system.
Akeroyd et al. (2007) used HRTFs from other listeners to create mis-
matched CTC systems and compared their numeric performance, based
on the obtained channel separation (CS) with the matched CTC systems.
In a simulation of binaural processing, they showed disrupted ITDs
and ILDs for the mismatched CTC systems. Through their simulation
results they concluded that the mismatched system will probably yield
a degraded lateral localization performance, particularly for directions
with a high value for the lateral angle 𝛼.
Even though Akeroyd et al. (2007) used listener-individual HRTFs
to create a matched CTC system, the listener-individual HRTFs do
not always yield a matched CTC system. For example, if the HRTF
measurement is repeated for the same listener, the HRTF set will still be
considered as listener-individual, but acoustic properties of the HRTFs
would slightly change, causing a mismatch to the CTC filters. This is
actually a common situation, even in individualized CTC systems, where
the propagation paths change between the HRTF measurements and the
actual use of the CTC system.
Thus, the aim of this listening test is to investigate two-dimensional
human localization performance in CTC systems with a special focus
on individualized matched, individualized but mismatched, and nonin-
dividualized CTC systems. The individualized but mismatched CTC
systems used a second HRTF measurement of the same listeners. The
nonindividualized CTC systems used HRTFs from a mannequin and
other listeners. Also, the baseline performance was acquired for binaural
sound presentation without any CTC filtering.
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Figure 6.13: Block diagram for the signal processing conducted for the prepa-
ration of experiment II. A monophonic signal is first filtered
by the individual DTF at the binaural synthesis stage. The
resulting acoustic target is further filtered by the CTC filter to
generate the transaural signals, which are further filtered by the
individual HRTFs corresponding to two loudspeakers, resulting
in the binaural signals presented to the listener.
Channel separation (see section 5.2) is commonly used to describe
the quality of a CTC system (Gardner, 1997; Bai and Lee, 2006).
Akeroyd et al. (2007) showed that much smaller CSs are obtained
in mismatched CTC systems compared with matched CTC systems.
Recently, Parodi and Rubak (2011) investigated the minimum audible
channel separation in an artificial CTC system. However, it is still not
clear how the channel separation is related to the localization performance.
Thus, a comparison between the channel separation values and the sound-
localization performance in CTC systems is conducted to investigate its
use as a predictor for the localization performance.
The channel separation, being a frequency-dependent measure, is
usually averaged over a frequency range in order to describe a CTC
system by a single value. Keeping in mind that different frequency
regions contribute differently to the sound localization in the horizontal
and sagittal planes, as discussed in section 2.4.2, it was investigated
whether channel separation calculated in specific frequency regions better
describes different aspects of the sound localization.
Current CTC systems usually suffer from various technical limitations
(cf. chapter 5). The cancellation quality depends to a large extent on the
listener’s alignment between the loudspeakers (Takeuchi et al., 2001)
and loudspeaker combinations have been proposed to increase the area
of the sweet spot (Takeuchi and Nelson, 2007). Loudspeakers, usu-
ally simulated as point sources, have non-ideal transfer function and
directionality, which also have a strong effect on the quality of the CTC
systems (Qiu et al., 2009). Other potential artifacts are head movements
and room reflections.
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In order to better control the issues listed above, the localization
performance was tested using a virtual CTC system. Thus, a binaural
simulation of the CTC system (see fig. 6.13) was used, i.e., the stimulus
was presented via headphones and individualized HRTFs were used to
simulate the propagation paths between loudspeakers and the listener.
The virtual CTC system consisted of three different filter stages: 1)
listener-individual DTFs, used to create an acoustic target; 2) CTC filters,
used to create the transaural signals for the virtual loudspeakers, and; 3)
listener-individual HRTFs, used to simulate the virtual loudspeakers. In
such a setup, the loudspeaker effects were reduced to that of the HRTF
measurement and the listeners’ head was always virtually fixed within
the sweet spot.
6.2.1 Methods
Subjects
Eight listeners participated in this study,3 all of them having absolute
hearing thresholds within the 20 dB range of the average normal-hearing
population in the frequency range between 0.125 and 12.5 kHz. All
listeners who participated in this test had participated in previous test
and had therefore previous experience with localization tests. They
all showed front-back confusion rates below 20% in pre-experiments
with their own broadband DTFs. As experiment I, this study was also
performed as a blinded experiment. All participants received a financial
compensation for taking part in this listening test.
HRTF Measurements
HRTFs were measured individually for each listener. The measurement
setup at ARI is also composed of a supporting arc, containing 22 loud-
speakers (custom-made boxes with VIFA 10 BGS as drivers) at fixed
elevations from -30∘ to 80∘, with a 10∘ spacing between 70∘ and 80∘
and 5∘ spacing elsewhere. The listener was seated in the center point
of the circular arc on a computer-controlled rotating chair. The dis-
tance between the center point and each speaker is 1.2m. Miniature
3Compared to exp. I, the number of subjects in exp. II might seem insufficient for
an adequate statistical analysis. However, in exp. I each listener was tested for
only one condition and did relatively few repetitions. Therefore, many listeners
had to be pooled together. Exp. II compares the performance of each individual
listener, conducting many repetitions for each condition. Thus, in this case, eight
subjects can be considered a satisfactory sample size.
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microphones (Sennheiser KE-4-211-2) were inserted into the listener’s
ear canals and their output signals were directly recorded via amplifiers
(FP-MP1, RDL) by the digital audio interface.
The used excitation signal was a multiple exponential sweep, cf.
section 3.2.1. A 1.73 s exponential frequency sweep from 0.05 to 20 kHz
was used to measure each HRTF. At an elevation of 𝜃 = 0∘, the HRTFs
were measured with a horizontal spacing of Δ𝜑 = 2.5∘ within the range
of 𝜑 = ± 45∘ and with the horizontal spacing of ΔΦ = 5∘ otherwise.
According to this rule, the measurement positions for other elevations
were distributed with a constant spatial angle, i.e., the azimuthal spacing
increased towards the poles. In total, HRTFs for 1550 positions within
the full 360∘ horizontal span were measured for each listener. The
measurement procedure lasted approximately 20 minutes. As described
in section 3.3.1, first the influence of the transducers was removed by
equalizing the HRTFs. Then the directional transfer functions (DTFs)
were calculated. Finally, the impulse responses of all HRTFs and DTFs
were windowed with an asymmetric Tukey window (fade in of 0.5ms
and fade out of 1ms) to a 5.33ms duration.
Two sets of HRTFs were measured for each listener.4 The first mea-
surements were performed for a previous study—all current participants
took part at this previous study—and the second measurements were per-
formed for the present study. The interval between the two measurements
was approximately five years.
Acoustic Targets
Lateral and polar angles from the horizontal-polar coordinate system (see
fig. 2.6) were used to describe the acoustic target’s position (Morimoto
and Aokata, 1984). The tested lateral angle ranged from 𝛼 = −90∘
(right) to 𝛼 = 90∘ (left). The polar angle of the targets ranged from
𝛽 = −30∘ (front, below eye-level) to 𝛽 = 210∘ (rear, below eye-level).
The targets were pseudo-uniformly distributed on the surface of the
sphere by using a uniform distribution for the polar angle and an arcsine-
scaled uniform distribution for the lateral angle.
The acoustic targets were Gaussian white noises with a duration
of 500ms and 10ms fade-in and fade-out, filtered with the listener-
specific DTFs. Prior to filtering, the position of the acoustic target was
discretized to the grid of the available DTFs.
4The measured HRTFs and DTFs are available at http://www.kfs.oeaw.ac.at/
hrtf. The listeners are referred throughout the work by the same anonymous
identification number used on the online database. NH stands for normal hearing.
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The level of the presented stimuli was 50 dB above the individual
absolute hearing threshold in each condition. The threshold was esti-
mated in a manual up-down procedure individually for each condition
using an acoustic target positioned at lateral and polar angle of 0∘. As
in experiment I, the stimulus level for each presentation was randomly
varied within the range of ±5dB to reduce the possibility of localizing
spatial positions based on overall level.
Binaural CTC Simulation
In the tested CTC conditions (see section 6.2.1), the acoustic targets
were processed with a binaural CTC simulation. The simulation was
used to ensure that subjects were always in the sweet-spot and to fully
control the correspondence between the acoustic paths and CTC filters.
The CTC filters were calculated for a pair of virtual loudspeakers
with one loudspeaker placed at 𝜑 = 45∘ left and second loudspeaker
placed at 𝜑 = −45∘ right to the listener, both at 𝜃 = 0∘. Thus, the
loudspeaker span angle was Δ𝜑 = 90∘.
The propagation paths from the loudspeakers to the listener’s ears
are described by the so-called “setup HRTFs”. The corresponding impulse
responses were zero padded to 85.33ms.5 The CTC filters were calculated
in the frequency-domain according to eq. (5.24) with 𝛽 = 0.005 for all
frequencies.6 The CTC filters were converted back to the time-domain
and circularly shifted by 3.125ms to avoid noncausality. Finally, the
impulse responses where windowed with a one-sided Tukey window with
a fade out of 18.6ms at their end.
The transaural signals were calculated by processing the acoustic tar-
get with the CTC network according to eq. (5.4). Then, the transmission
of the transaural signals from the loudspeakers to the listener’s ears was
simulated by filtering the transaural signals using the listener-individual
HRTFs, the so-called “playback HRTFs”. Note that listener-individual
HRTFs were used for the playback HRTFs in all conditions—only the
setup HRTFs were varied in this study.
5Note that 85.33ms correspond to 4096 samples. All the signal processing calcula-
tions in this experiment were done at the sampling rate of 48 kHz.
6To allow comparison of this experiment’s results with the results from Akeroyd
et al. (2007), the CTC filters here were calculated in the same way as described
by them. Therefore, causality constraint (section 5.3.1) and minimum-phase
regularization (section 5.3.3) were not used.
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Apparatus and Procedure
The virtual acoustic stimuli were presented via headphones (HD 580,
Sennheiser) in a double-wall sound-proof room. The headphones were
diffuse-field-compensated circumaural headphones and no additional
headphone correction was applied,7 as DTFs were used for the binaural
synthesis (Larcher et al., 1998). The listener stood on a platform
enclosed by a circular railing. Stimuli were generated using a computer
and output via a digital audio interface (ADI-8, RME) with a 48 kHz
sampling rate. A virtual visual environment was presented via a head-
mounted display (3-Scope, Trivisio). It provided two screens with a field
of view of 32∘ × 24∘ (horizontal× vertical dimensions). The virtual visual
environment was presented binocularly with the same picture for both
eyes. A tracking sensor (Flock of Birds, Ascension) was mounted on the
top of the listeners’ head, which captured the position and orientation
of the head in real time. A second tracking sensor was mounted on
a manual pointer. The tracking data were used for the 3-D graphic
rendering and response acquisition.
The listeners were immersed in a spherical virtual visual environment
(Majdak et al., 2010). They held a pointer in their right hand. The
projection of the pointer direction on the sphere’s surface, calculated
based on the position and orientation of the tracker sensors, was visualized
and recorded as the perceived target position. The pointer was visualized
whenever it was in the listeners’ field of view.
Prior to the tests, listeners performed a visual and an acoustic train-
ing. The aim of the visual training was to train subjects to perform ac-
curately in the virtual environment. The visual training was a simplified
game in the first-person perspective where listeners had to find a visual
target, point at it, and click a button within a limited time period. This
training was continued until 95% of the targets were found with a root-
mean-square (RMS) angular error in the range of 2∘. This performance
was achieved within a few hundred trials. Then the acoustic training was
performed with listener-individual DTF (Majdak et al., 2010). The
goal of the acoustic training was to ensure a stable localization perfor-
mance of the subjects. The acoustic training consisted of 6 blocks, 50
acoustic targets each, lasting approximately 2 hours.
7According to Schonstein et al. (2008), the impact of the headphone equalization
on the binaural localization performance is still arguable. Unfortunately, their
test was conducted with only one subject—who also designed the test—therefore
lacking in statistical significance.
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Figure 6.14: Overview of the anechoic chamber at ARI. In the front-plane the
HRTF Measurement arc with its 22 loudspeakers and computer-
controlled rotating chair. In the background the platform where
the localization tests were conducted. A listener wearing the
head-mounted displays holds the pointing device. The position
of the listener’s head and pointing device are tracked by a
tracking device whose sender is placed in front of the test
platform.
In the actual acoustic tests, at the beginning of each trial, the
listeners were asked to align themselves with the reference position and
click a button. Only after that the stimulus was presented. During the
presentation, the listeners were instructed not to move, cf. section 2.4.2.
The listeners were asked to point to the perceived stimulus location and
click the button again. This response was recorded for the data analysis.
The tests were performed in blocks; each block consisted of 100 acoustic
targets and took approximately 15 minutes. Within a block, the targets
are first randomly selected (cf. section 6.2.1) and then sampled to the
nearest neighbor from the 1550 possible spatial positions. After each
block, subjects had a break of approximately 15 minutes. The procedure
was controlled by LocaCTC from the ExpSuite.8
8Available at http://sf.net/projects/expsuite.
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Conditions
Eight conditions were tested in three blocks each. The order of the blocks
was randomized in such a way that within eight blocks all conditions
were in a randomized order.
The first two conditions consisted of pure acoustic targets, i.e.,
binaural signals without the CTC simulation. The former, binOwn,
used the same DTFs as those used for the acoustic training while the
latter, binOwnB, used the more recently measured DTFs.
In the individual matched CTC condition, ctcOwn, the acoustic tar-
gets were presented via the simulated CTC system using the same setup
and playback HRTFs, namely the listener-individual HRTFs from the
condition binOwn. The condition ctcOwn corresponds to the matched
case from Akeroyd et al. (2007) and represents an ideal individualized
CTC system where the CTC filters match exactly the acoustic paths
between the loudspeakers and the listener.
In the individual but mismatched CTC condition, ctcOwnB, the
playback HRTFs were the same as in the matched CTC condition,
while the setup HRTFs were those from the more recent measurement,
corresponding to the DTFs used for condition binOwnB. The condition
ctcOwnB represents a realistic individualized CTC system where for the
calculation of the CTC filters, the listener-individual HRTFs have been
measured, but during the signal presentation, the acoustic propagation
paths do not exactly match these measured HRTFs. Note that from an
acoustic point of view, this condition is a mismatched condition.
The last CTC conditions were nonindividual mismatched conditions,
i.e., the setup HRTFs were those from other sources, while the playback
HRTFs did not change. In the condition ctcKemar, the setup HRTFs
were those from measurements on a mannequin (Gardner and Mar-
tin, 1995). Note that in contrast to all other HRTFs used in study, the
mannequin’s HRTFs were measured using microphones included in an
ear simulator, yielding an HRTF set containing the direction independent
ear-canal transfer function. In the remaining nonindividual conditions,
the setup HRTFs were those from other listeners, namely, NH57, NH64,
and NH68. These particular listeners were also tested with setup HRTFs
from NH12 in order to obtain the same number of tested conditions for
each listener. Those conditions are referred to as ctcNH57, ctcNH64,
ctcNH68, and ctcNH12. For the sake of simplicity, all nonindividual
conditions are referred to as ctcOther.
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Figure 6.15: Localization results of the exemplary listener NH62 for all
tested conditions. Lateral results are plotted in the left pan-
els, the polar results in the right panels. Polar results outside
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Figure 6.15: (cont.) the lateral range of ± 30∘ are not shown. Filled circles:
Responses with errors outside the ± 90∘ range. CC: Correlation
coefficient between responses and targets.
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6.2.2 Results
Localization Performance: Binaural Reproduction
Figure 6.15 shows results of the localization experiment for an exemplary
listener (NH64). The target and response angles are shown on the
horizontal and vertical axes, respectively, of each panel. For the polar
dimension, the results are shown for targets with lateral angles within
± 30∘ only. Responses that resulted in absolute polar errors larger
than 90∘, i.e. can be considered as quadrant errors, are plotted as
filled circles. All other responses are plotted as open squares. The
performance seems to be similar for both binaural conditions and the
differences to the ctcOwn condition seem to be negligible. A generally
degraded performance can be observed for ctcOwnB and also all other
mismatched conditions.
As defined in section 2.4.2, localization errors were calculated by
subtracting the target angles from the response angles. The lateral error
(LE) is used to measure localization performance in the horizontal plane.
In the polar dimension, data is analyzed in regard to confusions between
the hemifields, measured with the quadrant error (QE), and the local
performance within the correct hemifield, measured with the polar error
(PE). Only responses within the lateral range of ± 30∘ were considered
in the polar dimension analysis (Middlebrooks, 1999b).
The results described by the error metrics QE, PE, and LE are
shown in tables 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4, respectively. In both binaural condi-
tions, the group average performance was within the range of previously
reported performance for localization of virtual broadband noises under
comparable conditions. For the sagittal planes, the average QE of 8.6%
(for binOwn, 7.1% for binOwnB) was similar to QE of 7.7% from Mid-
dlebrooks (1999b) and to QE of 9.4% from Goupell et al. (2010).
Also, the average PE of 31.0∘ (31.6∘ for binOwnB) was similar to PE of
28.7∘ from Middlebrooks (1999b) and to PE of 33.8∘ from Goupell
et al. (2010). For the horizontal planes, the average LE of 10.7∘ (10.4∘
for binOwnB) was similar to LE of 14.5∘ from Middlebrooks (1999b)
and to LE of 12.4∘ from Majdak et al. (2011).
Repeated measures (RM) analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used
for the statistical analysis of the results. Each of the three tested blocks
was treated as within-subject repetition. For the binaural conditions,
RM ANOVAs were calculated on the LE, PE, and QE with the factor
condition at two levels (binOwn, binOwnB). The analysis showed neither
significant effect for the QE (p = 0.44), nor for PE (p = 0.68), nor for
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LE (p = 0.38). This indicates that despite of five years of break between
the two HRTFs measurements, both HRTF sets provided localization
performance at a similar level.
Localization Performance: Individualized CTC systems
In order to investigate the performance in individualized CTC systems,
RM ANOVAs with the factor condition at four levels (binOwn, binOwnB,
ctcOwn, and ctcOwnB) were performed. The results were significant
for the QE (p = 0.005) and for the LE (p < 0.001), but not for the
PE (p = 0.20). Tukey-Kramer post-hoc tests were used to test the
statistical significance of particular levels. The significance was considered
at p < 0.05. Post-hoc tests showed that only the ctcOwnB condition
yielded significantly larger QE and LE compared to all other conditions.
Note that even though for PE the differences were not significant, the PE
was larger for ctcOwnB (34.2∘) than for ctcOwn (31.8∘) or the binaural
conditions (31.0∘ and 31.6∘).
The lack of significance in the differences between the ideal CTC
and binaural systems indicates that the ideal CTC system used in
this test provided localization performance at the level of the binaural
reproduction systems. In a realistic application of the individualized
CTC, this situation is, however, unachievable because the propagation
paths would (slightly) change as soon as a listener leaves the HRTF
measurement setup and enters the CTC system. This situation was
represented by the condition ctcOwnB, where individual HRTFs from
the latter measurement were used to calculate CTC filters. Note that
this is not a worst-case scenario as head movements may induce stronger
changes to the actual playback HRTF. The performance in such a
realistic CTC system was worse than that in an ideal CTC system
in terms of significantly larger QEs and LEs. This demonstrates that
a mismatch between the playback and setup HRTFs may result in a
degraded localization performance in a CTC system, even when both
HRTFs provide a similar performance in a binaural system.
Compared to ctcOwnB, the ctcOwn condition yielded a better per-
formance in the horizontal plane. This result confirms the results for
modeling interaural differences in matched and mismatched CTC systems
(Akeroyd et al., 2007) where for mismatched CTC systems, the model
predicted large ITD and ILD errors.
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Condition NH12 NH14 NH15 NH57 NH62 NH64 NH68 NH72 Mean
binOwn 3.3 5.3 7.4 25.4 5.9 2.7 6.3 12.5 8.6
binOwnB 1.7 5.2 1.5 17.5 2.8 6.1 13.3 9.1 7.1
ctcOwn 4.2 7.4 6.8 15.2 6.7 1.4 13.5 8.9 8.0
ctcOwnB 0.6 6.3 5.0 33.0 4.0 11.0 32.3 16.7 13.6
ctcOther 6.3 9.7 16.3 25.8 10.0 13.2 33.2 20.7 16.9
ctcKemar 2.0 7.8 10.1 23.1 5.4 12.2 36.6 5.1 12.8
ctcNH57 10.6 11.5 14.2 - 11.8 4.4 36.6 23.9 16.1
ctcNH64 0.0 4.4 18.5 28.3 10.8 - 29.8 23.2 16.4
ctcNH68 21.9 12.1 27.1 23.3 9.1 23.1 - 18.3 19.3
ctcNH12 - - - 28.3 - 14.2 25.3 - 22.6
Table 6.2: Quadrant errors (QE) in % for all listeners and conditions tested.
The condition ctcOther represents the median of the nonindividual
conditions.
Condition NH12 NH14 NH15 NH57 NH62 NH64 NH68 NH72 Mean
binOwn 28.3 26.5 30.5 37.0 27.0 28.5 31.1 38.9 31.0
binOwnB 25.0 30.1 31.2 35.6 26.6 34.8 34.2 35.5 31.6
ctcOwn 26.7 25.8 36.2 33.9 35.0 32.0 26.7 38.4 31.8
ctcOwnB 26.8 35.6 32.2 36.7 29.0 32.0 41.2 39.8 34.2
ctcOther 35.4 31.9 40.1 39.4 34.1 33.7 37.4 41.5 36.7
ctcKemar 35.2 26.0 39.9 33.7 35.2 31.3 40.6 36.8 34.8
ctcNH57 35.5 31.4 40.4 - 34.4 33.5 42.9 42.7 37.2
ctcNH64 26.1 32.3 36.0 42.2 31.3 - 32.3 43.6 34.8
ctcNH68 36.8 32.8 41.1 38.2 33.7 33.9 - 40.4 36.7
ctcNH12 - - - 40.6 - 38.0 34.2 - 37.6
Table 6.3: Local polar error (PE) in degrees for all listeners and conditions
tested. The condition ctcOther represents the median of the
nonindividual conditions.
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Condition NH12 NH14 NH15 NH57 NH62 NH64 NH68 NH72 Mean
binOwn 8.1 10.1 10.9 16.7 9.7 9.4 10.0 10.7 10.7
binOwnB 8.2 9.6 12.7 13.6 9.9 9.2 9.4 10.6 10.4
ctcOwn 8.0 9.1 11.7 14.0 9.6 8.7 10.4 11.1 10.3
ctcOwnB 10.8 13.4 14.3 15.5 9.5 10.2 11.8 18.2 13.0
ctcOther 11.0 11.3 14.4 15.5 10.9 10.8 13.0 14.0 12.6
ctcKemar 9.8 9.8 14.1 14.8 9.4 11.3 13.7 9.3 11.5
ctcNH57 11.9 8.9 14.8 - 12.8 10.2 13.6 14.4 12.4
ctcNH64 10.0 12.8 13.7 16.2 10.4 - 12.3 13.5 12.7
ctcNH68 13.0 16.2 17.2 17.6 11.4 15.8 - 14.6 15.1
ctcNH12 - - - 14.7 - 10.0 11.4 - 12.0
Table 6.4: Lateral error (LE) in degrees for all listeners and conditions tested.
The condition ctcOther represents the median of the nonindividual
conditions.
Looking more closely at the simulation results presented in
(Akeroyd et al., 2007, fig. 10; reproduced in fig. 6.16), it seems that
the errors are large for large negative interaural differences only. For
smaller interaural differences, the errors seem to be negligible, which
would suggest a correct reproduction of central targets.
In order to investigate this issue, the targets were grouped to those
within (central) and those outside (lateral) the loudspeaker span and the
LEs were calculated as a function of the target lateral angle (fig. 6.17(a)).
While in the ctcOwnB condition the performance seems to slightly
degrade for the central targets, the performance appears to be much
worse for the lateral targets.
An RM ANOVA was performed on the LEs for the factors target
direction (central, lateral) and condition (ctcOwn, ctcOwnB). Both main
effects (p < 0.001) and their interaction (p = 0.048) were significant.
The significant interaction suggests a different impact of the condition
for the two target directions. The post-hoc test showed that the only
significant difference was that for the lateral targets tested with ctcOwnB
(17.2∘) when compared to the lateral targets tested with ctcOwn (12.5∘)
or when compared to the central targets (11.5∘ for ctcOwnB and 9.7∘
for ctcOwn).
This indicates that while for targets placed outside the loudspeaker
span the mismatch significantly affects the lateral localization perfor-
mance, for targets placed inside the span the mismatched CTC system
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 6.17: Localization error as a function of target position. (a) Lateral
error as a function of the lateral angle. (b) Quadrant errors
and (c) polar errors as functions of the polar target angle. The
dashed lines show the errors which would result from random
responses.
may yield a similar performance as the matched CTC system. This seems
to confirm the above-mentioned observations concerning the details of
binaural modeling described in Akeroyd et al. (2007). It could be
speculated that there exist a correspondence between central targets
in a mismatched CTC system and phantom sources in a stereophonic
reproduction system.
Targets placed at elevations near the loudspeakers may also corre-
spond to a phantom-source stereophonic reproduction. If such targets
were well-localized in sagittal planes even in a mismatched CTC system
then the difference between ctcOwn and ctcOwnB would depend on the
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target polar angle, with a larger difference in the performance for targets
placed behind the listener.
Figure 6.17(b) shows the QEs as a function of the polar angle, with
targets grouped to four groups with a polar angle span of 60∘ (starting at
𝛽 = −30∘). The QE seems to increase with the polar distance between
the targets and the loudspeaker elevation.
An RM ANOVA was performed with factors target hemifield (frontal
targets: −30∘ ≤ 𝛽 ≤ 30∘, rear targets: 150∘ ≤ 𝛽 ≤ 210∘) and condition
(ctcOwn, ctcOwnB). The main factors (p < 0.018 for both) and their
interaction (p = 0.023) were significant. The significant interaction
suggests a different impact of the conditions in the two target hemifields.
The post-hoc test showed that while for the frontal targets, the difference
between the conditions was not significant (5.5% for ctcOwn, 5.9% for
ctcOwnB), for the rear targets, highly-significantly (p < 0.005) more
QEs occurred in the ctcOwnB (16.8%) than in the ctcOwn (5.7%)
condition. This indicates a strong impact of the mismatch on the
localization performance for the targets placed behind the listener. This
is in agreement with the result presented by Nelson et al. (1997), who
conducted a localization test using a mismatched CTC system using real
loudspeakers and verified that when the system worked poorly, the front-
back inversion rate (thus, the quadrant error) increased substantially.
All in all this means that, for the targets placed in the same hemi-
sphere as the loudspeakers, the individual but mismatched condition
ctcOwnB yielded a sagittal plane performance similar to that for the
ideal matched condition ctcOwn. For the targets placed in the opposite
hemisphere as the loudspeakers, the QE were substantially larger. This
indicates that mismatched but individualized CTC systems might be
able to provide a good performance only for the frontal targets. The
exact match of the CTC filters to the propagation paths seems to be
highly relevant for targets virtually placed at the other hemisphere than
the loudspeakers. Furthermore, results indicate that only an ideal, indi-
vidualized, matched CTC system provides a correct reproduction of the
spectral cues required for accurate sagittal plane sound localization in
both hemifields.
Localization Performance: nonindividualized CTC systems
The localization performance in the nonindividualized and thus mis-
matched CTC systems is usually assumed to be worse than that in
individualized CTC systems (Akeroyd et al., 2007). However, an indi-
vidualized CTC system can also be matched or mismatched, depending
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on whether an ideal or a realistic CTC system is being studied. Thus,
in the following the nonindividualized CTC systems (ctcOther) are com-
pared with both the ideal CTC system (ctcOwn) and the realistic CTC
system (ctcOwnB).9
The LE increased from 10.3∘ (ctcOwn) to 13.0∘ (ctcOwnB), but
then it decreased to 12.6∘ (ctcOther), indicating a weak impact of
the individualization on the horizontal plane localization performance
(see table 6.4). However, there might have been some differences at
particular target directions. Thus, the targets were grouped to those
within (central) and those outside (lateral) the loudspeaker span and the
LE were calculated as a function of the target lateral angle (fig. 6.17(a)).
LE was still similar for all the mismatched (individual and nonindividual)
conditions. Thus, for the horizontal plane localization, there seems to be
no difference between the two types of mismatched CTC systems and
an individualized CTC system seems to be of no advantage.
The QE increased from 8.0% (ctcOwn) to 13.6% (ctcOwnB) and
then further to 16.9% (ctcOther, see table 6.2). Also, the PE increased
from 31.8∘ (ctcOwn) to 34.2∘ (ctcOwnB) and then further to 36.7∘
(ctcOther, see table 6.3). The RM ANOVAs were performed with the
factor condition at three levels (ctcOwn, ctcOwnB, and ctcOther) on
the QEs and PEs. The factor condition significantly affected the QEs
(p < 0.001) and the PEs (p = 0.019). The post-hoc tests showed that
while ctcOther yielded significantly larger errors compared with ctcOwn,
the errors were not significantly different when compared with ctcOwnB.
At first glance, this might indicate that for the sagittal plane localization
the performance is independent of the individualization of the filters.
However, differences at particular positions might have been expected
as was the case for the individualized mismatched condition. Thus,
the targets were grouped into four groups and the QE and PE were
calculated as a function of the polar angle (figs. 6.17(b) and 6.17(c)).
For ctcOther, the QE increased with the increasing distance between
the targets and the loudspeakers more than it did for ctcOwnB.
An RM ANOVA with factors target hemifield (frontal targets: -30∘
to 30∘, rear targets: 150∘ to 210∘) and condition (ctcOwnB and ctcOther)
was performed on the QEs. The main factors condition (p = 0.048) and
target hemifield (p < 0.001) were significant, but their interaction was
not (p = 0.23). For the front targets, the QE was 5.8% and 8.1% for
ctcOwnB and ctcOther, respectively. For the rear targets, the QE was
9The performance also varied across particular nonindividual conditions (see ctcKE-
MAR versus ctcNH68). However, in order to increase the statistical power, all
nonindividual CTC conditions were pooled together in the presented analysis.
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16.8% and 26.1% for ctcOwnB and ctcOther, respectively. While the
not significant interaction shows that none of the hemifield-condition
combinations was significantly different from the others, the significance
in the factor condition shows that ctcOwnB indeed yielded a significantly
better performance than ctcOther—when separately analyzed for the
two hemifields. The 50% larger QE in ctcOther for the rear targets
further supports this evidence.
A similar situation was revealed by the RM ANOVA performed
on the PEs with factors target hemifield (frontal targets: -30∘ to 90∘,
rear targets: 90∘ to 210∘), condition (ctcOwnB and ctcOther), and
their interaction. The interaction (p = 0.012) was significant and the
post-hoc test showed that while for the frontal targets, the difference
between the conditions was not significant (32.4∘ for ctcOther and 33.6∘
for ctcOwnB), for the rear targets, significantly (p < 0.01) larger PE
occurred in the ctcOther (40.8∘) than in the ctcOwnB (33.7∘) condition.
Thus, the individualization of the CTC systems was able to substantially
reduce the PE for rear targets.
All in all, the presented analysis demonstrates that in mismatched
CTC systems, the sagittal plane localization performance improves when
individualized CTC filters are considered, especially for targets placed
behind the listener.
Channel Separation
The channel separation (CS) was calculated according to eq. (5.11) for
all conditions and listeners. The CS, averaged in the frequency range
0.3 to 8 kHz (Akeroyd et al., 2007; Parodi and Rubak, 2011) is
shown in table 6.5 for each listener and condition. The last two rows of
table 6.5 show the corresponding ̂︁CS—calculated according to eq. (5.12)
for the left ear and by analogy for the right ear—averaged over the same
frequency range and over both ears.
For ctcOwn, the CS was large, on average 68.4 dB, and in the range of
those reported previously for matched CTC systems (Bai and Lee, 2006;
Akeroyd et al., 2007). For ctcOwnB, the CS was substantially lower,
on average 14.7 dB, and in the range of ̂︁CS for both measured HRTF sets
(14.9 and 14.5 dB). This indicates that individualized but mismatched
CTC systems and reproduction systems without any CTC yield similar
averaged CS.
For ctcOther, the CS was on average 15.0 dB and in the range of
those reported previously for nonindividualized CTC systems (Akeroyd
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et al., 2007, average of 17.1 dB). It was also similar to that for ctcOwnB
(14.7 dB), which might lead to the conclusion, that an individualization
of the CTC systems is not necessary at all. Note that such a conclusion
would not be consistent with the results from the previous section.
One reason for the similar CS in the individualized and nonindividu-
alized CTC systems might be the choice of the frequency range used for
averaging the frequency-dependent CS. In order to investigate the use of
other frequency ranges, the CS was averaged over frequencies from 0.3
to 2 kHz (low-frequency CS) and from 4 to 16 kHz (high-frequency CS).
Both low- and high-frequency CSs averaged over the listeners are shown
in the right-most column of table 6.5. As averages over listeners, low-
and high-frequency CSs showed a similar trend to the mid-frequency CS
(0.3 to 8 kHz) when compared across the conditions. The correlation
coefficient between all low-frequency and high-frequency CSs was 0.98.
Such a high correlation might arise, however, because of large and
small CSs in the matched and mismatched conditions, respectively, and
such large differences may dominate the correlation. Thus, the correlation
was calculated separately for the matched and mismatched conditions.
For the matched conditions only, the correlation coefficient between the
low-frequency and the high-frequency CSs was 0.51. For the mismatched
conditions only, the correlation coefficient was 0.24. A further comparison
of the CS and ̂︁CS revealed that for the low-frequency range, the average
CS was 15.0 dB and thus, larger than the corresponding average ̂︁CS of
8.15 dB. This indicates that the CTC indeed increased the CS in the
frequencies below 2 kHz. For the high-frequency range, the average CS
was 13.2 dB and thus smaller than the corresponding average ̂︁CS of
17.25 dB. This means that the CTC actually decreased the CS in the
frequencies above 4 kHz for the tested CTC setup. Thus, if no CTC
is applied in the frequency range above 4 kHz, the mismatched CTC
systems tested in this experiment would show a larger CS.
This finding is in agreement with Gardner (1997), who limited
his CTC system to the low frequencies only. This observation can also
explain the results from Bai et al. (2007), who band-limited their CTC
to 6 kHz and obtained a lateral localization performance similar to that
of the full-bandwidth CTC. While their choice for the band limitation
was based on computational issues, the lack of the mismatched CTC at
higher frequencies, and thus, no decrease in the CS at these frequencies
might also have contributed to their findings. Generally, it seems that a
frequency-dependent amount of CTC might be useful in order to avoid
a decrease of the CS in mismatched CTC systems.
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Localization Performance: Channel Separation
On the one hand, one quality aspect of a CTC system is the localization
performance the system is able to provide. On the other hand, the CS
is usually employed to describe the general quality of a CTC system.
However, not much is known about the relation between the CS and
localization performance.
The CS is calculated between the two ears and is, in principle, an
interaural metric. Therefore, it might indeed have the potential to de-
scribe the horizontal plane localization performance, which also depends
on interaural cues. The ITDs, being the most salient cues for sound
localization in the horizontal planes (Wightman and Kistler, 1992)
are assumed to contribute in frequencies up to approximately 2 kHz
(Macpherson and Middlebrooks, 2002). The contribution of ITDs
to the localization performance was evaluated by comparing the hor-
izontal plane performance with the low-frequency CS (0.3 to 2 kHz).
The ILDs, also salient cues for the horizontal plane localization, are
large in frequencies above approximately 3 kHz. The contribution of
both ILDs and ITDs was evaluated by means of the mid-frequency
CS (0.3 to 8 kHz). Even though CS is an interaural metric, the use
of the CS to describe the sagittal plane localization performance was
also investigated. The spectral cues, being the most salient cues for
the sagittal plane localization (Langendijk and Bronkhorst, 2002;
Macpherson and Middlebrooks, 2002) are assumed to contribute
the most in the frequency range from 4 to 16 kHz (Carlile and Pra-
long, 1994; Perrett and Noble, 1997; Middlebrooks, 1999b).
Thus, the sagittal plane localization performance was compared with
the high-frequency CS (4 to 16 kHz).
At first sight, the relation between the CS and the performance
seems to be weak. For example, for ctcOwn, ctcOwnB, and ctcOther,
the average QE was 8.0%, 13.6%, and 16.9%, respectively, correspondent
to a mid-frequency CS of 68.4, 14.7, and 15.0 dB, respectively. While
from ctcOwn to ctcOwnB, the increase in QE is well represented by the
decrease in CS, the further increase in QE from ctcOwnB to ctcOther
is not. Generally, the CS in the range of 50 dB corresponds to a good
localization performance. However, smaller CS (in the range between 13
to 18 dB) did not provide any statement on the localization performance.
One example is NH72, who for quite different CSs (12.3 and 17.1 dB)
showed nearly the same QE (23.2% and 23.9%). Other example is NH15,
who for similar CSs (11.5 and 12.0 dB) showed completely different QEs
(5% and 27.1%). Note that NH15 also showed a QE of 6.8% for the
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matched condition with a CS of 67.9 dB. This demonstrates the rather
complex relation between CS and the localization performance in terms
of QEs.
In order to estimate the statistical relation between the CS and
the localization performance, the correlation between the CS and the
localization errors is analyzed. The correlation coefficients calculated for
the mid-, low, and high-frequency CS, are shown in table 6.6. For all
tested conditions, the correlation coefficient between mid-frequency CS
and QE, PE, and LE was -0.35, -0.32, -0.43, respectively (all significant,
p < 0.025). Similar correlations resulted for the low- and high-frequency
CS. Such weak correlations suggest that the CS is generally not a good
predictor for the localization performance.
The low correlations between the CS and localization performance
could, however, be put down to the listener-individual performance
in the localization task. In order to compensate for the individual
performance, the correlation coefficients were calculated between the
CS and the performance relative to that obtained from the binOwn
condition. All correlation coefficients increased (see table 6.6), with
the largest coefficient being at -0.49. Hence, CS seems to be a poor
predictor for the localization performance even when compensated for
the listener-individual localization performance.
Since the localization performances of the matched and mismatched
CTC systems differ tremendously, the CS might better correlate with the
performance when compared separately for the matched and mismatched
CTC conditions. For the matched condition (ctcOwn in table 6.6),
the most correlation coefficients were low and not significantly different
from zero, i.e. were uncorrelated. The only significant (p = 0.018)
correlation coefficient (-0.79) was found between the high-frequency CS
and the LE relative to that obtained for binOwn. This might suggest
that in matched CTC systems, the high-frequency CS is able to predict
the horizontal plane localization performance relative to the listener-
individual performance.10
For the mismatched CTC systems, the largest significant correlation
coefficients were -0.50 (QE and mid-frequency CS), -0.33 (PE and low-
frequency CS), and -0.60 (LE and mid-frequency CS). These correlations
did not improve when the relative localization performance was consid-
ered and show the extent to which CS might act as a predictor for the
localization performance. Especially for the horizontal plane localization
10Note that despite the statistical support, this correlation is based on a small sample
size (n=8) and that such a conclusion is to be treated with caution.
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performance, the correlation of -0.6 might be useful in further evaluations
of CTC systems, depending on the application criteria. For the sagittal
plane localization performance, the CS seems to be a poor predictor.
This is not surprising, considering that monaural, not interaural, cues
are the most salient cues for the sagittal plane localization.
6.2.3 Discussion
In experiment II the sound-localization performance in CTC reproduction
systems was studied and its CTC filters were calculated under various
conditions. The performance was compared to the baseline binaural
condition. Channel separation, an objective measure for the quality of
a CTC system, was calculated for the tested conditions and compared
with the localization performance.
Under binaural conditions, the localization performance in terms of
quadrant errors, polar errors, and lateral errors was within the range of
previously reported performance. This was also the case when they were
tested using HRTFs obtained from a measurement that was repeated
approximately five years later, even though training was conducted
only with the first HRTF set. This suggests that the human auditory
localization system is robust to HRTF measurement variability—at least
for the measurement setup used in this experiment.
With the matched CTC systems, the performance was similar to that
from the binaural conditions. With the individualized but mismatched
CTC systems, where CTC filters were based on the repeated HRTF
measurements, the listeners showed a degraded localization performance
in terms of larger lateral, polar, and quadrant errors. This shows that the
propagation paths from the loudspeakers to the ears must exactly match
the filters in a CTC system in order to provide localization performance
at a similar level as the binaural reproduction. The direction-dependent
analysis of the localization performance showed that in the mismatched
CTC systems, the performance deteriorated especially for targets placed
outside the loudspeaker span and/or behind the listener. With the
nonindividualized CTC systems, the quadrant errors further increased
for the rear targets and the performance for the frontal targets was in
the range of that for the individualized but mismatched CTC system.
These findings show that for targets placed within the loudspeaker
span and in the same hemisphere as the loudspeakers, the quality of
the CTC system is not critical regarding localization and the amount of
CTC can be reduced in order to provide a better timbre reproduction.
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This might lead to a deteriorated apparent source width, though. Much
attention, however, should be attached to the CTC systems for targets
placed at directions outside the loudspeaker span. In particular for
the rear targets, a work around to the currently unachievable matched
CTC system, could be a second CTC system with loudspeakers placed
behind the listener (Parodi and Rubak, 2011). This appears indeed
to be a promising approach. For the more lateral targets, additional
loudspeakers at lateral positions might help. They could, combined with
the loudspeakers in the rear, form a ring of loudspeakers around the
listener. Such a system would have to consider all available loudspeaker
combinations11 to choose the most adequate CTC filter for each source to
be reproduced and might thus be seen as an extension of the vector base
amplitude panning (VBAP, Pulkki, 1997) to binaural reproduction. To
the best of the author’s knowledge, such a combination of systems has
not been scientifically investigated yet.
A common quality metric for CTC systems is the channel separation.
The results from this experiment show a substantial difference in channel
separation between the matched and the mismatched CTC systems.
However, channel separation was similar in both individualized and
nonindividualized mismatched CTC systems, even though the sagittal
plane localization performance was not. For the mismatched CTC
systems, the channel separation was in the range of the natural channel
separation provided by a stereophonic reproduction. The mismatched
CTC systems improved the channel separation in frequency range below
approximately 2 kHz but degraded the channel separation in the frequency
range above approximately 4 kHz, suggesting that mismatched CTC
should be avoided in the higher frequency regions. The matching had
only little impact on the low-frequency channel separation. Hence, future
efforts with regard to the matching should focus on the mid- and high-
frequency regions, at least for the tested loudspeaker span.
A generally weak correlation (up to -0.35) was observed between
the channel separation and the sagittal plane localization performance.
This was also the case (up to -0.39) when compensating for the listener-
individual localization performance in the binaural condition. The
correlation increased to -0.5 when only mismatched CTC system were
considered. This confirms the evidence that channel separation, being an
interaural metric, is not an appropriate predictor for the sagittal plane
localization performance.
For the horizontal plane, a better correlation between channel sepa-
ration and localization performance could be expected. It was -0.49 in
11A method for the dynamic implementation of such filters is described in section 5.3.
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general and increased to -0.79 when only matched CTC systems were
considered. This correlation was between the high-frequency channel
separation and the lateral errors relative to the baseline performance,
it was significantly correlated, however, it was based on only eight sam-
ples. For mismatched CTC systems, the correlation of -0.6 was found
for a more convincing sample size of 40 samples. Such a correlation
indicates that the channel separation might be indeed useful when eval-
uating mismatched CTC systems with respect to the horizontal plane
localization.
7
Conclusion
7.1 Summary
The main objective of this work was to improve the quality of binaural-
based virtual acoustics systems. One of the key aspects to achieve this
goal is individualization. Therefore, two components of individualized
binaural technology were addressed in this thesis: the efficient acquisition
of individual head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) and the adequate
individual equalization of binaural reproduction systems.
This work started with the design of a measurement setup for the fast
acquisition of individual HRTFs. The proposed solution was to construct
a setup composed of an arc that can hold up to 40 loudspeakers and a
turntable to rotate the subject inside that arc. This combination is as-
sumed to be the best trade-off between hardware costs and measurement
duration.
Binaural-based virtual reality systems commonly neglect the effect
of near-field HRTFs. This is, nevertheless, a very important aspect
when it comes to improving the realism of acoustic scenes. The range
extrapolation technique, based on acoustic spherical holography, makes
it possible to describe the HRTF’s distance dependence based on mea-
surements at a single distance. This setup is one of the first of its kind
designed to be compatible with the range extrapolation technique. To
avoid reflections coming from the supporting arc, it was built as a truss
structure, expected to be acoustically transparent at the audible fre-
quency range. The loudspeakers were designed in a drop-like shape to
avoid edge diffraction. Finally, care was taken to choose a loudspeaker
driver with broadband response that radiated as similar as possible to
an omnidirectional source.
A reduced measurement time is not only more comfortable for the
subject being measured, it can also help to reduce the measurement
variability. The use of multiple loudspeakers and excitation signals in
parallel will already produce a shorter total measurement time. Instead of
orthogonal pseudo-random sequences, which are very sensitive to nonlin-
earity, the more robust multiple exponential sweep method (MESM) was
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used. This method was then further optimized, taking into consideration
the time structure of the measured impulse response and allowing a more
flexible distribution of the unwanted harmonic impulse responses along
the raw impulse response. Measuring an HRTF dataset with 40 positions
in elevation and 100 positions in azimuth in a sequential manner with
an exponential sweep of length 1.34 s (assuming the turn table takes
0.3 s to reach its next position), would take 90min. The same HRTF
dataset measured with the original MESM would take just over 12min
to complete and applying the optimizations described in this work would
reduce the measurement time even further, to less than 6min. The use
of interleaved sweeps has no influence on the obtained signal-to-noise
ratio.
Measurements made with the MESM will result in a raw interleaved
impulse response that needs further post-processing. After extracting
each direction’s transfer function, the signals must be further equalized
to eliminate the influence of the transducers. At this point, the range
extrapolation can be applied to account for the radial dependency of
the HRTF. To verify the quality of the newly developed setup, an
artificial head, whose HRTF dataset had already been measured with a
previous generation setup composed of only one loudspeaker attached
to a moving arm, was also measured with the newly constructed setup.
The comparison of time, frequency, and spatial data showed a good
agreement between the two measurement setups. The measurement with
the new setup took indeed less than 6min to complete, making this setup
the fastest existing individual HRTF measurement system the author is
aware of.
Individual HRTFs provide the basis for the binaural synthesis. After
the binaural signals have been synthesized using these HRTFs, they must
now be adequately played back to the listener. Binaural signals can then
be reproduced either via headphones or via loudspeakers.
Reproduction via headphones is the more straightforward of the two
methods, as headphones are able to feed each binaural signal directly to
the respective ear. However, to deliver an authentic auditory impression
without additional spectral coloration, the reproduction via headphones
must be adequately equalized. Repeated measurements of the headphone
transfer function (HpTF) confirmed that when the listeners are allowed
to place the headphones themselves, at what they consider to be the
most comfortable position, then HpTF variance drops considerably. On
the other hand, measurements with several listeners also confirmed that
HpTF varies considerably among subjects. A framework was developed
for the design of individual headphone equalization filters. It includes
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several measurements (about ten) of the listener’s HpTF, where the
listeners are asked to take off the headphones in between each measure-
ment. The magnitude spectra of these HpTFs are averaged and deep
spectral dips are smoothed. The resulting magnitude spectrum is then
inverted and finally the equivalent minimum-phase spectrum is obtained
through the Hilbert transform.
The quality of the proposed equalization filters was verified with the
aid of perceptual tests. The first part of this experiment consisted of a di-
rect comparison (in a three-alternative forced-choice setup) of a stimulus
reproduced through a loudspeaker—played in anechoic conditions—and
its binaural synthesis reproduced via individually equalized open-type
circumaural headphones. Three stimuli were used for this test: a pulsed
pink noise, a speech sample and a music sample. Results showed that at
least 50% of all listeners could not distinguish between the reproduction
methods when hearing to speech (error rate: 38.17%) and music (error
rate: 35.10%). Meanwhile, when listening to the pulsed pink noise—which
was the only stimulus that contained spectral components above 10 kHz—
listeners made significantly less mistakes (error rate: 16.74%), which
suggests that stimuli with dominant high frequency components tend to
allow an easier distinction between reproduction methods. This result
is reasonable as HpTFs show higher variance exactly at this frequency
range.
The second part of this experiment was an indirect comparison,
where listeners were asked to say whether the presented stimulus—this
time only the pulsed pink noise—came from the loudspeaker or the head-
phones, excited as in the first part of this experiment. Results showed
that listeners were guessing at almost all times (error rate: 51.03%),
indicating that the binaural signals reproduced via individually equal-
ized headphones sounded natural and authentic. Thus, even though
differences between the original anechoic sound source and its binaural
auditory display could be heard when the stimulus contained high fre-
quency components, these differences were not big enough to allow the
listeners to state clearly whether the auditory event that was binaurally
reproduced via individually equalized headphones was actually coming
from the headphones and not from an external source.
The other way to play back binaural signals to a listener is via (at least
two) loudspeakers. This method is commonly preferred for applications
where the use of headphones might hinder the sense of immersion, e.g.
in virtual reality environments. Binaural reproduction via loudspeakers
suffers from crosstalk, which mixes the spatial cues contained in the
binaural signal. This effect can be compensated for by using crosstalk
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cancellation (CTC) filters, which generate the desired channel separation
between the listener’s ears. In virtual reality applications, users should
have complete freedom of movement. For such systems, a dynamic
CTC with multiple loudspeakers is required and the CTC filters must
be constantly updated according to the tracked head position. As
frequency-domain calculations are usually more efficient (and faster)
than their time-domain counterparts, dynamic CTC systems tend to
be implemented in frequency-domain. This has the drawback that such
filters display noncausal artifacts, which is not the case in time-domain
calculations.
A framework was proposed for the calculation of causal CTC filters
in the frequency-domain. An approximation of the causal solution is
obtained by using a time-domain calculation which is in turn based on
the Wiener-Hopf decomposition. It is known that CTC filters show a
large gain boost at certain frequencies and regularization is used as a
gain limiter. However, the regularization has the drawback that it adds
noncausal artifacts both in the CTC filters and in the resulting impulse
response in the ears. These noncausal artifacts can be eliminated—or
rather be transformed in causal artifacts—through the minimum-phase
regularization. Instead of the channel-dependent solution proposed
with the original minimum-phase regularization method, the proposed
framework applies a new global minimum-phase regularization strategy.
Dynamic CTC systems need multiple loudspeakers to be able to
switch between active loudspeakers, thus avoiding instability of the CTC
filters. It was shown that simple panning between two configurations
can affect the system’s resulting frequency response. The proposed
framework incorporates spatial fading in the filter calculation stage
through a weighted matrix inversion, which provides a smooth transition
between active loudspeakers.
CTC filters are calculated from the transfer functions between loud-
speakers and listener’s ears, i.e., the HRTFs. Therefore, the CTC filters
are subject to individualization as well. Nevertheless, many CTC systems
use generic transfer functions for its filter calculation. A localization
test was conducted to evaluate the influence of individualization on
the localization performance of CTC systems. So far, only one similar
evaluation has been conducted, but it used an auditory model simulation
instead of a perceptual test. The localization performance was tested
with regard to quadrant errors (QE), polar errors (PE), and lateral errors
(LE). Listeners had their HRTF measured twice (within an interval of
five ears). Acoustic targets were Gaussian white noises, filtered with
the listener-specific directional transfer functions. Baseline tests showed
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that the localization performance was within the range of previously
reported performance for both HRTF sets (set 1: LE=10.7∘, PE=31.0∘,
QE=8.6%; set 2: LE=10.4∘, PE=31.6∘, QE=7.1%), even though training
was provided using only the first of these sets, suggesting that the hu-
man auditory localization system is robust to small HRTF measurement
variability.
In this experiment, CTC systems were virtually rendered and pre-
sented via headphones. Results showed that individualized matched
CTC systems (the same HRTFs are used for the filter calculation and
the loudspeaker rendering) provided performance similar to that from
the binaural listening (LE=10.3∘, PE=31.8∘, QE=8.0%). For individu-
alized mismatched systems (two different HRTF datasets from the same
listener are used for the filter calculation and the loudspeaker render-
ing) the localization performance deteriorated (LE=13.0∘, PE=34.2∘,
QE=13.6%). And for nonindividualized mismatched systems (the CTC
filters are calculated with the HRTFs from other listeners) the sagit-
tal localization errors increased further (PE=36.7∘, QE=16.9%). The
direction-dependent analysis showed that mismatch and lack of individ-
ualization yielded a degraded performance for targets placed outside of
the loudspeaker span (LE=17.2∘) and behind the listeners (PE=40.8∘,
QE=26.1%), indicating the relevance of individualized CTC systems for
such targets.
It is commonly assumed that binaural reproduction through loud-
speakers will only work if the CTC filters can provide a sufficient channel
separation. Thus, channel separation is very often used as a predictor for
the quality of a CTC system. The channel separation was calculated for
all conditions evaluated in this localization test for different frequency
ranges. The results showed a substantial difference in channel separation
between the matched and the mismatched CTC systems, but similar
values in both individualized and nonindividualized mismatched CTC
systems, which does not match the observed variations in localization
performance. It was observed that the mismatched CTC systems im-
proved the channel separation in frequency range below approximately
2 kHz, but degraded the channel separation in the frequency range above
4 kHz, an observation that is in agreement with the practical knowledge
that mismatched CTC should be avoided at the higher frequency regions.
Results showed that channel separation might be indeed useful for the
evaluation of mismatched CTC systems with respect to the horizontal
plane localization, but it is not an appropriate predictor for the sagittal
plane localization performance.
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All in all, this thesis extended the current knowledge on the ef-
ficient measurement of individual head-related transfer functions and
highlighted the importance of individual equalization filters in binaural
reproduction, both via loudspeakers and headphones. Moreover, an
integrated framework for the calculation of such equalization filters was
presented.
7.2 Outlook
Some aspects in the field of individual binaural technology could be
improved in the course of this thesis, but a number of other questions
were left unanswered and many new questions were raised. This section
presents some ideas that could further improve the quality of the acqui-
sition and post-processing of individual HRTFs as well as the quality of
binaural reproduction methods.
The proposed individual HRTF measurement setup used a head-rest
to stabilize the listener’s head. This apparatus did reduce the listener’s
movement during measurement, but could not completely eliminate it. A
possible solution to compensate for the influence of small head movements
during measurement would be to track the position of the listener’s head
and compensate for the observed movements in a post-processing step,
using a measurement grid for the spherical harmonic interpolation made
with the tracked head position at the time of each measurement.
The chosen design of the arc proved not to be ideal. From a me-
chanical point of view, the used truss structure was too delicate and
the solder joints constantly gave away. From an acoustical point of
view, the arc itself vibrated during measurement, acting as an unwanted
acoustic source. Even though the designed drop-like loudspeakers did
have an adequate radiation pattern, they reflected the sound coming
from the neighboring speakers. Thus, another design of the arc should
be investigated, eventually attaching the loudspeaker to a more rigid
arc with a continuous acoustically absorbing material. Furthermore, the
loudspeaker drivers displayed a time-variant behavior, unacceptable for
this kind of measurement. A new loudspeaker driver should be chosen
that does not display this kind of behavior.
The truncation of the spherical harmonic order during interpolation
or range extrapolation results in a spatial smoothing of the data. It
is known that HRTFs smoothed in frequency-domain are still able to
provide correct spatial impression (Kulkarni and Colburn, 1998;
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Xie and Zhang, 2010), so it is also possible that a spatially smoothed
HRTF dataset will also provide a correct spatial impression. Thus,
a psychoacoustic evaluation of the required spherical harmonic order
to reconstruct a perceptually correct HRTF dataset is necessary, as
currently available studies on the required spherical harmonic order that
adequately describe an HRTF dataset, take only physical aspects into
account. It would also be important to investigate whether this limit
varies with distance, as this would directly influence the truncation limits
of the range extrapolation stage.
Even though the constructed HRTF measurement setup is already
quite fast, it could be made even faster if the listeners were constantly
rotated during the measurement as is the case in the continuous HRTF
measurement methods proposed by Enzner (2009) and the plenacoustic
interpolation method proposed by Ajdler et al. (2007). Theoretical
calculations suggest that a dynamic measurement scheme using the
MESM would reduce the measurement duration of 4000 HRTFs from
the current 6min to a mere 2min, keeping the robustness to nonlinearity.
However, the HRTFs measured that way will be spatially blurred. It is
still to be evaluated if this blur is of perceptual relevance. Nevertheless,
first steps towards compensating the influence of rotation in the dynamic
measurement have been reported by Krechel (2012).
The fact that loudspeakers adjacent in elevation are sitting on op-
posite halves of the arc can lead to strong phase ripples in the HRTF’s
spatial representation, which are harmful to the spherical harmonic pro-
cessing of the data. This will happen if the subject being measured is not
placed with its longitudinal axis exactly centered with the turntable’s
rotation axis. As such a precise positioning of the listener is practically
impossible, other methods should be evaluated on how to correct this
effect in a post-processing stage. One possibility would be to conduct
a dynamic reference measurement, as proposed by Krechel (2012).
Another alternative, possibly more precise, would be to search for the
acoustic center of the points from each half of the arc independently—
e.g. with a search algorithm as the one proposed by Ziegelwanger
(2012)—and then shift both halves together.
The limited number of measurement points can lead to spatial aliasing
when post-processing the HRTF dataset. A possible way to deal with
this spatial aliasing would be to use the compressive sensing framework.
A preliminary investigation showed that spherical harmonics are not an
adequate basis to describe the HRTFs in a sparse manner (Masiero and
Pollow, 2010). Work has still to be done in searching for an adequate
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basis for the sparse representation of HRTFs. A possible basis could be
spherical wavelets or the Slepian functions.
Besides individual HRTFs, the binaural reproduction could also be
improved. It is clear that binaural reproduction via headphones is a
well-established technique and this thesis even confirmed that auditory
displays presented via individually equalized headphones sound realistic
and authentic. However, it would be interesting to evaluate how the lack
of equalization will actually influence the auditory impression as, e.g.,
the influence of headphone equalization in localization is still debatable.
This research could lead to the design of a new pair of headphones,
which could provide an authentic auditory impression without individual
equalization, thus facilitating the introduction of binaural technology in
the consumer market.
On the other hand, the binaural reproduction via loudspeakers still
has some hurdles to clear before it is ready for the consumer market.
The first, and probably easiest of them, is an efficient low cost head
tracking device. This could be easily implemented with a camera and
face tracking software. First steps in this direction have been taken by
Fundalewicz (2012).
A second very important aspect—deliberately ignored throughout
this thesis—is the influence of the reproduction room, as unwanted
reflections play a major role in the quality of the reproduced binaural
signal. An interesting approach proposed to control this effect is to
generate CTC filters that also compensate for room reflections, but
only on a time range where reflections are above the temporal masking
threshold of the human auditory system (Jungmann et al., 2012). The
use of psychoacoustical knowledge to lessen the restrictions imposed on
CTC systems seems to be a promising field of studies.
In this context, virtual reality reproduction systems could profit from
a hybrid scheme, ideally combining the advantages of different spatial
audio reproduction techniques. Such a hybrid method was first proposed
by Pelzer; Masiero, and Vorländer (2011), who suggested the use
of a binaural CTC system to reproduce only the direct sound and early
reflections and the use of a system like low-order ambisonics to reproduce
the reverberant tail of a simulated room impulse response.
A further possible improvement of CTC systems can be derived
from the results presented in this thesis, namely that localization of
sources within the loudspeakers’ span was not significantly deteriorated
by a mismatched CTC system. First, the speculation that this situation
occurs because central targets in a mismatched CTC system are localized
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with the same psychoacoustical process used to localize phantom sources
in a stereophonic reproduction system should be investigated. Furter, in
a setup with multiple loudspeakers, each reflection of a room impulse
response could be played back by the group of loudspeakers chosen in
accordance with the direction this reflection is arriving from, much in
the same way as vector base amplitude panning does its active triangle
selection.
Finally, as it was shown that channel separation does not seem to
be an adequate predictor for the localization performance provided by a
CTC system, a new type of CTC quality predictor should be developed.
Auditory models could come in handy to help define such a predictor.

A
Regularization as a Gain Limiter
Farina (2007) suggests the use of a time-packing filter to control the size
of an inverse filter’s impulse response. He achieved this by conducting a
regularized inversion in frequency-domain, as follows
𝐶(𝑧) = 𝐻(𝑧)*/(𝐻(𝑧)*𝐻(𝑧) + 𝜇). (A.1)
Regularization acts, however, not only as a time-packing tool. It also
works as a gain limiter in the frequency-domain. This can be verified
by taking the derivative of the amplitude of 𝐶(𝑧) in relation to the
amplitude of 𝐻(𝑧)
𝜕|𝐶(𝑧)|
𝜕|𝐻(𝑧)| =
−|𝐻(𝑧)|2 + 𝜇
(|𝐻(𝑧)|2 + 𝜇)2 . (A.2)
From eq. (A.2), when |𝐻(𝑧)|2 = 𝜇, the maximum value of |𝐶(𝑧)| is
|𝐶(𝑧)| = 1(2√𝜇 ) . (A.3)
Thus, if |𝐶(𝑧)| should be no greater than 𝑥 dB, 𝜇 should be chosen to be
𝜇 = 1(2 · 10𝑥/20)2 . (A.4)
Also in the multi-channel regularized inversion 𝜇 can be understood
as a gain limiter. We know that the Euclidean norm of a matrix is given
by
‖𝐻‖2 = 𝜎max(𝐻), (A.5)
where 𝜎max is the largest singular value of𝐻 . Assuming that the singular
value decomposition from 𝐻 is
𝐻 = 𝑈Σ𝑉 *, (A.6)
where 𝑈 and 𝑉 are unitary matrices and Σ is a diagonal matrix con-
taining the singular values of 𝐻, then the regularized matrix inversion
𝐶 = (𝐻*𝐻 + 𝜇𝐼)−1𝐻*. (A.7)
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can be rewritten as
𝐶 = 𝑉 (Σ′Σ+ 𝜇𝐼)−1Σ′𝑈*, (A.8)
where Σ′ is the transpose of Σ and the singular values from 𝐶 are thus
𝜎𝑖(𝐶) =
𝜎𝑖(𝐻)
(𝜎𝑖(𝐻)2 + 𝜇)
. (A.9)
Golub and Van Loan (1996) argue that the amplitude of the
largest element of a matrix is smaller or equal to the Euclidean norm of
this matrix, thus
max
𝑖,𝑗
|𝑐𝑖,𝑗(𝑧)| ≤ ‖𝐶‖2 = 𝜎max(𝐶) =
𝜎j(𝐻)
(𝜎j(𝐻)2 + 𝜇)
, (A.10)
where 𝜎j(𝐻) is the singular value of𝐻 that results in the largest singular
value of 𝐶.
Taking the maximum of 𝜎max(𝐶) with regards to 𝜎j(𝐻), as was
done for the one channel case, results in
max
𝑖,𝑗
|𝑐𝑖,𝑗(𝑧)| ≤ 1(2√𝜇 ) . (A.11)
Thus, just as for the single channel inversion, also for the multi-channel
inversion the regularization parameter 𝜇 acts as an upper bound for
every resulting inverse filters.
B
Least-Square Minimization
If the transfer matrix 𝐻 is underdetermined, i.e. it has more columns
than rows, there will be an infinite number of CTC filter combinations
that can drive the error energy 𝑑 to zero. In this case, besides the
minimization of the error energy, the control effort, i.e. the energy of the
loudspeaker signals, is also minimized. This extra constraint added to
the cost function leads to a single optimal solution to this minimization
problem.
Such minimization requirements can be cast as a constrained
optimization problem using Lagrange multipliers (Nelson and El-
liott, 1995). The cost function to be minimized is now
𝐽(𝑧) = −𝑣*𝑣 − 𝑑*𝜆− 𝜆*𝑑, (B.1)
where 𝜆 is a vector of Lagrange multipliers. This equation can be
expanded to reveal its dependency on 𝐶.
𝐽(𝑧) = −𝑏*𝐶*𝐶𝑏− 𝑏* (︀𝐻𝐶 − 𝐼 · 𝑒−𝑧Δ)︀* 𝜆−
𝜆*
(︀
𝐻𝐶 − 𝐼 · 𝑒−𝑧Δ)︀ 𝑏. (B.2)
The filters for each ear are optimized independently. As the opti-
mization depends on the input signal, Kirkeby and Nelson (1999)
suggest to set 𝑏𝑗(𝑛) = 𝛿(𝑛), the Dirac delta function, as this gives the
worst-case scenario for the optimization. The new cost function to be
minimized is now
𝐽(𝑧) = −𝑐*𝑖 𝑐𝑖 − (𝐻𝑐𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖)* 𝜆− 𝜆* (𝐻𝑐𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖) , (B.3)
where 𝑐𝑖 is the 𝑖th column of 𝐶 and 𝑦𝑖 is the 𝑖th column of 𝐼 · 𝑒−𝑧Δ.
The derivative with respect to a vector is defined as
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑥
=
⎡⎢⎣
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑥1...
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑥𝑛
⎤⎥⎦ . (B.4)
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According to Nelson and Elliott (1995), deriving 𝐽 with respect
to both 𝑐 and 𝜆 results in
𝜕𝐽/𝜕𝑐 = −2𝑐𝑖 − 2𝐻*𝜆, (B.5)
𝜕𝐽/𝜕𝜆 = −2 (𝐻𝑐𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖) . (B.6)
The minimum value of 𝑐𝑖 is given by setting both derivatives to
zero and substituting them into each other to isolate 𝑐𝑖. Assuming that
𝐻𝐻* is not singular, then
𝑐𝑖 =𝐻* (𝐻𝐻*)−1 𝑦𝑗 , (B.7)
that is equivalent in matrix form to
𝐶 =𝐻* (𝐻𝐻*)−1 𝑒−𝑧Δ. (B.8)
B.1 Regularized Least-Square Minimization
The Lagrange multipliers 𝜆 can be related to the effort made by the
filters to satisfy the constraints imposed in eq. (B.3). This minimization
can be regularize by restricting the effort made by the CTC filters,
resulting in the new cost function
𝐽(𝑧) = −𝑐*𝑖 𝑐𝑖 − (𝐻𝑐𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖)* 𝜆− 𝜆* (𝐻𝑐𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖) + 𝜇𝜆*𝜆. (B.9)
Equation (B.5) remains unaltered while eq. (B.6) changes to
𝜕𝐽/𝜕𝜆 = −2 (𝐻𝑐𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖) + 2𝜇𝜆, (B.10)
which yields
𝐶 =𝐻* (𝐻𝐻* + 𝜇𝐼)−1 𝑒−𝑧Δ. (B.11)
B.2 Weighted Regularized Least-Square
Minimization
Substituting the ℓ2 norm of 𝑐𝑖 by the weighted norm eq. (5.32) in eq. (B.9)
yields
𝐽(𝑧) = −𝑐*𝑖𝑍𝑐𝑖 − (𝐻𝑐𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖)* 𝜆− 𝜆* (𝐻𝑐𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖) + 𝜇𝜆*𝜆. (B.12)
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The larger the weight 𝑧𝑖 given for a given loudspeaker, the higher the
effort made by the algorithm to minimize this loudspeaker’s energy and
thus the smallest the energy of the filters related to this loudspeaker.
Equation (B.10) remains unaltered while eq. (B.5) changes to
𝜕𝐽/𝜕𝑐 = −2𝑍𝑐𝑖 − 2𝐻*𝜆, (B.13)
which yields
𝐶 = 𝑍−1𝐻*
(︀
𝐻𝑍−1𝐻* + 𝜇𝐼
)︀−1
𝑒−𝑧Δ (B.14)
as long as 𝑍−1 exists, which is the case if 𝑍 is a diagonal matrix and
∀𝑧𝑖 > 0.
If, however, 𝑍 is not directly invertible, another solution, based in
the method described in (Ruffini et al., 2002) can be used. First 𝜕𝐽/𝜕𝜆
is multiplied by 𝐻* and added to 𝜕𝐽/𝜕𝑐, giving
(𝑍 +𝐻*𝐻)𝑐𝑖 =𝐻(𝜆+ 𝑦 + 𝜇𝜆). (B.15)
The dependency on 𝜆 is eliminated by multiplying 𝜕𝐽/𝜕𝑐 by 𝐻, isolat-
ing 𝜆 and substituting it into eq. (B.15), which, after some algebraic
manipulations, results in
𝐶 = [𝐻*𝐻 + (𝐼 − 𝑃 )𝑍 + 𝜇𝑃𝑍]−1 𝑒−𝑧Δ, (B.16)
where 𝑃 =𝐻*(𝐻𝐻*)−1𝐻.
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Finally, a robust individual headphone equalization method is proposed. Per-
ceptual tests showed that, in all but one of the tested situations, no audible
differences between the original sound source and its binaural auditory dis-
play could be perceived.
